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Pre'face
7

The publication of this report represents the achievement of a goal

which began as discussions among friends about the needs of the Filipino

community. A consistent pattern of community problems began to emerge

from these discussions--increased numbers of Filipinos arriving in the

Community,. Filipinos employed in positions which do not utilize their

education and training, Filipinos not completing their educati6n, Filipinos

not receiving services for which they are eligible. As a prerequisite to

improving the situation, a task force was formed to document the problems

faced by the community.

This study was undertaken to provide an accurate basis for under-

standing the Filipino community. Prior to this study, statistical data

were not available from any other government or private agencies. We were

inter,ested in assessing the Current size of the Filipino community. We

were interested in a basic demographic description of the community.' We

were particularly interested in the employment patterns of the community

- and its use of social services.

Data were collected on 1929 Filipinos living in Mountain View between

September 1977 and March 1978. This repre'Sents,the Filipino Association

believes, 90% of the community and clearly demonstrates the high degree of

cooperation given the study by members of the, community.

In the area of rapid growth, we found that 80% of the community had

moved to Mountain View since 1970. Seventy-seven percent of the community

are immigrants to the. United States, some of whom came as early as the

1920's and others as,recently as the period of the study.

iii



In the area of employmeht patterns; we have found that almost half of

-- the Filipinos in the community are employed. Of those employed, 37% work

as assemblers in the electronic industry. Sixty-one percent of Filipinos

with college or trade school education work outside their fieldS.

Although the aver4ge income of a Mountain View Filipino household

is $16,529, it is seldom earned by a single wage earner, Instead, contri-

butions to total earnings are distributed as follows: -48% earned 'by head

of household, 28% earned by spouse, 13% earned by children in the work force

and 10% earned by other househOld members. The average household consisted

of 4.2 persons,

Less than one-third of one percent of Filipinos in Mountain View receive

welfare payments or food stamps.

This study provides an in-depth profile of a comtemporary Filipino

community. This is a unique, treasure in ghat it provides the community and

the Association with a baseline profile against which to measure our efforts,

programs, and progress.

To further the understanding of-the situation of Filipinos in contem-

porary America, the Association has contributed this study to the files

of ERIC clearing house on Urban Education °slew York) where it will be available,

it microfiche for a nominal cost. The Association will make the survey data

available to interested serious researchers, government and community agencies

for further stpdy and analysis.

The final work on a dynamic community such as the Filipino community

of Mountain View cannot be spoken--instead let us think of this study as,

a sign post along the way fo further progress and development.

iv°

Antoinette Barrientos
Chairperson (March 1977 May 1978)
Filipino Association of Mountain Vie14, Inc.
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1. INTRODUCTION

--

This work examines,iome characteristics of 16215 Filipinos living

in; Mountain View, California. The Filipinos included in this study

represent about 90 percent of the estimated 1,800 Filipinos in the

community'. This estimate was arrived at by assuming that all the

Filipino households in the community had been identified and that the

hoUseholds that declined to participate and those that despite repeated

attempts could not: be contacted in person, have the same household size

as the households that were'interviewed.

Mountain View is a community of 55,095 (1975 Countywide CensUs),

located almost mid-way between San Jase and San Francisco, California.

Filipinos have been a part of the comMunity since the nineteen twenties

and as of 1975 were estimated to comprise about two and half percent. of

the population. The research on which*this work is based wasdesigned-.

to answer questions about how many Filipinos. are preSent, their back-

ground, their overall socio-economic status, their language use,

education, and use of selected government services.

The research project was proposed by the Filipino 'Association of

Mountain View, a non-political and non-social organization incorporated

as a non-profit community organization on February 16, 1976.- Members

of the association represented a broad spectrum pf the community.

Their personal, sometimes intuitive knowledge of variability within the

community convinced'them that overall appearances of proSperity and

success notwithstanding, the local Filipino community had some problems

Members know of numerous individuals working outside,theirprofess



of individuals forced to hold more than one job to survive, of young,

people who have dropped out of school and of.individuals_who are eligi-

ble for public assistance-but are not getting it. However, documentation
-

about the nature and extent of problems and an overall picture of the

community. that "could provide context for an analysis of these problems,

Were not available. Many leaders of the Filipino. community felt that the

1975 countrywide census had undercounted Filipinos in MoUntainView and

,pointed to figures provided by the. local school district-that shoWed

Filipino. children comprised more than 5 percent of the student popula-

tion. These-leaders also felt that the county census data about tie

hOusehold income of Filipino households was misleading since it.failed

to weigh the contributions of employed children who liVe-dt hone and

other members of extended families. It was also felt that a critical

,factor in assessing the overall situation of the Filipino community is

the impact of immigration which the county,censusdid not consider:-'
,

In May of 1977, the Filipino Associationlsubmitted a,proposal to
,

conduct a census type socio - economic study of Fiinos as a Public

-Service Project under Tile VI. Since the project was designed to gather

previously unavailable information relevant to the'planning, deliery,

and evaluat n of programs and services to Filipinos, it'was judged a

cri al public service. On August 3,, 1977 the Santa Clara Valley

Employment and Training Board approved a grant to carry put-the study

and by the beginning of October most of the researdh staft had been

hired and.the project had-begurf:

From the beginningthe project;s goal_was to,produce a final

report that would.he easily understood by all segments of the community.

1

This precluded the use in this report of multi-variate analysis and

many other statistical procedures.

O
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2. RESEARCH STRATEGIES

The goals of the.study were to identify all Filipinos in Mountain

View and to collect data about both individuals and househOlds. For the

purposes of this study, Mountain View was defined as OA area identified

on maps issi.feJilf the Mountain View Chamber of Commer (Landmark Map,

December 1975), with one exception. Several families living north of

the Bayshore-Frepway who used Mountain View as the'' ailing address,

whose children attended Mountain View schools, and w1 claimed that at

the time of the study the area was officially a part of\Mountain View

were included. Whether a person was included or not was determined by

Residence Rules (see Appendix G) that conform 'with Decennial Census

Practice (Bureau'of the Budget 1969). Questions on whether each-indi-

vidual had a house someplace else and,' if so, how many days they were

usually 'present' were used to elicit information meressary to apply these

residence rules. households were define as individuals-occupying a

housing unit, and housing units were defined to conform with Decennial

Cansus''Practice (see Appendix H) (BUreau of the Budget 1969:48).

Order to have meaningful household data, information'was collected-on

non-Filipinos living in households that contain Filipinos. toweverr-

information reported about individuals ex:ludes all non-Filipinos unless

otherwise indicated. Household data is specified as either based on

households that do not"contain non-Filipinos, household data that in

cludes everyone present in the household.

Individuals and Households.

Since one purpose of the study was to collect-in-depth, census-

type data about the community, information concerning every Filipino was



sought. Yet interviewing every individual would have been impractical.

Moreover, data neede4,-61n s' housing situation and material

possessions required that individuals be grouped by hous0:61ds, 'These

cross-purposes were resolved by h.ving the researchers interview one

member of each household. To fac4itate collecting information from

as .many households as possible, the decision was also made not to

.

specify that the respondent had to he the.head of,the household, but

only that he or she be at least 16 years old. This decision resulted'
I .

in limiting the questions to factual\information that the respondent

would know about himself or herself and about other members of the

\

:household. The respondent could not eexpected to know the attitudes

or opinions of other household membere! They represent an opportunity

sample of people who, happened to be at home and available for an

interview, not a representative or random sample of Filipinos in

Mountain View. Thus, this research is generally limited to factual

information and does not claim to say anything about Filipino attitudes.

When the respondents did not know specific information about other.

members of the household, the answer was recorded as "Does not know"

or ."DNK." When critical information about occupation, education, and

age was not known by the respondents, the houeehold,was reconrected by

phone for this4nformation. More than eighty households were recon-

tacted by phone to get information -the respondents had not known at the

time of,the interview, to ab',1 questions the 'interviewer had missed, and

to verify data that seemed inconsistent with other coded responses.'

Design of the Questionnaire and ,Prevaration for Interviewing

The Board of Directors of the Filipino Association had identified

1



a few items it wanted covered in the study, and durifig the project's

initial stages, they gave additiOnai topics. They left it to the staff

to write the questions and to organize them into a'iurvey instrument

or questionnaire. Questions were written so as to permit computer

analysis of the results but were also frequently open-ended. The

respondent was not forced to choOse between limited and suggested

answers but, in most cases, was left free to supply their on answers.

Questions were designed to encourage respondents to answers using their

own words, and the staff was careful to record these-actual words'

whenever possible. Only after answers had been collected we -re they

organized Inca categories for the purpose of computer analysis_. The

questionnare was modeled after the Basic Background Items for US House-

hold Surveys, a draft report of the SSRC Working Group on Standardiza-

tion of Survey Background Items (SSRC:n.d.). A Tagalog version of the

Basic Background Items for US Household Surveys that had been adapted

for use in the Philippines and used in a village level study (Beebe,

1978), the Bilingual Community Self- Survey (Shannon, et: al., 1967);

and the Household Survey Manual 1969 (Bureau of the Budget, 1969) also

provided additional questions and suggestions for ways of doing

research.

1.%

The staff developed English and Tagalog versions of the questions

simultaneously with some questions evolving first in English while the other

was to use simple English and where appropriate, English phrases and

words that have been identified as "Filipind English." For example,

'questions about race-related problems people have. had on their job's

asked whether they had ever been given a "hard time" because they were

Filipinos. The Tagalog version aimed for a colloqial Tagalog that could



be easily understood by those who speak Tagalog as a second language.

'Deep" or "pure" Tagalog was avoided. First drafts of both the English'

and the Tagalog versions were reviewed by the Association'T-Board of

Directors, and_their_improvements-were incorporated into a second draft.

This draft was pretested with, three Filipino'families outside Mountain

_View but in the South Bay area. Two of these pretests used the Tagalog

version; the third used the English version. All staff members were

present and the respOndents were encouraged to.comment on the clarity

and substance of each question. A third draft was prepared and pre-
.

tested with five more families outside MoUntain View. The-regalbg

Version was used vith'four families; the English with the fifth house-

hold. At the same time staff members were preparing thesecond.and

the third drafts, they received instructions in interviewing techniques.

. Staff-members practiced interviewing by conducting_the_ptetests.'

A final step in thepreparation of the questionnaire was the

comparison,of the two versions to insure that they, both communicated

the same message. To facilitate computer analysis of the answers, each

. question was assigned a label,'and spaces were left on the question-

naire for recoding the number corresponding to the answer for:that.

question.

After the final draft had been prepared and reproduced, each'

member of the staff interviewed two other members of the staff as ad-

diti ctice. For the first interviews the staff,worked in pairs

and whil- one person interviewed, the other person checked.. to insure

11 questiohs were asked and that answers were recorded in the

right places. The project coordinator was present for'the first seven



to twelve interviews-conducted by each staff member.

Specific instructions for conducting interviews were prepared

in writing. and given.tO each of the staff members irr the form of an

"Interviewer Information Handbook.". Duririg the first several weeks

when staff members encountered problems or.questions th .y could not

.answer, these became the subject of staff meedings, and decisions

reached about these situations were written as "Updates" for the

"IntervieWer Information."

Identifying and Contacting the Community

Before peoPle could be interviewed, theyhad to be identified

and contacted. The first step was the preparation of a list of 759

names, addresses, and in.about two thirds,of the cases, phone number's.

This list was compiled from lists supplied by members of the Board of

Director of the Filipino Association, with one of the largest lists

furnished by Tony.Marmon. Other lists came from the membership. rosters

.
of Filipino clubs nd ( associations in the.Santa Clara County.area,

student organizations, and senior citizen groups. All the names on

this initial:* list- were investigatedbut only about a. third of the

respondents interviewed appeared on it. Some of the:lists used in

compiling the initial list were more than four years old, and all of

themwere'found to contain numerous names of people who had moved or

were non-Filipinds.
.

The prithary source of. names were personal referrals. Following

each interview, the. respondent was asked fOr names and addresses of

their Filipino neighbors, friends and relatives. Respondents. often

furnished more names. Additional lists of Filipinos were later acquired



from other individuals in the community4ncluding lists prepared by

Filipino students. When all the names from lists and referrals were

combined, they total 1,023. All-names were placed on 3 by--.5 Cards

that contained space for recording information on attempts made to

contact the .person and whether the person had been interviewed. (See

Appendix I for sample). Of the 1,023 namess 313 were not found at the

given address and'there was no way they could be located. Another 71

addresses were found to be non-existent and 147 nathes.were'not Filipino

households. Once contacted, only 36 households refused to be 'inter-

viewed; this situation is described, in detail later in this report,

Twenty-six addresses were, not in Mountain View. Eight households

. .

that were known to contain Filipinos and 3 households that may have

'Contained Filipinos could not be contacted, despite repeated visits to:,

' theii homes and calls to their phone numbers. Publicity was used to

. inform the community 'of the study and.to elicit its help. In the first..

. . .

phase of the publicity: program, a poster was prepared that announced the

purpose of the study in Tagalog, liocano, and English (Appendix J).

Copies, of the poster were placed in numerous Mountain View stores,

especially'.those known to be frequented by Filipinos, on the campuses

of the 'local high school S and the community cOlIege, at local churches,

and at several local government offices. The presidents of fourteen

Filipino associations or clubs in Santa Clara County were contacted by

mail and fti. 4Ome-Cases,-follow-nps were made either in person or over

the phone. The presidents of.these associations were asked to inform

, their members of the project. Companies known to employ large numbers

of Filipinos were contacted and were requested to include in their
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newsletter announcements.about the project. Eight companies

responded by including news of the Project in their newsletters, and a

ninth company wrote letters to each of its Filipino- employees telling

them about the project and requesting their cooperation. The newspaper

of the Moffatt Field Naval Air Station carried an article about the

project,as did the Palo Alto Times, the San Jose Mercury and the commu-

nity newspaper, The View.

Response to the'Project Publicity and Channels of tOmminication.

At the end of the interview, the respondents. were asked if .they

had heard about the researchproject before. they had been. contacted for

.the interview. Of the 387 households interviewed, 246 or 64 percent

responded they had not previously heard of the project andlhad not been

reached by extensive publicity effort.

Of the, respondents who had heard of the project, more than three

times as many'had,heard through persbnal contacts than:through media

sources. The most effective media source was the tri- lingual poster;

yet it was a source of information about the project for only 3 percent

of the respondents (Table 1-1).

Table 1-1 Sources ol I0ormation About the Project*

Frequency Percent

Had not heard of project ,246 - 64

#Personal Contacts
Board Members ,

44 11

OiherInterviewees 36 9

Research Staff 21 5

Other Filipinos 7 2

1



Media
Posters
Moffett Newspaper
Community Newspaper (View)
Church Newsletter
Company Newsletters
San Jose Mercury

* Based on 387 household interviewed

11
7 .

7

4

7

2

3

2

2

1

2

1

A second phase of publicity. was designed to encourage Filipinos

who had not been reached to. contact'the project and to facilititate

. rebontacting individuals who had been reluctant to be interviewed.
. .

This time personalcontacts were given the greateSt.:emOhasis;. The

-church newsletters and the local newspaper were contacted; and they

agreed to carry notices and to provide "news" coverage of the project.

On.February 12, 1,978, two members of the research staffappearedlas

guests-on-a-weekly-Filipino Tr-show and were interviewed concerning

the project.

Introduction

In more than half of all households, contacts were fi=st made by_

phone, at which time the purpose of the survey was explained. Appoint-

ments were arranged at the respondents convenience; including on week--

ends and/or evenings. Other contacts were made by going directly to

the addresses with interviews either conducted at that time or appoint-
,

ments made for a later time. Members of the research staff.introduced

themselves in Tagalog and presented a letter of introduction in both

Tagalog and English. After the respondent had read the letter, the

research staff member reviewed seven points with the respondent..

That he/she was.from the Filipino Association of .

Mcuncain View, a private non-profit community organization.

or)
kro



4 1r

2: That the Association was doing a socioeconomic
survey of all Filipinos in Mountain 'View and was

attempting to collect information about Filipino
families, their housing, education, and jobs.

3. That the information might help improve community
services to Filipinos.

4. That answers were strictly confidential and that
information about indviduals would not be given
to an-; U. S. or Philippine government agency.

5. That if there were any particular questions that
the respondents did not want.to answer, he/she
should ssy so.

ThSt there-were identical questionnaires in
Tagalog and English and respondents could choose
the one they preferred.

7. Finally respondents were asked if they had any

questions. ,

Community Response

Most respondents seemed satisfied with 'the e:Tlanation.they were

furnished and were vary cooperative., Many respondents felt.ihat it

was time for Filipinos to get together, to identify their collective

needs, and to-do something about it. The'y,viewed the-research project

as a step in the right direction. _Approximately, 15 percent of house
.

holds served snacks to the interviewers and in some cases, gave them-

vegetables from their gardens. Almost all respondents at the end of

the interview provided names, addresses and phone numbers of friends

relatives. A few respbndents were very concerned about how they

had been identified, and some were particularly upset that the Project

had their "un fisted" phonemumbers.,

A few households, 36 or approximately 9 percent. of the households.

N .

included-in-the study refused to be interviewed. Careful records were
N .

,... .

,

NN



maintained on the households that refused to participate, and the reasons

given for the refusal. No reason was given by respondent from 22 of

the households. The most common reason given for refusal 6-participate

in the study 'was that the respondent was tOo busy (n=1). Other times,

either thehusband or wife did not want to ..(=4) or had had bad experiences

with other. Filipino Associations (n=3). . The addresses of the households

that refused to be interviewed are distributed throughout the community;

This suggests that their absence from the study ddes not bias the results.

All.households that had refused to be interviewed, were contacted at the

end of the project by letter in a last attempt to explain the project

and to elicittheir'cooperation. None of the households so contacted

subsequently agreed to be included in the stUdy. The Overall refusal
. _

rate is a very low figure for this kind of study and reflects the

overall cooperation extended by the community to the Project.

Confidentiality'

In order to assure that information collected about individuals

not be linked to names, the sheet containing. names wasp separated from

the rest of'the questionnaire immediately after the interview. These

cover sheets with names were kept by the staff until the termination

of the project so that problems with the :data could be corredted;

these cover-sheets were destroyed at the end of.the'project. To

prevent situations from arising where individuals or groups of indivi-

duals would demand .the identification of individuals, no list that

associated names with numbers was ever prepared. Original 'questionnaires

minus the names are-being kept by the Filipino Association of Mountain

View.

1,



Data Analysis and Availability of the Data

Respondents were recorded using their.actl words whenever

possible. These answers were then converted into numbers using

instructions contained in a"codebook" prepared by the research staff,

Numbers representing answers were transferred to co ing sheets and'were

keypunched. An SPSS data definition program was preared that identi-

fies, each variable (question), the meaning assigned t different numbers

and how missing data was to be handled for each questi . (See Nie et.

al:, 1975)

It is the policy of the Filipind Association of Mountain View to

make the IBM cards containing the SPSS data definition program, the data,

'and the "codebook" available to anyone who would like to use them.

Special 'Note on the Occupation Codes.and the Prestige Scores

,Occupations iticluded work in the Philippines and in the United

States, and sidelines or second jobs, as well as primary jobs. bccu-
,

pations were coded using a list of about 80'3 occupationsprepared by

the'National Data Program for the-Social Sciences. This list Was taken

from an index of approximately 23,000 occupational titles used by the.

Bureau of the Census in the 197.0 census of the population and reporteE

in the Alphabetical Index of Industries and Occupation (1971).

The prestige scores assigned to occupations in thiS study were

taken fron a study done by NORC in 1963,and originally designed for

with the 1970 U. S. Census OccUpational codes. ,Prestige scores were

generated by asking.a sample of Americans to evaluate the social,:;,

standing of occupations on a nine step "ladder" printed on a cardboard

and presented to .the respondents. The boxes of the ladder were nuMbered



1 - 9.from bottom to top. The occupational titles were printed on small

cards and the_occupational prestige ratings were collected by requesting

respondents to sort the cards into boxes formed by the rungs of the
1:

ladder. All modifications in the orginal scores done by the National

Data Program for the. Social sciences eb adapt the 1963 study to the

1970 Census data have been used in this study.

Three things need to be noted regarding the prestige scores

reported in this study. First, these scores were the prestige of these

occupations more than 15 years ago, and durihg that-time there have been

changes in how occupationS are evaluated. Second, these are the pres-

tige rankings that non-Filipino Americans assigned to occupations in. the

United States. Several sgtdies suggest Filipinos evaluate their limi-

tations, the prestige scores make it possible to investigate. the change

in prestige of occupations that occurs when a person immigrates and to

note-the difference in prestige scores for different, groups. PreStige

scores are-not used to Make definitive statements about the prestige

of the jobs Filipinos have, but -as a tool for comparing the impact of

different factors on a summary measure of occupation.

Notes on the organization of tables and the use of percents

This study is based on the 1629 Filipinos who are usually present

and the 419 'household's. they comprise. The goa of the research was'to

develop. generalizations about categories of individuals rather than

descriptions of particular individuals. Individuals or households were

sorted into groups based on their properties, and statements are made
- .

about these groups.. For example, all the Filipinos in MountainView can

be sorted into two groups, based on whether they are male or female.



Table
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2 Age by Ten Year Group

0 - 9

10 - 19
20

30 - 39
40 - 49
50 - 59
60 or'older
Declined to answer
Did not know

Total

Frequency

3.24

308

32 \§

241
131
112
148

2
15

2

1,629 \

Percent

21

19

21

-15
8

7

9

1

100

There are 1,592 cases for which the ages,ate known and persons

ages,.10 to 19 make up 19 percent,of the known cases. (Table 1-2)

In some cases a question applies only to a.certain-group of

Filipinos, andin these cases the numbers apply onlAto.indiViduals for

which there are answers-for thavgroup. For example,%the question about

civil status was asked only for individuals ages 15 and above. (Table 1-3)
, ,

';`\

A
.

Table 1 - 3 Ciyil\Status of Persons Age 15 andAbot(e\
,

Frequency Percent

Presently married 722 61

Widowed 50 4
Separated w. lz; 1

Divorced 14 1

Never married 378 32

Total 1,178 100

The question was asked of 1,179 indivuduals, the-respondents di'd not

know the answer for. one individual and of those over the ages of 15 for

whom the civil status is known,61\percent are presently marrieci.

For most queStions the number\of individuals about whom the tes-

4, ;,

pondents did not know the answers is\ limited to less than ten. Aside



from age, the only question where a relatively large number

/1(
declined-to-answer" was the question regarding income from the main

.

occupation. Evea on this44stion'the "declined to answ5t" is limited
.:-

to 38 individuals or 5:percent of_individualS who.are-employed.
(t.

In addition to sorting all cases.bylseX-and by age, it is

possible to sort by both sex and age at.the same time. (Table 1 -4_
, .

Female

Table 1.4

Percent of
. Female

Age by Sex

.

Male
Percent .of

Male
.

TOTAL
-4Percent of All.

Individuals

0 -.9 k33, 17. 191 24 324 21

10-19 154. 20 . 154 : 19 308 19

20-29 178 :. 23 '.-,' 148 18 326 20

30-39 122- .1.5 121. ,15-!. -243- 15
r

40,-49 . 70 9 6.1 8 '131 8

50-59 71 .9 41 5 112 7

60 or
older 56 7 92' - :117 148 10

TOTAL 784 100 '808 100 .1592 100
.:

There are 178 females and 148 males between the ages of 20 and

29. ,Twenty-hree percent of the females and 18 percent of the males

are between 20 and 29.

mnlications

The research project in accomplishing its. initial explicit goals

of of preparing a report on the.Filipinos in Mountain View also proved to'

be of value in several ways that had not been. anticipated. Five diffi-



'rent areas can be identified in which'thisresearch project was able

to make significant contributions.

The research, project increased the broader community's awareness

of the Filipino'community and increased the Filipino.community's aware,-

ness of its own size, experiences and problems of Filipinos, and the

enormous variability in their backgrounds. The project prove that

civic-minded Filipinos could unite in identifying needs and seeing a

project through. Members of the community were willing to invest

tremendous amounts of time and effort in a project that contained no

direct rewards for such investments other. than the intrinsic rewards

,

from the project's completion'.

The research project resulted in the research staffs being

trained in research methodology, including the computer analysis of

survey,data. Different members of the research staff brought to the

Project different skills that in die course of the Project were shared

with other members of the Staff. The research-skills that were acquired

or sharpened become-valuable resources both for the individuals in-
,

volved, and also for the entire community, since it now has_these

-skills available.

The results of the research provide the only moderately large

scale study of the socio-economic condition of Filipinos inthis

country. A fairly extensive research of the literature available on.

Filipinos in this country failed to locate any comparable studies.

Besides the information this study provides. about Filipinos it also

provides a model for this type of research on similar communities

elsewhere.

The results of the study provide the basis for additiOnal research



la,

on Filipinos in this country. This study provides.a description of

conditionS and can only make limited inference about the causes.

Specific results dealing with education and employment can not always

be fully understood given existing data but would seem to suggest the

need for research in these areas. Specifically, there appears a need

for research on antecedent conditions of success such as communication

competency, efficiency, self confidence, and the culture-conditioned

evaluation of competency by the broader non - Filipino community.,

The most important results of the study to the Filipino Asso-

ciation of Mountain View concern its ability to contribute to the

delivery of better services to the community. The goal is to take

these'results and to attempt to identify specific needs that are not

being met, to identify within the area agencies and services that are

relevant to these needs and to try to discover what, if anything,

prevents Filipinos from using agencies and servicesthat are reltvant

to their needs: It is anticipated that the results of...this study will

be of particular value to agencies that are presently trying to serve

the needs of Filipinos and that the study will enable such -agencies to

better understand the community with which they are working. The

Filipino Association of Mountain View anticipates spending approxi-

mately six months working with existing agencies in their attempt to

serve the community and at the end of that-time to identify specific

needs, if there are arty,, that existing services either can not or will

not provide. The Association is then committed, to working with both

Filipinos. and the non-Filipino community to establish the machinery

that may be needed for .the solution of these very specific problems.

/
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Table 1 - '5 Sex of Mountain View Filipinos

Frequency Percent

Female 807 49

Male 822 51

Total 1,629 100

The table also provides the percent of individuals in each category,

Percentages in tables as well as in the narrative descriptions of
o

these tables are rounded to the largest whole number. -Rounding to the

nearest whole percent is dcne to simplify results and to prevent the

appearance of scientific exactness evident in a number such as 22.47

percent. Such precision is not characteristic of any survey research

regardless of the care. taken'in doingthe research. Because,of-round-

.
percentages do not.always add...to 100:

Sometimes either.the respondent did not know information about
.

other members of the household or did not want to give the answers, or

the interviewer, by accident, failed to ask a particular question: In

such situations the number of cases is reduced and percentages are

based only on the number-of cases for which there are responses.

'Respondents did not want to give the ages of 15 individuals (often.
.

their own ages) and did not'know the ages of 22 other individuiis.
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3. BRIEF HISTORY OF FILIPINOS IN THE UNITED
STATES:716AD IN MOUNTAIN VIEW

Philippine history and the lives of many Filipinos have been

greatly influenced and in some cases determined by the "special

relationship". between the United States and the PhiliPpines, .Related

to this have been a series of'political and socio-economic factors that

have triggeted an intermittent but dramatic growth of Filipino imil-

gration to the United States. Both the "special relationship" and

the continuing large-scale immigration of Filipinos date from,1898

When, after 300 years of colonial domination and a mock battle in

Manila Bay, Spain ceded the Philippines to the United States. The

United States had succumbed to what Mark Twain called the ."PhilipOine

Temptation"and for the next 46 yeirs, the Philippines was a colonial

-possession of the United States. The United States government's.

attitude tolards its pOSsession was reflected In a statetheut.attri-.

buted td-President McKinley; stating that it was the moral duty of the

United States "to educate the Filipinos and uplift and civilize and

Christianize them and to fit the people for the duties of citizenship."

The Filipinos had fought and defeated the Spaniards before the

Areticans arrived in Manila Bay; they.wanted independence, not the

replacement of 'one .colonial poWet by another: A bloody military paci-

fication pro tam had to be waged before Ihe.Americana could get.'on with

their "mission." Education required schools, and even before all armed

resistance to the AMericans had ended, decisions were made to establish

a public school system, to use English as the medium of instruction,

and to import American teachers both to staff the schools and to train
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Filipinos as teachers. While American language and culture were being

imported to the Philippines as early as 1903, Filipinos were being

granted government scholarships to study in the'United States. Many

of the earliest Filipino immigrants were scholars who chose to stay in

the United Stateg.

While the rhetoric describing the relationship between the United

States and the Philippines emphasized what the former did for the latter,

the,relationship was in fact based on what the Philippines could do for

the United States. The traditional economic relationship between, a.

colonial power and its possession, which defined the pbssession both

as a. source of raw materials and market for its finished goods, took

on an added dimenCion. Almost from the beginning, the Philippines

provided labor for job categories in the United States that Americans

_could not or would tot fill. At about the'same time that the United'

States acquired the .Fhllippines)ii annexed Hawaii. The expansion of

the sugar industry. in Hawaii required cheap labor which China and Japan

initially supplied, but with the Chinese Exclusion Law of 1900 and

the Gentlemen's Agreement of 1907 these traditional sources of Libor

were disrup'ted. Businessmen considered the Philippines as an ideal

source of cheap labor since it was under American occupation and would,

therefore be "free from the danger of being abruptly closed by..restric-

tive immigration legislation" ( Rabaya 1971:189).' Whild only about,

160 Filipinos were actively recruited, word of the opportunities for

wealth and adventure spread rapidly. 'By 1919, 25,000 Filipinos were.

in Hawaii (Rabaya 1971:189), and the 1920 census identified 5,603

Filipinos residing in the United States Mainland, many of whom were
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government scholars (Racelis and Pecson 1959).

The recruitment of_Filipinoi as messboys for the United States

Navy in World War I further contributed to the early increase in

Filipino immigration. After the war, many of these Filipinos elected

to stay in the United States, particularly on the West Coast (HcWilliams

1973).

The nineteen twenties were a time of rapid economic expansion on

the West Coast. Limited opportunities were available to Filipinos

ready to work as fruit pickers, rice harvesters, cannery workers,-house-

boys, cooks, and at other low level jobs.' The Immigration Act of 1924

explicitly excluded Chinese and,Japanese because of their ineligibility

for citizenship. However, Filipinos who were considered neither aliens

nor citizens but nationals traveling with American .passports were not

affected. vIn order to.go to the United Statespthey had only to arrange

w for a health card and credit for-the trans-Pacific passage.

While the experience of Filipinos throughout the western part of

the United States during the nineteen twenties is believed to have been

similar, their experilnce in California has been documented (see Bloch

1930) and has played a major role in shaping stereotypes about Filipinos.

In 192322,426 Filipinos arrived in California, and between then and

1929 immigration from the Philippines' averaged 4,177 annually. The

Filipinos who arrived in California during the nineteen twenties were

generally male (males outnumbered-females 14 to 1), young (84 percent

were: under 30cin contrast to the general California population where

only 23 percent were under 30)) and unmarried (77 percent of the Fili-

pinos were single in contrast to the 48 percent of the total California



population). .For their work in hotels, restaurant. and,private houses,
r.

they were usually paid about $67 a month plus room and board. Fili-

pinas in the agricultural industries received an averaged of $3.00 a

day. Some employers were said to prefer.Filipina workers to white and

Mexican workers because the former. were considered steadpr, more

tractable and more willing to put up with langer.hours,-poorer board

and'worse lodging facilities.

During the Depression white labor came to. view,the Filipinos, as

. an economic threat, and the same jobs that the whites- had been Unwilling

to accept during the twenties were suddenly being contested. The fact

that the Filipinos were generally young,-male and single increased

their impact on and visibility in the job market,. At the same time,

theirage and sex imbalance brought them into conflict with the dominant

.white majority, especially when they had contact with .white women.

Anti-Filipino race xiots occurredid Exeter, California:in late 1921 .

and in Watsonville, California in January of 1930, The Exeter incident

was enacted by "whites throwing missiles at the Filipinos" in the

company of white women. In Watsonville the.. immediate cause of a iiot.

..that led to the death of a Filipino was _the employment of white female

entertainers by the Palm Beach Filipino Cluh'(Bloch 1930:74)

.
In the aftermath of these riots, the California legislative passed

.

Joint Resolution No. 15 which petitioned Cohgress to restrict Filipino

mmigration.

The present absence of restriction on immigration from the
Philippines Islands opens the door annually to thouSands of
Filipinos, causing unjust and unfair competition to American
labor and multiplying the beneficial results to:be expected.
from a national policy of restrictive immigration.
(Califorriia Joint Resolution No. 15, 1930)
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The early Filipino immigrants were victims of general anti-

Oriental atereor_ypes and had the added difficulty of having no govern-

mental authority to defend their interests. They often encountered

discrimination and were barred from some hotels and restaurants: When

housing could be found, it was not uncommon for ten or twelve men to

share a single room or apartment, The Filipino community's age and

sex imbalance combined with discrimination to-present the appearance

-.of life styles that increased tha majorityJS negative.Views toFilipinos.

Another part of the problem faced. by the early Filipino immigrants.

. .

was their innocence coupled with their high expectations of America.

Western people are. brought up to regard Oriental.s. or
colored people as inferior Filipinos are taught to
regard Americans as equals Theterrible truth in
America shatters the Filipino dream of fraternity'
If I had noe...:.stUdied about American institutions and
racial equality in the 'Philippines, I should never have
minded so much.thelw'rible-impact of American:chauvinism.
.(Carlos Bulosan as quoted by Melendy 1972:141).

In 1935 the'Philippine Independence Act (thatgranEed indepen-
c,

dence in 1946) established' an immigration quota of ifty.Filipinos a

year, and it seemed as though Filipino immigration had ended. Not

only was new immigrationhalted, but the Repatriation Act of 1935

offered Filipinos in the United States _free traq'sportation back, to the

Philippines provided they did not reenter the United States. But

economic conditions in the Philippines were worse-than conditions in

13.

this country, and 'by 1935-Filipinos in the United Statea umbered more

than 100,090, man'irof whom. -had been.hare for upwards Of ten' years. 4

; .

Only 2,000.choSe tci\reLrnto the Philippines.

"World: War II began a new chapter in Philippine immigration. The

invasion of the Philipplr by the Japanese and the heroic but ultimately
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futile defense by Filipino and_American troop_s increased American

consciousness about the Philippines. During and iimediatelyfter the

war, some of the discriminatory bars were lifted. /President Filipinos

-were'able to get better paying jobs in shipyards and other defense

facilities. Most eligible Filipinos-enlisted in the army or the navy,

and this became grounds for citizenship._

The Immigration and Nationality Act of 1952'eseablished an Asian

Pacific quota of 100 per country, making it possible for more Filipinos

to enter the United States as immigrants. Within the quota of 100, new

preferences were given to skilled workers, parents of American citizens,

and spouses and children of permanent resident aliens. A new Immigration

law was enacted in 1961 and became effective in 1968. rt.increased the

-annual allotment of visas to 20,000. per country, continued to give pre-
,

ference to skilled workers, especially professionals, and relatives'of

permanent residents whileexcluding fromthentmerical limitation
,

parentS, spouses, and the -unmarried children of American 'citizens. The

new laws made'gave preference to employment categoriesin short supply

in the United States, such as doctors, and nurses. Once again the

Philippines became an exporter of labor and direct contributor to the

economic and social well-being of the United States.

The impact of the new law on Filipino immigrationis eviden1 when

the top five users of Immig-ant visas are examined.

J
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Figure 1 Shifts in Top Five Usersof IVN*

1967 1969 1971 , 1973.. - 1975

:ico 42,371 : Mexico 44,623 : Mexico 50,103 : Mexico 70,141 : Mexico 62,552

)a 33,321 : Italy . 23,617 ; Phil . 28,471 :'Phil 30,799 : Phil 31,323

ay 26,565 : Phil 20,744. : Italy 22,137 :,Cuba 24,147.:.Cuba 28,100

Brit 24,965 ,:Canada. 18,582 Cuba 21,611 : Korea 22,930 1 Korea 25,611

Leda 23,442 : Jameica,16,947 : Greece 15,939-: Italy 22,151: India, 14,336
*Based on 1975 Annual Repott, Immigration and Naturalization Service

In 1967 the Philippines was not even among the top five users of

immigration visas but had jumped to thi'rd in 1969 and has been second

to Mexico since 1971. Since certain close relatives of U.S`. citizens

do not fall within the 20,000 annual 'numerical limitation, the number

of immigrants exceeding the 20,000 ceiling is apt to increase. Only.

. .2274 Filipinos became U.S. citizens in .1968. By 1969 the number had

increased by more than 70% to 3,877. By 1973 the 1969 figure had

doubled. In 1974 and 1975, 28,903 Filipinos became U.S. citizens.

The 15,330 Filipinos who became naturalized U.S.- citizens in 1975

represent an almost 600 percent increase over the number in 1964.

The 19,70 U.S. Census provides the only nation-wide profile:of

Filipinos in America, but because'-of continued immigration since 1970

and a normal fertility rate, the 1970 population of Filipinos probably.

represents less. than half of the present population. -The 19.70 U.S,

Census enumerated 350,082 persons offoreign stock whose country of

origin Is.the Philippines. Of these 184,842 are listed as foreign

born and 165,240 are listed as natives of foreign or mixed parentage.

Since the Census was completed, immigration, has increased the size of

0_,

:



the Filipino community by at least 240,000. Assuming a very conservative

natural growth rate of at least 2 percent for both Filipinos already

present in 1969 and for those who have immigrated sine then, an incre.'a'.ie

of another 27,000 can beranticipated. The Filipino community in the I\
_.. .

United States can be expected to be close to a-Million-people by 1980.

\ .

Filipino's in Mountain View'

"Old Sountain VAre began in the 1950 s Las a settlement with a

.

few residents and busiiesses along El Camino Real. It developed into

an important stage stop on the route to San Francisco, The old town

shifted to the present a
\ ea centered along Castro Street close to the

railroadwhentheSanFracisco-San. Jose Railroad was completed in

1864 and a depot was built` orthwest of the old town,

Mountain View, named f r the Santa Cruz Mountains to the west

was incorporated in 1902. opening of the Moffett Field Naval

Air Station. in 1933 boosted he town's growth. ,The population stood

at only 4,000 in 1940. Most of the residents were farm workers in the

extensive landholdings in-the valley. In the late nineteen fifties,

Mountain View experienced spectacular growth, with the farmlands and

orchards giving way to industrial parks and housing.

Filipinos first came to Mountain View in the nineteen twenties.

Most of them were young, unmarried men who came with the vision, of a ,

better life. For the $95 third-class fare on a trans-Pacific liner,

the early Filipinos could reach a West Coast port like San Francisco,

.27

Los Angeles or Seattle. Some came directly from the Philippines tg the

Mainland while others first lived and worked in Hawaii. Prospectsof

the better economic future, possibly including finishing school and
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.r.

almost always including being able to send money back to relatives in

the Philippines,. brought Filipinos to the jObs available in Mouniain

View, For many, their dreams remained dreams, for, as one old timer

puts it, "working on farms was too much work for too little money."

In those days,. fruit orchards, mostly owned byJapanese and-Chinese,,

-
abounded in the Mountain-View area. Filipinos wOuld go from oue orchard

to another in teams Of from five to thirty people. They would pick,

pears, tomatoes, strawberries, prunes, apricots, and raspberri ands,

would, earn 25 cents to 35 cents a box per picker. After work some of

the Filipinos would go onto town fora movie, then drop bY their favo-

rite meeting place, the poolroom-barbershop then located between Hope

Street and View Street, where the-present U.S. Post Office is.'

With the influx.into California Of new groups of agricUltural

workers in the mid-thirties, the "dust bowl" refugees from the Midwest

and later the Mexicans fro m the South, many Filipinos had to seek other

jobs. They.often ended up doing and personal service work in

hotels,, restaurants,businesses and private households.

By 1940, 2of the present Filipino population had already moved

to Mountain View. Despite often difficult working conditions and some-

times extremely sub-standard living facilities, Filipinos did not stop

coming. By .1.955 almost 100% of the present Filipino residents

Mountain View'were already here.

The Naval Air,Station, N.A.S.A.'s Ames Research Center, and the

electronics and aerospace industries, which were ,established in the

fifties, became and continue to be, a steady attraction for Filipinos

seeking jobs in the area. Mountain View's proximity to San Francisco

tro

,,,,,,,,



and San Jose make living and working in the area esp cially appealing

to Filipinos., They enjoy ready access to a Large..Filip no comMunity

without any of the problems typical of the large urban centers. The
\

1975 country-wide ensus enumerated 1285 Filipinos out of a t otal

Mountain View Population of 55,095.

ti
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4, DEMOGRAPHIC DESCRIPTION

The Filipino community in Mountain View can be. described in terms
.

of its total size, its origins, the structure of its households, and

the civil status, age_anci.citizenship of its members. Such descriptions

reflect the present status of the community and provide an indication of

'future directions. Descriptions of this kind reveal tremendous diffe-
.

renceA within the community and suggest that very few, if any, state-
--

ments can be made that describe all the Filipinos .in Mountain View.

,

Residence in Mountain View_

In order to conform with U.S. Decennial Census practices, those,

who usually., live in the housing unit and persons. staying or visiting

there who have no other home were considered residents. specific

residence rules (included in the,Appendix of this report) were followed

when applicable but do not coverall the situations found in ,the

community. In cases of ioubt, researchers were instructed to collect

data on.everyone present and to inquire specifically is to whether

individuals had another home elsewhere; how many days on average they

were usually present in the tio',::iehold being interviewed; and why, they

malati..irled another residence. For analytical purposes, those

171

indiVidual6

nc covered by the-."residenCe rules" who had Another home and were
7

present less than five days a week, were not considered residents of

Mountain View. The use of these stringent rules for identifying residents.

resulted in the elimination of 31 "non-residents". These included"tem-
.

pore:7 visitors from the Philippines, some visiting grandparents, some



college students, and those in the military or with jobs requiring

them to maintain a-residence someplz.;.ce-else.

. _
Race and Ethnic Identity

Most oS the results reported in this work concern individuals who

either identified themselves.as Filipinos or were identified by the

respondent for the household as Filipinos. Used this way, the term

Filipino' refers to individUais classified as a racial group. Some of

these individuals are not Filipino cit izens, others identify their! ethnic

identity ;',qe.rican, Filipino-American, simply Filipino, or one of the

Philippines numerous language- ethnic groups. About one percent of the

individuals are identified as Filipino-mestizos but for the purpose

of,analysis, are included with the Filipinos. The-term mestizo refers

to anyone who has one parent who is Filipino and another who is non-.;

Filipino.

Table 4 - 1 Race of Individuals Identified as Filipino

Filipino 156 6

Chinese Mestizo 2

White Mestizo 58

131adk Mestizo 2

Japanese Mestizo 1.

As long as Filipinos were present in a household; data was collected

on all individuals residing therein. If the one percent Filipino mestizos

are Incordorated with.the Filipinos, this leaves some 6i non-Filipino

household members.



Tahle 4 -7, 2 Race of All:Hbusehold Members

Frequency

Filipino 1623

White 56

Black.

Mexicans

Chinese

Japanese

4

Percene"

96

011

0

2 0

Total 1670 100

Table 4 - 3. suggests that the non-Filipino household member is

to be either the head of the household or the spouse of the head.

Table 4 - 3 Type of Family MeMber of Non - Filipinos

32

Male Head 30

Female Head 1

Male Spouse 2

Female Spouse 18

In 51 Of the 67 household units in Mountian View containing non- Filipinos,

,either the head of the household or tLe spouse of the head is a non-

Filipino.

The choice of an "ethnic label" provides the Filipino with several

options-, and the particular label chosen varies with both the respondent's

view of himself or herself and with the situation. One may expect the

use of the more general term "Filipino" In situatiuns involving non-

Filipino groups, while particular language-ethnic group labels can often

be expected'where only. Filipinos are present.
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.. Respondents were asked whether they considered themselves: "Tagalog,

Ilocano, Kapampangan, Ilonggo, Cebuano. Boholano, Filipino-American,

American; simply Filipino, or what?" In addition, respondents. were

asked what_every other household member considered himself or herself,

Here the respondents" replies might more accurately depict their views

of other household members rather than the latter's self-perceptions.

While respondents' answers about themselves may be ,more accurate, they

are not a representative. sample and, conseciVently, cannot be generalized

onto the entire. community.

Table 4 - 4 Comparison of Ethnic Identity by Whether
Respondent or Other Household Member

Respondent Other Household ,
Members

Total:

Tagalog. 87 179 266

IloCano 108 308 416.

Kapampangan 11 20 31

Cebuano 13 22 35

Pangasinense 13 30 ,43

*Other Filipino Groups 61 248 309

Simply Filipino ,119 358 477

American 5. 45 50

*Includes Ilonggo; Boholano,,Waray,;Aklan, Bicolano, Zambal

It is interesting to note that about one-third of the respondents

identify themsell*.res as "Ilokano", a4ther as '

rest'saw themselves as one of 13 other labels

ethnic/language groups were given as choices,

'simply Filipino", and the

. Even when.mostly Filipino

many individuals preferred

broader terms like "simply Filipino" or "Filipino-American", possibly

1 6
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indicating their desire to minimize the specific ethnic divisions that .

have characterized the Philippines. Despite-their Filipino racial iden-

tiny, about 10 percent of the respondents Chose either American or

Filipino-American as an ethnic identity. It should alsO be noted that
_

while the 'particular examples given were intended to prompt other labels;

they have limited responses for groups not included as examples, like
r!

Pangasinense.

Since in the Philippines the-language spoken while growing up is

closely associated, if not identical with, ethnic identity, the rela-

tionship of languages and ethnic identity provides additional insight

into the community's ethnic identity.

Table 4-5 Comparison of Ethnic Identity and Language Spoken While
Growing Up

Ethnic Identity English Tagalog Ilokano KaPam. Cebuano Pangas-Other-Total

-Tagalog 38 210 2 .1 0 2 13 264

s

Ilokano 4.J..
/1 27 340 \ 0 0 .. :5 3 416

.

.

Kapampangan 1 2 2
.

25 0 . 0 1 31

Cebuano 2 . 3 0 .k\ 0 26 -- 0 4 35
. -
OPangasenense 3 0 _ 10 N\ 0 24 6 43

*Other Filipino Groups .12 5 2 0' 7 0 32 58

Filipino-American 161 12 43. 0 11 1 23 251

Simply Filipino .135 123 '\. 132' .11 12 12 52 477

-American 46 1 0 0 0 0 3 50

.Mbre than 65 percent of individualswho grew up speaking English are

identified eithet as Filipino-American of simply Filipino, while 64 percent

of those identified. as Filipino-American grew up.speaking.English. The



useaf English while.growing up appears closely tied to the. choice of

a general ethnic label such as Filipind,or Filipino-American as opposed

to a specific languagerethnic group label- such as Ilokano.,;While

Iloc o was .the language used while growing up by 33 percent of the

individuals, only 26 percent of the. individuals are identified as ethni-

cally Ilokano., Although Ilokanos are the largest single ethnic-language

group, they comprise less than 40 percent of the total Filipino community

in Mountain View, Of the language-ethnic groups, Tagalog ranks second,

with 24 percent growing up speaking Tagalog while 16 percent are iden-,

tified as ethnically Tagalog.

Birthplace, Age, and Sex

Seventy seven percent of the Filipinos in Mountain View were born

in the Philippines while the remaining 22 percent were born 'in this

country. Table 4 -6 gives the place of birth in the Philippines and the

United .States using Provinces and States grouped into larger categories.

Table 4 -

Philipoines

Birthplace of Filipinos'in Mountain View

Frequency percent

Manila and Suburbs ,(Manila, Quezon City, Caloocan
City, Pasay City) 217 18'

Ilocos and Mountain Provihce (Abra, Ilocos Sur,
Ilocos Norte, La Union, Mountain Province,.
Baguio)

Cagayan Valley and Batanes (Batanes, Cagayan,
Isabela, Nueva Viscaya)

Central Luzon Dataan, Bulacan, Nueva_ Ecij

Pampa: ,a, Pangasinan,.Tarlac, Zambalesl

228

483

18.

3

39

Southc. Luzon and Islands(Batangas, Cavite, Laguna'

Marinique, Occidental Mindoro, Oreintal Mindoro,
Palac.:A., Quezon, .izal) 142 12

A 1"::

n.
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Bicol (Albay, Camarines Norte, Camarines Sur,
Catanduanes, Masbate, Sorsogon)

Eastern Visayas (Bohol, Cebu, Leyte; Negros
Oriental, Samar, Southern Leyte)

Western Visayas (Alklab, Antique, Capiz, Iloilo,
Negros Occidental, Romblon)

Frequency Percent

13

54

52

Northern Mindanao (Agusan, BukidnOn, Lanao del Norte
Norte, Lanao del Sur, Misamis Oriental, Misamis
Occidental, Surigao del Norte, Surigao del Sur)

Southern-Mindanao and Sulu (Cotabato, Davao, Sulu,
Zamboanga del Norte, Zamboanga del.Sur) 6 1

TOtal 1,237 100.

United.States

'San Francisco Bay Area 254 69

Other Places in California 33 9

Pacific (Washington, Oregon, Alaska, Hawaii, Guam) - 37. 10

New England (Maine, Vermont, New Hampshire
Massachusettes, Connecticut, Rhode Islands) 5 1

Middle Atlantic (New York, New Jersey,' Pennsylvania) 7 2

East North Central (Wisconsin, Illinois, Indiana,
Michigan, Ohio) 1

West North Central(Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri, North
Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas) 1

North Dakota

South Atlantic (Delaware, Maryland, West Virginia
Virginia, Washington D.C., North Carolina, South
Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Puerto Rico) 14 4

Eist South Central (Kentucky, Tennessee, Alabama,

Mississippi) 1 0

West South Central (Arkansas, Oklahoma, Louisiana,_
Texas) 5

Mountain (Montana, Idaho, Wyoming, Nevada, Utah,

Colorado, Arizona, New Mexico 2 1

/f -1
366 100

.

36
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Over-All Total (U.S,.& Phil.) - 1,603

Almost. 16 percent of the Filipinos in Mountain View were born

in the northern part of the island of LuAon. Almost 13 percent were..
.

born either th. Manila or the three large cities in its suburbs. Almost

67 percent of the Filipinos born in this country were born in.San

Francisco Bay Area, and the rest were born in other places in the

United States.

Given that 77.percent of the. Filipinos in Mountain View are

immigrants, the community's age.rsexdistribution is more directly a

reflection of.changeS in immigration laws than of natural age-sex

distribution.



lgure 4-1 Age, Sex, and Place of Birth

PHILIPPINE U.S.,

born born

freq %* freq %*

.78 10 . 0' 0

13 2 1

21 0

20 .0

23 3

31 4

FEMALE

. Philippine

horn born.

freq 2* freq

49. 6 1' 0

66' 8

15 9 8 1

57 1

41- 5 24 3

.55 1 34 .4

40 50

21 3 80 10 F

*Percent of total

50-54

45-49

40 -44

35-39

30-34

25-29

20 -24

15-19

10-14

5-9

0-4

0 0 26 3

0 0 30 4. 11!
"1
CA,

0 25 3

5 1 41. 5

0 0 36 5

2 0 32 4

2 0 55 7

1 0 64 8

7 88 11

12 2 , 69 9

20 3 43

30 4 61 8'

31 4 38

3 1(1

Shaded areas represent persons born ln die United Silates_



For the entire population the_number of males Cn=822) is altost the ,

1

same as the number of females 6=807). The group of Filipino pales

x- L
over 65, a group almost three and a third times larger than Fiaipino

I

females of the same age bracket, serves as a reminder of early imMig-
I

ration laws and conditions. Females outnumber males in the 2 to 50

age group by about 20 percent. The Filipinoi born in this country are

very young, with more than 70 percent aged 14 years or. younger 'and

_84 percent aged 19 years or younger.

Civil Status

Sixty-two percent of Filipinos in Mountain View age 16 or older

are presently married. About 5 percent are widowed and slightly:less

than one percent are divorced.

Table Civil Status of Individuals OVer the Age of 15

Frequency Percent

Presently married 722 62.

Widowed 50 5

Separated 14 1

Divorced 14 1

Never married 378 32

Total 100

The relatively rarge proportion' persons over the age of 15 who.-

are presently married contrast sharply with the small percentage for

those who are separated or divorced. Eighty-six percent of those

presently married are in their first marriage, Moreover, couples

presently in their- first marriage have been married an average of 17
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years, More than 6Q percent of these first marriages have lasted 10

years or more, .

These figures point-to thd stability of these first

marriages over time,

Table 4 8. Previous Civil Status for. Filipinos Ever Married

Frequenty

First marriage 692

Previously Divorced. 40

Previously Widowed 52

Previously Separated 17

Total 801

Percent

86

5

7

2

100

Age at First Marriage

While a few individuals were first married when they were only

15 (n= 5, 1 percent) or 16 (a= 11, percent 2) or conversely,. when they

were 60 years or older (n= 5; 1 percent) almost 70 percent Of all

married individuals married when they were between 20 and 30, years old.

Table 4 - 9

Age at. First Marriage

Age at First Marriage and Sex

Frequency:% of V Frequency % of M Frequency.% of All

Under 20 62 16 16 15 78 11

20 - 24. 158 41 119 35 277 38

25 -.29 107 28 105 31 212 29

30 - 39 47. 12 68 . 20 115 16

Over 40 8 2 36 11. 44 6

Total 382 100 344 100 . 726 100''''

In line with both the general tendency for females to marry earlier in the

Philippines and immigration patterns which resulted in the presence of
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many, more males than females prior tp the Second World War, females.

have tended to be considerably younger than males at the time of their

first marriage, Some of the early male immigrants remained-unmarried.

Others met their wives while serving in the Philippines during the war
71.

or during trips to the Philippines after the war. For married indi-

viduals over the age of. sixty; 30 percent were first married when they

were past 40.

Household Composition

There are an average of 4.2 peOple per household with the vast

majority of households housing 3, 4, or 5 members.

Table 4 - 10 ,Household Size

Number of Individuals Frequency- Percent

1 33 8

2 84 20

3 80 19

4 85 20

62 15

6 35 8

14 3

13 3

7

10 or more 6

Total 419 100

The respondent was asked to identify the "head" of the household and

to state the relationship of each household member to the head. This
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information permits an identification of the:household structure. The

most common household consists of a nuclear family comprising a had

of the household, his or her spouse,.and their unmarried children.

Some households contain a nuclear family, plus married children, and

their spouses, their children; a nuclearfamily plus other relatives

such as the parents or parentsinlaw of the head; a nuclear family

plus unrelated individuals such as friends or boarders. Other house

holds contain a nuclear family plus some combination of other relatives

and or _boarders, and a few households consist of-2 tb 5 unrelated indi

viduals, usually either single people or individuals who preceded the

rest of their family in coming to the country.

Table 4 11 Household Composition

_ . Number' of Ho

Frequency Percent

Nuclear Family 302 72

Nuclear plus spouse of 'children 4 1

Nuclear plus other relatives 76 18

Nuclear plus unrelated 11 3

Nuclear plus combination of above 16 4

Composed entirely of unrelated
individuals 10 3

Total 419 100

Most households contain one married pair consisting of .a male

and a female. A few households contain two, with the second pair usually

involving a child'from the first pair and his or her spouse.

42
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O

Table 4 - 12 Number of Married Pairs in Each Household with. Both
HUsband and Wife Present

One pair

Two pairs

Three pairs or more

Total

All individuals can be classified according to their relationship to

the head of the household. For those households consisting entirely of

unrelated individuals, either the eldest or the person in whose-name the

apartment is rented is considered the head of the household.
-

Table 4 - 13. Relationship to Head of the Household

Frequency Percent

.Head 385 24

Spouse. 305 19

Child- 736 45

Child-in-law 18 1

Grandchild / 23 1

Sibling' 28 9

23 1

Parent 18. 1

Parent.in-law ;.: -33 0

Uncle or Aunt 6 1

Nephaw, or niece 1 .

Friend ' 31

Boarder- 4 0

Cousin. 5

Total 1,627 t71 lioo
f-z.



Glven,the.71ang histor'F.,of, Spanish. influencein,te,pfliiippines and

theirqefforts_at donveriing,tiliPlno,s'to:the-Cathdlic-chUrCh, it, is not

surprlsint that-about 85 Percent of_ali FliiPinos.in= the Philippines

-arecCatholics24 An rJpercentage of the Filipinos in Mountain

44

14 Religion

Frequencr

Catholic 1451

Iglesia ni Kristo 41,-

Independent (Aglipayan 43

Methodist 27

Jehovah's Witnesses 9

No religion 24

Disciples of Christ 3

Seventh Day Advntist

Percent

90

3

Baptist

Church of Christ 1 0

8

2

2

0

0

Presbyterian. 2

Lutmeran

. Unspecified Protestant 8,

2

Mormon

Bahi

Buddhist

Total'

0

3 0

1 0

1 0

1,626 100
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Both the Igleaia ni Kristo and the Philippine Independent Church

are indigenous to the Philippines. The Iglesia ni Kristo is a strongly

uationaiistic, evangelical, conservative protestant type church that

has one: of its own churches in Redwpod..City, s community abdut 14 miles

north of Mountain View. The Philippine Independent Church commonly

known as the Aglipayan Church, has its origins in the Philippine revolt

against the Spanish at the turn of this century. It views itse'f as

upholding the true Catholic traditions and, in matters of theology,

tends to be more conservative than the Catholic Church in the Philippines.

In the Philippines the Aglipayan Church maintains ties and shares semi-

nary facilities with the Episcopal church, but, in the absence of a

local Aglipayan church, most of its members in this country worship at

local Catholic churches.

Citizenship

Slightly less than half of the Filipinos in Mountain View are

citizens of the United States.. The rest are still citizens of the

Philippines by virtueof birth, except for two Canadian citizens. More

than 20 percent of Filipinos in Mountain View have acquired U.S. citi-

zenship through naturalization.

Table 41- 15 Citizenship

Frequency Percent.

Philippines 830 51

United States
Born in U.S 366 23

Children of U.S.
Citizens 95 6

Naturalized 336 21

Total 1,627. 5 100



More than 35% of all Filipinos in Mountain. View who are naturalized.

U.S. citizens became citizens since 1973. The.largest number of

Filipilios became U.S, citizens in 1977.(N=36) followed by 1974 (N=34).

Table 4 - 16

Before 1940

Naturalization Year

Frequency

6

Percent

2

1940 -.1965 95 29

1966 - 1969 27 8

1970.- 1973 81 25

After 1973 119 36

Total 328 100

More than a third of those who acquired U.S. citizenship between

1940 and 1965 were naturalized during the World War II. .Often nature-

iization both during and after the war was the consequence of.ervice

in the U.S. Armed Forces. Approximately 80 percent of those who immig-,

rated before 1940 are naturalized U.S. citizens. Sixty five percent

of those who immigrated between 1940 and 1965, 50 percent of those who

immigrated between 1966 and 1969, and 15 percent of those who have

immigrated since 1969 have chosen to become U.S.\citizens.

'Voter Registration

Among those who are 18 or older and are U.S. -itizens, more than

50 percent registered to vote.

Table 4 7, 17 Voter Registration,7Filipinos in Mountain View, 18 Ye::,rs
Old or Older and U.S. Citizens

Frequency Percent

Registered to vote 223 56

Not registe7ed to vote 173 44

Total A.) 396 100
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Language F.., coerienCe in the Phial. srre
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The Philippines is a multilingual society with over eighty indigenous

languages.' The Philippine languages belong to the Malayo-Polynesian/

Proto-Austronesian linguistic family which extends from Hawaii to

Madagascar and from Formosa to Easter Island west of Chile. This area

includes New Zealand, Tonga, and Samoa, as well as Borneo, Uelebes, Java,

Sumatra, the Malay Peninsula and the Philippines, Presently, there are
\

two official. languages in the Philippines - Pilipino and English. Until .

recently, Spanish. was recognized as a third official language. Both

Pilipino. and English are used as media of instruction in the schools

under the present Bilingual Education po1icy. Pilipino is'also the language --

Used in social and political gatherings. In- addition,-there is -a growing.

literary tradition in Pilipino.

In 1937 President Quezon issued a proclamation making Tagalog the

basis for the national language, and in 1959 this national language was

dUbbed Pilipino., Tagalog is spoken in Metro Manila, the Philippines-_

-
primary city, and in the nearby province. Only about 25 percent of the

population speak Tagalog as their mother tongue but 55 percent are iden-

tified as being able, to speak Tagalog., Nevertheles, opposition to Tagalog

or Pilipino continues.
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Table 5 r. 1 Percentage Qf .Filipinos whose
1

Mother Tongue is one of
,Eight of Major Languages*

Language 19760 1P0

Cebu-Visayan/Cebuano 24 i 24.2

Tagalog 21 24-5

Iloko 12 11.3

Hiligaynon/West Visayas 10 .10.2

Bikol 8 7 ,

Samar-Leyte 6 5

Pampango

Pangasinan

3 3

2 2

*Ra qi3d-on--the-19-6Q-and-1-9-7-0-Philipp-i-ne-Census

Table 5 - 2 Percentage of Population Who Can Speak Pilipino, English
and Spanish*

Year Pilipino English Spanish

1939 23 27

1948 37 37 2

1960 44 40 2

1970 55 45 4

*Based on the Phiappine Census

Historical background suggests that the Spaniards had no policy

concerning the use of Tagalog in the Philippines. However, the strategic

L
importance of Manila in the Spanish imperial scheme encouraged the slow I

growth ofTagalog even though from the Spanish era until well into the

nineteen sixties, more people spoke Cebu-Visayan. In one of the earliest

descriptions of the 'Philippines (ritten in 1:,i,94), Chirino noted that of



all the Philippine languages, Tagalog was the most satisfying and

admirable because it had qualities from the finest languages in the \

world. Such admiration for Tagalog does not seem to have been wide-
:

spreaa among the Spanish colonizers,'and did not convert into a language
G.
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policy. The Spaniards,produced grammatical descriptions of Tagalog and

other Filipino-languages for use by friars learning the local languaget

but did' ot encourage the use of Tagalog as a medium of communication

outside the Tagalog areas. Inthe Philippines, it is generally believed

that 'Spanish never bedame a lingua franca_because of friar opposition.

The theory is that the friars feared that learning Spanish would spark

liberal ideas of., self- government among. Filipinos, thereby threatening

the church's influende,and power. Today, apart from the-many Spanish /

loanwords in Philippine languages and a few speakers of Spanish in the

upper echelons of society (3.6 percent of the 1970 Philippine population

the linguistic legacy of Spain in the Philippines is limited to the

existence of several.communities that speak .a Spanish creole language.

The American policy makers apparently favored a "one language"

policy for the same reasons the Spanish friars opposed it. McKinley's

instructions to the Philippine commission stated:.

It is especially important,to the prosperity of the,
islands that a Common.medium of communications be established
and it is obvioUply detirable that this medium should be.the
English language.

In 1919English, alt4adY the medium of instruction, became the official

language to be used in the local government and the legal system.

Filipino responses to the teaching of English were varied. Many

Filipino intellectuals were staunchly pro-English, arguing for the

practicality of English for international exchange and political integration,
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Other Filipino intellectuals lobbied for the official use of an indigenous

language as early as 1901. Jorge Bocobo argued that:

No foreign language, be it Spanish or. EngliSh, or any other'
can be the genuine. vehicle of :our innermost .,thoughts, .our most
intimateleelings. No'foreign language can be the expression of
our national soul.

The need for an indigenous national language.has been closely

linked with the quest. for a national identity, begun during the Spanish

period, and subsequently pursued during the American period. Philippine

President Quezon recognized the necessity and desirability of an indigenous

national language as a vital ingredient of nationhood.

It is therefore, advisable to strengthen the true ties
of national solidarity, and in my opinion a common language
based on one of the native dialents and used by our people
is one of these bonds.

The., use of Philippine languages in the schools was explicitly

forbidden until 1939, the official public policy was to allow the local

language to be used whenever public school teachers found a pupil or

class unable to understand the question, direction, or explanation. The

Board of National Education implemented a Revised Educational Program in.

1957 which called for the use of the language indigenous to the local

geographic_area_es .medium of instruction in Gradesan&Z, the teaching

of English as a subject, and the use of. English as the mediuM:of instruction-,

fisbm Grade 3 to college. :Most public Schools took practical steps towards

the\implementation.of this policy. However, most private schools. continued

to. use nhe. local language for educating.the child in the first.two grades

was theoretically based on Aguilar's (1948-1957) Iloilo Language Experiment

One. This experiment suggested that initial instruction

contributed to the subsequent learning of the curriculum

Given the methodological problems of Aguilar's research,

in the local language

in English.

the inadequacy



of instructionalmaterials in the local languages, and the inadequacy

of teacher preparation, the adoption of the pOliay may have been a pre-

mature decision. Not until 1967-68 were books in trWglve Philippine-

langUages printed for use in the schords - CebuanO. Tagalog, Ilokano,

Hiligaynon, Bikol, Waray, Pampango, pangasinan, Magindanaw, Tausog,

Ibanag, and Samal (listed in the order Of 'number of, speakers, from the

most to the least). Almost.at the same time the boOks in these languages

reached the classrooms, official language policy in the Philippines

shifted- once snore.. The. new policy in 1967 replaCeOhe use of the. local

language with Tagalog as the medium of instructionin Grades 1-and 2..

Language policy-changedagain in L974 with the -"Bilingual Education Act."

Y.

This act called. for the use of Tagalog as t.e medium of:Instruction in

.social studies, character education, work education, health, and physical

education and the.---ae of English in t; other courses. This policy becomes

mandatory in'1978-1979.

Language Use in the Philippines

-Shifts in ,national language policy .since nineteen hundred, have been

instrumental' in bringing about the present language situation in the

Philippines- The use of both English and Tagalog has expanded.. The -_

'number of peciple identified_ as being able. to speak English has increased

from close to zero in_ 1900' 26.6 percent in 1939 :to 44.7 percentin

1970: The number of. people identified as able-to speak Tagalog has

increased from 23.4-percent in 1939 to 55.2 pe7ccent in 19*

Language choice depends.on many factors, among them, the subjects,

the time, the settings, and the functions. Ali these factorsare invariably'

tied to the status of English and Tagalog. Tagalog and ,English in peer

\
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relationships, Tagalog for below -peer relationships. Differences in

language use are most marked between subjects with high socio-economic

status Thejlighsocio-economicsubjects tend to use more Inglish whether

they are speaking, 'reading, or writing,. It appears that Tagalog is the
.

.language ofintimacy,\solidarity, and nationalism, while English is the

language of formality, official communications, and education and power

\.
On the national scene.. Although. Tagalog has gained more speakers, and

is used-in Mote-settings'than before; it still lacks the status of

(Beebe and Beebe, in process).

Language Use in the United State

Respondents+vere-a8W-abtalt-th-6-languages individuals used when
- .

.

. growing:up, the fanguage they currently use most.oftem at home, and

allof the otherlanguages they can speak. The 'ability. to speak a

. language was defined as'being able to Cakry on a,Conversation in that

language.. No behavioral measures of language ability were used and the

'capacity to carry on a conversation may mean very different things to

different people.

Language While Growing Up and Presently Used at. Home'

Thirty three percentof all individuals in this study are identified

- as having grown up speaking Ilocano. Ilokanot (the same.name applies to

the ethnic group) originally occupied a narrow band of land between the

mountains and the South China sea on the upper western coast of the island

-Of Luzon. Beginning at least one hundred years ago, population pressures

on limited land resulted in the large scale migration of Ilokanos to

other places in the Philippines. Ilokanos were among the first Filipinos

to immigrate to the U.S. Even though they comprise only. about 11 percent

t"



of the Philippine population, their presence in large timbers in this.

:counttyis compatiblewith their image-in the Philippine as "hard.wOrking\

adventurers". The second moit Oomthon-language.use& while growing up was

English (27 percent was split among thirteen_ other' languages. English

is the language reported as most-frequently used at home (42 percent),

followed by Tagalog (25 percent), and Ilokano 24 percent). The remaining

9 percent used one of seven different Filipino languages at home.

Table 5.3 Language Used While Growing Up and Language Presently Used

At Home
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Growing Up Presently Used at Home

Er-es uenc aprcpnt Frequency Pe.r.6\

. None*

English

. Spanish

Tagalog

IlOkano,

CebUano'

. .

Ilonggo

KapaMpangan

Pangasinan

Waray

Bicol

Ibanag

Bolinao

Zambal

Kinarai-a

32 3

439 27

10 10

383 24

532. 33

56 3

23 , 1.

37 2

8 1

44 3

8 1

7 . 0

- 1 0

19 1

10

40 3

678 42

0

.414

396.

25

0

25

24

2

25

0

0

0

10

0

0

4 0

8
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Hawaiia.n-English. 0

Gaddang 0 o

Chabacano 0 0

Total_ 16 29 100 1627 100

* children too young to speak a language

One might expect people to use at home the language they grew up speaking.

Al -so, 0.nce,so many of the Filipinos in Mountain View are still quite

young, for these respondents, the language presently spOken at home is

--probably-the-same--as- the- language _used while_grow-ing up Given all this,

.it surprising to find that almost 30 percent of all individuals in

Mountain View speak-a language at hoMe different from the one they.

'.when stowing up:



Table 5-4 Language While Growing Up Compared to Language Presently Used At Home

Language While None

Crowing Up

English Tagalog Homo Cebuano Kapampangan Pangasinan Others TOTAL

None

English

Tagalog '

Ilona°

Cebuano

kapampangan.

Pangasinan

-Others-

TOTAL

F Percent F .Percent F Percent 11: 'Percent 1 Percent F Percent F Percent F Percent F Percen

'40 .100 0 0 0 '0 0 0 0 0

0 0 422 62 10 2 6' l 0 0

0 0 101 15 269 65 11 3 2. 0.

0 0 92 14 61 15 311 93 0 0

, 0 0 12 2 20 , 5 1, 0 23 92

0 0 2 0 17 4 0 '0 0 0

0 0 13 8 2 0

0 0-- 36 5 28-- 7--- 0

40 100 678 1004 413 100 396 100 25 92

0 0 0 . 0 0 G 40 ".3(

0 0 0 0 438 27

0 383 24 .

0 532 33

0 56

18 100 0 0 0, 0 37,

0 0. 0

0 0 7 28

0 0 0

0' 0 . 18 72 0 0 44

0 .0 0 . 0 28 96 94

18 100 25 100 96 1624 100
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Ninety five percent of individuals reported having grown.up speakidg

English speak'English at.bome.. Approximately,.64_ Percent of those

who grew up speakingTagSlog are presently using TagalOg'at bome, while

26 percent now 'use English and 3 percent Ilocano. ApproxithatelY 70 per-
.

cent of those who grewcup'Speaking Ilo'cano are presently using Ilocano

at home, while 17 percent are- using Engliskand 12 percent Tagalog.

3G percent of those who grew up speaking other Filipino languages

still using these languages at home; Some 30 percent,of these indivicluals-

now use Tagalog at home and about 39 percent now speak English. ::It would

appear that individuals who grew up. speaking English are likely to speak

Tagalog with some shifting to English. Indiyiduals whi) grew.up speaking

Ilokano tend to continue to speak Ilocano at'bome Uithsome shifting to."

Tagalog pr.English. People who grew up in language groupp with

few speakers in the community were almostts likely to uses Tagalog At.hoMe.

as the-language used while,growing up. Among those who no'longer usethe'

language they grew up speaking, almost an many now. use Tagalog at home

as those who use English.

Other. Languages

In additioh to the languages a persim grew up speaking and now uses

at home, respondents were asked what other languages each member of the

household could speak. The goal was co identify all of the different

languages a person can speak.



When the different languages people grew up speaking, languages

used at home and other languages spoken are combined, 95 percent of the

individuals are identified as being able to speak Eglish,

Tagalog (64. percent), and Ilocano (40 percent)

traditionally been, the largest language group

followed by

While Cebu-Visayan,has

n the Philippines,-only,--

6 percent of the Filipinos in Mountain View can speak it. ,..Even though

more people have grol.in up speaking Ilocano than Tagalog, more use-Tagalog. '=-

at home than IloCano and almost 50.percent more people can. speak Tagalog
".;

than can speak Ilocano. While English is.the language 'Spoken by .37

percent while growing up, it is the language used by-42 percent at home,-

, ,

and .96 percent of the individuals in,the Mountain Viewstu67 are identified

as being able to carry on a conversation in, English.
\

Only about one quarter of all Filipinos in this study born in-this

country could speak a Filipino language.

Table 5-6 All Languages Spoken By Filipinos-Born in the United
States

grequency Percent

None 43 10

English 341 90

-Spanish 13 3

Other European
c

3

Tagalog 42 11'

Ilocano 37 10

Cebuano 6 2

Pangasinan

Hawaiian-English 2 0

Total 488 127
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Table 5-5 All Languages Spoken by Filipinos in Mountain View

Other Asian'

Tagalog

Ilocano
- -

Cebuana-

- Ilonso

iKapampangan''

Pazgasiran
. -

Bicol

Ibanag-,

Balinao

--,Kinarai-a

'Gaddang

Hawaiian English

Frequency,

,1547

62

9

6

1044 64

657 4n

--to

90 6

32' 2

Percent

95

4

54

1011

14!

.3

6

1

1

1

1

0

2 0

Total 3696 228

*Percentage of individuals identified as being able to speak each

language. Since cost. individuals speak more than one language; total

greater. chan100.
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Language\Use In Situations Where Octions.Are Present
.

This study provides two indicators of language use in situaticas where

;Jptions, are present. The interviewers introduced themselves in'Tagalog

(Appendix E) and presented the respondent with a letter written in both.

English and Tagalog (Appendix F). Respondents were informed in Tagalog

that ident:i.cal Auestidnnaires were available in'English-and Tagalog and

were asked which one they preferred. In a few cases the respondent

insisted that it did not matter and in theSe cases, the interviewers chose

.

y att.l.L11

among Filipinos in the San Francisco Bay Area. When asked by a Filipino

interviewer in English, which language they would 'prefer to be interviewed

in, 95 pe7cent of this sample chose English (Card 1978). In both srudies.,.

a few of the respondents who chose English are reported as having trouble .

either understanding or responding to some questions.

A second aspect of language use in this country revealed by the study

is that: 39 percent of all individuals watch a local Filipino TV program

every Sunday afternoon, and another 25 percent watch -it one or more times

a month. Langte used on this variety-program switches from English to

Tagalog and back fairly regularly but about 60 to 80 percent of the

language is Taga?.;1?. Englih is Usually resorted to when the guest on

the program does not spres. Tagalog, or when introductory remarks are made

to the studio audience.

Twenty-four percent of those, wp*.ching the TV program e7ery week are

also identified as. not being .able to carry on a conversation in Tagalog,

suggest:mg that the number of Filipinos in Mountain 7iew.who caa under-

stand Tagalog may be considerably larger than those reported as able to

speak it. -1.^1
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While Tagalog dominates the broadcast media directed at Filipinos

living in the" Bay Area, English is_used almost exclusively in the several

Filipino newspapers in the U.S. It is interesting to note that only 14

percent of the Filipino households in Mountain View have subscriptions

to Filipino newspapers. .
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. The Filipinos. As Lmmigrants

An rxperience shared by some 77 percent of the Filipinos in Mountain

View and one that has had a tremendous impact on their present status, is

that they were born in the Philippines and immigrated to the United

States. While many of the early immigrants came alone as single young men,

recent immigrants have tA;r1c1Pd to come as families, with one-membef

the family often coming in advance and the 'test of the family following

within a year of so.

Reason for Immigrating

-Each respondent was asked why he or she had come to the United

states and why every other member of the household had immigrated.

When household members were under 15 years of age, it was assumed that

they had accompanied their. lamily. Since the respondent was asked about

other members of the household, the-reason given might more accurately_

represent the respondent.'s perception of why other members immigrated

rather than the other members' own views. In some cases, respondents.

provided the same answer for.all membera of thehousehold while in other

cases, they carefully differentiated between the reasons for different

family members.

Table 6-1 takes into ac.count the possibility that respondents may

have projected their views ow..o other household members by isolating

their replies from the reasons given for all household members (respondents

included). Another way of examining the motivations for immigration,

while controlling for the reasons given for other household members, is
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heads.

Table.6-1 Reasons Immigrated for all Household Members, the
Respondents, and the HoUsehold Heads

Reason All Household Members

Freq. Percent

ReSpondents

Freq. Percent

11dUsehold Heads

Freq. .Percent

Accompanied Family 753 60 190 49_ 79 22

cWork /better future 268 22 94 24 169 46.

Called for 88 7 32 8 45 12

adventure 37 3 25 6 22 6

Study 32 3 10 3 14. 4

Visit 16 1 - 9 2 5

Citizen 18 1 7 2 4 1

Exchange '4 0 4 1 0 0

Prearranged employ 5 0 4 1 3 1

Military 19 / 9 2 18 5

Other 8 1 5 1 5 1

TOTAL 1243 100 389 100 364 100
i

The reason most frequently given for all household members is that

they accompanied another family member or were joining relatives already

here. The third most frequent reason, "called for," somewhat overlaps

with the first group because it usually refers to one's entering the

country because a'close relative here had filed a petition with the U.S.

Immigration ServiCe. To seek work and/or a better future was tht reason

.given for 22 percent of all.iMmigrants. Respondents often used the English

term "greener pastures" to describe why members of the household had come.



-Very-few individuals are said to have immigrated because of prearranged

employment or of. exchange programs designed.to giVe professionala,.

especially in.the medical field experience in thia,country. Despite the

fact that 79 individuals joined. the U.S. military in the Philippines,

only 15 individuals are identified as immigrating because of military

service. Service in the military may have been perceived as "'better

job" or as paving the way for better jobs, and thus work for a better

future
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Since education has traditionally been associated with upward

mobility, it is interesting to note how infrequently "study" was cited

as the reason for immigrating. The relatively small number who gave this

reason may be explained by the fact that many of the immigrants. had

already completed their education in the Pu,a. 2.43.!: (28 percent with-

4 years of college or more and another 14 etc: ^'; with at least a high

school diploma) and those many of who b.,: tot fifAshed their educatior

were children who accompanied other famifly membet.% Very few of th.

individuals about whom information was c.11i14.. originally came 1-,1 the

United States on student: visas and ,then c 7.-.!_ded to remain in Tuntry.

Individuals born. in Philippines. with a U.S. citizen parent sop.i:rim

gave their clf,,izenship status as the reasa:,. 'for their immigrating.

The -rank order of reasons for immigrating for the hci. heads

from that .for all individuals with almost half coming to find work. and /'

cr A better future. Accompanying one's faMily 4as second, and thy rank

order the other reasons remains the same, althougti the "percentages of

'thoze coming for adventure or to sti'dy are slightly higher.

The open-ended answers given by the respondents -uggest that there

are threq factors underlying much of the immigration of Filipinos co
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this _First, partly as a result of AMerica'S.c.zdonial'and ne0-

colonial economic policies, conditions-in the Philip::/:.nes have been

poor, with trememdous inequalites in access to the A.tural Wealth of

the country. Some respondents said-that because of conditions in the

Philippines,. their hard work went unrewarded. :Sec-:ond, U.S. government

policies have encouraged the influx ofpeople-wispecific skills or

worker characteristics needed by the U.S. econc,my.. when farm-labor

as -aseciad, not only were farm laborers allowed scractir.4-thy-weT

even recruited by U.S. firms. A similar phanomenoil occun:edlduring the

booming economy of the late nineteen sixties, -.111en -:efec:,sionals were

urged, to come and in some cases recruited.

A third fact,;ir behind immigration.to this country has been Filipinos'

image of this cetlatry as a place with "greener pastures.' Such American

controlled and/or influenced institutions &5 educational system and

the media, especially the movies, have heled shaped this image.

Year Immigrated

The earliest Filipino immigrantz ,,U.ving in Mountain View arrived

in the U.S. in 1916. -There has been a .heady upswing in the number of

ali-xtno immigrants from the period before 1940 through the present.

Eighty-three percent of the Filipino immiv-ants living in Mountain View--

arrived in the United States after 1965.

Table 6-2 Year Immigrated

Frequency Percent

Before 1940 67 5

1940 -1965 141 Il

19.661969 235 19

1970-1973 345 28

A.fter 1973 451 36

TOTAL 1239 100



Chan es in Reasdhs for ImMiaratin Ove--Time

.

Since respondents. could best identify- their. own reasons for

.
iMMigrating, this data may'be.Most valid.and-reiiable. When :respondents

are divided into groups based on when they immigrated and their reasons

for the immigration-are compared, several shifts are apparent. Since

there were no differences in the reasons given for the three categories

of immigrants after 1966, these groups were combined.
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Table, 6-3 Reason for ImmigratiOn of Respondents by the Year they
Immigrated

Before 1940 1940-1965 1966-Present
F Percent . F Percent F Precent.

Row Totals
T_ Percent

AccomPanied Family 5 .8 72 51- 670 65 747 61

Work/better future 39 59. 34 24 187 18 260 21

Called for 1 2 8 6 79 5 88 7

Adventure 8-- 12 4 3 24 - 2 36. 3

*
Study 11' 17 8 6 13 1 32 3

Military 1 . 8 6 10_ 1 '19 2

Citizen 0 0 1. 1 17 2 18 2

Visit 0 0:

3

3 =;t 2 13 1 16 1.

..,

Other 1 2 0 0 7 1 13- 1

Total 66 100 141 100 1026 100. 1233 100

The results reported in Table 6-3 suggest that immigrants before

1940 were motivated by the prospects of employment, adventure,. and studies

more than !were subsequent immigrants. Later immigrants are more likely

to have accompanied other faMily members or to have been "called for"

than were the earliest immigrants. These shifts reflect to some extent

changes in the conditions in this country and in the people who were



attracted to and allowed into this Country. .Early immigrants were

- often yOunger, single men with,minimal schooling, some t)f whom came

for adventure and with dreams of studying and making a lot.i5f money

before returning to the Philippines. Later immigrants often have,More.

Schooling and have come as families or to join relatives and/or friends

already_ in` this country..

Employment Status Before Immigrating

More than a third of the Filipino immigrants were, employed immediately

before they left the Philippines; a handful had jobs but were temporarily

away-from their jobs; and a few were uneemployed. Almost half were

either students or too young to go to school. Ten percent were "keeping

house."

Tabel 6-4 Philippine.Employment-Status Before Immigrating to the.
United States

Frequency.

Employed .447

Percent

36

With a j b 12 1

Unemployed 49

Retired /too. old 11 1

,Student 424. .4

'-.-Too young 172 . 14

Keeping house 126 10

TOTAL` 1241 100

Occupation before Immigrating.

The types of jobs held by the immigrants in the Philippines before



they came were concentrated on either end of a spectrum that gaes-fl.

semi-skilled and unskilled to professional.

r-

Table 6 -5 Philippine Occupations Held by Employed Immigrants

Frequency. Percent

Professional .
174 29

Managerial 22 5'

Clerical-Sales 97 22

Skilled 41 9

Semi-Skilled & Unskilled 113 25

TOTAL 447 100

r.

Of those who were employed before migrating to this country, 39

percent were professionals such as accountants,'engineers, and teachers

and 25 percent were in semi-skilled and unskilled occupations such as

farm-labor and dressmaking. A look at specific occupatiOns reveals that

17 percent (n=75) were employed as teachers, with'll percent at the

college level. Ten percent (n=45) were in the health field with 5

percent employed as registered nurses and another 5 percent employed

as health practitioners, veterinarians, dentists, pharmacists, health

and lab technicians, therapy assistants and nurses' aides. Thirteen_

percent (n=58) worked in agriCulture-related jobs with 6 percent

tenant farmers, 6 percent farmers who owned the land they farmed, and

1 percent farm laborers. In sharp contrast to the types of jobs held

in this country, a'barel percent were assemblers inspectors,,or

similar factory -type workers and only 2 percent worked as cooks in

private household, housekeepers, Maids, or laundry-workers.

)
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-7H=Types-of-rachcro-1-31-A-t-terreted-±n-the PET=gli-1.

Given the status hierarchy; of. schools in the PhilipPines, the

Alast Philippine school attended indicates the immigrants' sncrio-economic

status before immigration. The last school attended should not, however,

e equated with final educational attainments.

br

I

T ble 6-6 Type of School Last Attenaed in the Philippines beIore
Immigrating to the United States

.Frequency -Percent

-None 62 6

Publ c elementary , 188 17

Priva e elementary 54 .5

Public secondary ' 167 16 ..

Private secondary

Public provincial college.

Private Rrovincial college

Public Manila college

75 7

26 2

141 13

21 2

Private Manila ,college 264 25

Private Manila college-church related 17 2

Private accredited 36 3

University of the'Philippines 27 3.

TOTAL 1078 100

The Univer -ity of the Philippines and the private universities with

internationally-recognized accreditation (Ateneo, De La' Salle, the-

University.of Santo Tomas, and Silliman University) are schools with

high academic standaris that have traditionally attracted students -from

famines withhigh socio-economic statrus. In seneral,_the Manila private

church-related schools. are relatively expensive and also tend to attract

- Vv
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Table 6-7 Highest Grade Completed in the Philippines

Frequency Percent

No schooling 90 , 8

Less than complete elem54n.tery,, 166A- 15

Elementary graduate 86 8

Less than 4 years high school 117 11

High school graduate 149 14

.Less than 4 years college 178 16

4-year college graduate 214 20

Graduate work, M.A., 5-year courses 97 9

TOTAL 1097 100

Close to 60 percent of the Filipino immigrants in Mountain View

, .

finished high school. and almost 30 percent had a 4-yearycollege degree

or more before they immigrated.

Over time, the educational background of Filipino immigrants has

changed, with the percentage of those with .higher education increasing.

Table 6-8 Highest'Grade Completed by Year'Immigrated

Before '40 1940-65 Since '65 Rim Total

Freq. % Freq. %. Frec, % Freq. %

No schooling \ 1 2 5 4 83 9 89.- 8

Less than complete elementary 23 40 15 11. 128 14 1867 15

Elementary graduate 17 30 10 8 58 7 85 8

Less than 4 years high school 17. 21 13 10 -89 10 114 tl

High school graduate 5 23 17 121 14 147 14

Less than 4 years college 1 2 39 29 138 15 178 16

4-year college graduate 0 O. 23 17 188 21 211 ,19

Graduate work, M.S., M.A.,
5-year courses

0 0 . 6 5 .89. 10. 95 ' 9

TOTAL 57 100 134 100 894 100. 1085,100
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students from high socia-4conomic status backgrounds. Eight perdent
i

of the. Filipinos. in Mountain View are repOrted to have attended schools

.in these 1 groups--University of the Philippines, private at-credited,

and Private church-related. Largely in response to the desire of

parents to send their children .t,o college and in the absence of many

public-run colleges and universities, a system of privately-owned,

often profit-making, colleges and universities has developed. While

a few of-the schools in this category have high academic-standards
2

some do not. Twenty-five percent of,the Filipino immigrants in Mountain

View last attended one of these schools. Some public provincial

0

collages, such aOlndanao State, University and private privincial

colleges, such as St. Louis University and San Carlos University, have

outstanding reputations, but provincial schools are generally considered

less prestigious than Manila schools. Fifteen percent of the immigrants

last attended schools in this. category. At the elementary and secondary

levels, attendance at privar,e schools generally connotes higher socio-

economic status than 'attendance at public schools.

Educational Attainment in the Philippines

Respondents were asked to.indicate the highest,gradd or year of

sChooling each household member had completed, in the Philippines. Since

some individuals studied further in'the United/States (See Chapter 7),

this is not a.gaUge of their highest educational attainment.



Since many of the recent immgrants came as children and have

continued-tO.study in this country, figures for.individuals-wit#-less

. '-than a high school education; are difficult to intetpret. HoweVer, it

is evident that at the ,time.the)i entered, more reeentsimMigrants have

had mote years of schooling than did.the earliest immigrants..
, .

Highest Degress Obtained Whether in the United States or in the Philippines

c

Since some immigrants completed additional schooling after. arrival

here, their highest degree, whether obtained in the United States or in

the Philippinei, prOvides a better indicatoPof their education'than the

data about pievious education in the Philippines.- Persons still in

school are excluded from the tables below. Otherwise, large numbers of

individuals would be classified among those with low. educational attain-
.

ment when, in fact, they. a::s current'students.--

Table 6-9 Highest Degree Obtainedby ImMigrants Who Are No Longer
Studying and Are'Not Too Young to Go to School

No schooling, less than elem.

1
Elementary graduate

High School

2-year college degree

4-year eollege degree'

Masters
I

Professional (M.D., Ll.B., D.Dm )
Doctoral

TOTAL

Frequendy

105

1330

316 !

-53

282

16

& 8

319

Percent

12:

35

6

:31

2

.1

71
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A comparison of the highest degree attained by the year of

-

---tdhwatii5h shows that a larger percent of immigrants:between 1940

and 1965 finished higher degrees

after this date.

than immigrants either before or
!

Tab1 6-10 Highest degree obtained by year of immigration for
immigrants who are no longer studying and are-not too

young to go to school

Before 1940 1940 -1965 Since 1965 Row Total-

Freq.. '% Freq. -% Freq. % Fteq: %

No schooling and less than elem. 30 47 12 9 275 27 317 26

Elementari-gradua:e 22 '34 16 12 164 16 202 17
'\.

,

High School graduate. 10 16 33 40.: 273. 27 338 28

2-yea; college

4-year-college graduate

Master's . I 2 1 .1 13 . 2 17 1

1

to

.-

Professional!(M.D., Ll.B., DDm.) 0 0 0 0 9 1 9
,

and Doctoral --

graduate 0 0. , 22- 16 33 1 55 5

1 2 33 24 248 4 _282 23

TOTAL ! 64 100 139 100 1017 100 1220 100

Last Residence in the Philippines Before Immigration

'Respondents were asked where in .the Phil4pines they:and other

members of he household had lived before coming to hte United States.

A comparison of birth places andlast place lived in the Philippines

provides an indication of:Migration within. the Philippines prior to
!,

,

immigration and suggests flat migration waslimited:and generally within

smalligeographical areas, such as adjoining,provinces. If the last

.

-! residence, in the Philippines are plahed into, two categoriesManila
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and the provinces--the immigrant's urban, large-city experience

emerges. It should be noted that there are very urban and even some

moderately large cities outside the Manila area, but Manila area

provides more opportunities for experiences relevant to living in

America than anywhere else in the Philippines.

Table 6-11. Last residence in the Philippines before immigrating to
the United States

Frequency Percent

Manila (including Quezon
City, Caloocan, Pasay) 381 31

Provinces 861 . 69

Majority of Filipino immigrants were born in the provinces and

were living in the provinces imme,iately befora immigrating Only

)

5 percent of Immigrants before 1940 were living in the Manila area

immediately before immigrating. Some of the more recent immigrants who

were born in the pzovinces and lived there immediately before immigrating

had their higher education at schools .in the Manila area. These figures

suggest that the notion that immigrants are likely to move fItst to the

capital or primary city of their own country before migrating abroad does

not accurately depict the situation of the Filipino immigrants.

First Residence in the United States After Immigration

Close to 40 percent of Filipino immigrants came straight to Mountain/

View after arriving_in this country. An additional 15 percent first

resided elsewhere'in_Santa Clara Countyibefore moving to MountainView.
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Table 6-12 First Residence in the

Mountain View

Other place in Santa Clara county

San Francisco
,....

_

'San Mateo County

Other places in the Bay Area

Other places In Northern CA

Southern California

Other States

While 47 percent of Filipinos li

United States -After-Immigrating

Frequency Percent Cummulative Percent

472 38 38

183 15 53

115 9 62.

34 3 65

73 6 71

72 . .6 77

101 8' 85 .

?;,

199 16 101-

In MoUntain View first lived

1

_ .

-:..'

r

elsewhere in California, -a surprislig 16 rer-cent first lived in..other

places. Among the -most common s 6:1, (n=49, 4 percent), .Guam

(n=33; 3 percent), Washingtdn (1114, 1 ..c.cent),, and Virginia (n=14,

1 percent).

Year Moved to Mountain View

Questions-about when individuals moved to Mountal...4 View and

their reasons should probably have.been asked of everyone, but were

asked only of immigrants. Although Filipinos have b en present in

Mountain View since the nineteen twenties, almost 80 percenc of the

Filipino immigrants have arrived since 1970.



Table 6-13 Year Moved. tu 'Aluntain View
-4...-

Frequency Percent

Before 1940 19 2

1940-1965 78 7

1966-1969 147 12

1970-1973 257 21

After 1973 743 58

TOTAL 1244 7:00

The research.stalf's init.:al efforts 1:o locate all Filipinos in

Mountain View had resulted in - liFt of 1023 names. When these names

were investigated, orly 41.) turned out to have valid addresses in

Mountain View, and 3l names could not be located at .the addresses given.

This wouJd seem to sugest that ,,ttle Filipino community in Mountain'View:

is a highly mobile group. In many of the cases where the present occupant

knew where the former Filipino occupant was, the Filipino had moved to

nearby communities such.as Sunnyvale., Santa clara, and San Jose:

Reasons for Choosing Mountain View

The. reasons given for household members' choice of Mountain View

parallels the reasons given, for coming to the:United States. Again

the assumption was made that thoselunder 15 accompanied other family

members.



Table6714 Reasons for Choosing Mountain View

Frequency Pa.r%.1nt

.- Accompanied family .666 52.

Work 298 24

Relatives 142 11

Friends 19 2

Escape some other city 11

. Weather 12

Housing: 90
7

Schools 13. 1

TOTAL 1251 100

The availability of work, especially in the electronics industry,

was. the primary inducement to live in Mountain View- for 24 percent of

the Filipino immigrants. The presence of relatives influenced the

i -
.

decision of more than 10 percent. dome .of those who chose Mountain View

primarily for employment also had relatives already, living here who

had, informed them of the seta's work opportunities. Some of L.Lose for

housing'was the rean explainll that-when theyoriginally came to

Mountain View, it was not too expensive to bur

relative to some of the surrounding communities.

0

f'



7. ELUCATION
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The. Philippine educational system ts based on the American system;

it was established and, for nearly. 50 years, run by. Americans. Following

some initial resistance, Filipino: view education as a means of

upward social mobility. The fact that people Came to believe 'in the.:

schools and the presence of golrnmental officials who viewed schooling

as, a means to development,-resulted in the ..tablishment of a nationwide

public elementary system that presently peaches almost all school age

Filipino children. At the secondary level ,:sany schoolS are private.

It is estimatedthatless than:60 percent . of those who, finish elementary

school.entoIlin high school. The' need. .jrf fliser education, aid the

limited efforts of the government_inarea,have resulted in an

uneven system of colleges and universities whfr.h range from exiellent

.schools with international reputations to 'choolt: that are little. more.

than diplOma

. Filipino. parents have traditionally bee 4.1.I ling to make tremendous
,

-financial sacrifices. in order to educate 'their children. This belief.

in the value of schooling which is very string in .the Ptilippines, is

apparently a tenet, that carries over to FilipinoS Ln this country.

Alfreda.Munoz (1971:153) claims that Filipino-Americans are "best in

the classroom. Whether'in public or private schools, the youth .s.J.em to

be there. It.is with'them, in fact, that the promise of getting to the

very top holds great expectations," However; results from this study 1.

1 ;

suggest that the Filipinos beliefin the value of schooling is not always.'

translated into action in'this country.
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Present School. Status

More than 65 percent of the.entire Filipino population in Mountain

View are not enrolled in school while 30 percent study fulltime and the

r'amaining 4 percent are part-time students.

Table 7-1 School Status

-School Status Frequency

Full-time 480

Part-time 61

No' 1086

TOTAL 1627

Percent

29

'67

100

Twelve (12 percent) of the full-time students are also employed

full-time, and thus the number of fUll-time students is larger Than the

category of students when the population is broken down as employed;

unemployed, housewives, students, etc. For .persons.age 6 to 16, almost

one hundred 'percent are full -time students, wy.le only 77 percent

...(35. of 45) of.thel7 and 18 year olds Are enrolled as full -time students.

Of those students presently enrolled in school,15,percent (n=81) attend.

\\ private school. About three-fourths of the Filipinos attending private

school; are aged .9 'to 15. This raises an interesting queStion of whether

some Filipinos choose to send their children to private school out of

dissatisfaction with the public schools or because private schools offer

something lacking in the publiC schools at these grade levels.



Table 7.2 Present School Attendance and Type of School by. School Age,

Age Group Not in School Public Bi'ivate Total.

Freq. Percent Freq. Percent Freq. Percent Freq. Percent.

1-3 89: 62 3 1 3 -5 95 15

4 -i 20 14 72 18 10 15 102 17

7.!..9_ 1 1-. 77 .19 9 , 13 87 . 14.

10-12 2 1 85 21 22 33 109 18

13-15 0 0 86 21 15 22 101 16.
,

16-18- 5 3 62 15 6 ' 9 73 12

19-20' 26 18 . 20 5- 2 -3 8 8

TOTAL 143 100 405 100 . 67 100 615 100.

School Attendance in the United States for Immigrants who were Students-
Before they Left the Philippines

Similarities in the two school systems and the widespread use of

English as the medium of instruction in the-Piaililpines whould seem to

facilitate a transition from Philippine to American schools. The

0

availability-of public, relatively inexpensive, secondary and college.

education would also seemingly allow someone who had been a student

immediately before immigrating to finish his or her education in. this

79

country. For the purpose of this analysis only those cases where the

individUal was.a student in the Philippines immediately before immigrating

but Is not 'one in limited States, are examined: It is assumed that
O . "

since these individuals are no longer-students their highest grade i

this country represents their stopping point. Some of these individuali



are part-time students and undpubtedly, a fete,others will return to

school at some later date;but figures represent their highest educational

attainment' for now.

Table 7.3 Highest Grade Completed in the Philippines Before
Immigration. and Highest Grade Completed in the United
States by Individuals,Who Were Students Before Immigrating
and Are No .Longer FullTime Students in the United States

Highest Grade Completed in the United States

Highest Grade
completed in the
Philippines

No additional
Schooling

Less than
H.S. diploma

H.S.diploma
but less than
4 year college

4 year
college

,

Total

_

Less than
High School

High School
but less than
4 years college

4 yr. College
or more

Freq.Percent Freq.Percent Freq.Percent
-

Freq.Perce t F.Percent

.

42 21

112 57

43 22

13_ 93

1 7

.

0 0.

33 62

17 32

3 16

,.

6 60

3 30

1 10

94 34,

113 49

47 '47

TOTA.I. . 197 100 14 100 53 100 10 100 274 100

Of the 274 respondents who'were students immediately before immig-

rating, 94 or 34 percent did not finish high school in the Philippines.

A little less than one-half, 49 percent, graduated from high school,

and only 47 or 17 percent have-college degrees. Many of. the 94 students

who did not finish high school in the Philippines either failed to

enroll 'once theyyarrived in he United States or did. not finiSh an

entire year. Forty two (44 percent) have no additional schooling,.and

another 13 (14 percent) started but.did not complete high school. Thirty-

nine (42 percent) earned a high school diploma,'and only,10 (26 percent)

19:-)



-Table 7.4 Highest Degree by Place of Birth for Filipinos Who
Are Neither Students nor. Too Young to/Go to School

Philippines United_States- Total

Freq. of
Phil. born

Percent Freq. of
U.S. born

Percent Freq. Percent

Less than Elem. 105

Elementary "133

High School '316

Associate or ETC 53

11

15

35

6

4

7

32.

3

7 - 109

12 140

56 348

5.\,_ 56
\\

11

14

36

6

4 yr. College 282 31 11 19' 293 30

.Masters degree 16 2 0 0 16 2

Professionals
Law, Medicine, etc 1. 0 8

TOTAL '-913 100 57 100. 970 100

For the entire adult population of Filipinos in Mountain View, 25

percent have less than a high school_education, 36 percent have com-

pleted a high schOol:diploma,,6 percent have finished.a 2-year college

degree, and 32 percent have completed a 4-year college-degree or.higher.

The percentage -of Filipinos born in this country who have a high school

diploma or less is 75 percent versus 61 percent for_Filipinos born in

the Philippines. While 34 percent of Philippine-born Filipinos have

4 -year college degrees or higher, only 19 percent of American-born

Filipinos have 4-year tollege degrees; The American born Filipinos are

more likely to stop their education at the high school 1eve1 than

Philippine-born Filipinos, and much less likely to finish a 4-year.

//
college degree.

f.

81-
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earnedsoliege degrees in this Country. A great majority of those

who finished high: school did not pursue further schooling, as more

than.85 percent of the 133 high school graduates either never enrolled

or did not complete a full year in college or university. Seventeen

(13 percent) spent some time in college but did, not get their degrees.

Only 3 (2'percent) managed\to get a four-year college degree. It

is not surprising that 43 of 47 persons who had college degrees did

not finish further -education'in this countryThe data suggests that

'ex

many young Filipinos who h,Ve not completed their education in the

Philippines before they immigrated may face conditions in this.

country that prevent them from graduating from college and in some

cases even from high school.

Overall Educational Attainment

Filipinos who were students in the Philippines immediately before

immigrating comprise only about 27percent of the total Filipino

..

population in Mountain View who are notl)resentlysrudyingar too young,/
,

\

to go to school. -The terminal educational attainment Of the entire

Filipino community in Mountain View,iS+indicatea-hy the highest degree

completed by everyone who is neither. a...student nor too young to go tL

school. The assumption is that their highest degree repreSents the

average educational attainment of the adult:Comniunitiana that 'these

figureSlprobably represent the highest 4ttainment-likely'ro be reached

by these individuals.,



TypeNof college Degrees

N
ThemOat. common post-secondary degrees earned by'Filipinos.in

11ountian View are in protessional educaiton, with,many.individUals

trained to be elementary and secondary teachers. A sizeable number

of people also possess commerce, or business and nursing.

1

1 -

Table 7.5 Highest Degree Complete For Filipinos Who Have Completed
High SchOol

\ Frequency,

Two Degree

Percent

_Associate (Community College)* \47 12

Elemedtary Teaching Certificate 11. 3

Four-Year College Degrees

Bachelor (Not elsewhere classified) 27

Educa6on

Engir4ering

Nursing.

I

Business

Medic4l-rel7Ited

Language Arts

Social4 Sciences

Physl al_SCienCes

sric lture,

Master-leveldegrees

Master Not..Elsewhere Classified

Education -

Engineering

74

.26

39

.76

25

7

8

7

19

7

\10

6

2



Nursing M 1

Social Sciences

Professional and/pr Doctoral Level Degrees

Law. 3

Dentistry 5

Ph.D, j 1.

Vocational Courses
A

In adlit,iOn to 'their formal education, about 20 percent of the
P

0..

Filipinosin Mount....in View have completed generally short vocational

v41

orpersondl enrichment courses.

0

1

0

Table 7.6 Number of Vocational- :Courses Attended
,T'

,

.
/

Frequency ,Perc-ent ,
, . .

1 229, 1 7

2 54 , 17:.

3 17 5

6 2

5 or more 8 3

TOTAL 314 .100

,

Each respondent wasaSked detailed information about what he had
1.3

I

identified/as the two most-Important courses taken byeach household

member. Thirty-four diffe...ent courses were attended, with courses

electronit assembly completed by more than 35 percent of -those who

finished A vocational course.
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Table 7.7 Ten .Most Attended Vocational Courses

Frequency Percent

Electronic Assembly 113- 36

Secretarial "58 19

Auto Mechanic 33 11

Sewing-dressmaking 33 11

Keypunching 25 8

Beauty-Cosmetology 18 6

Eelctric Repair 14 5

Computer. Programming 12" 4

Bookkeeping 11 4

Real Estate 11 4

*Since some individuals may have attended two different courses
in the same field, the number of indi/iiduals who attended each course

may be less than the numbers reported here.

Ten percent of vocational courses lasted less than one week;

45 percent less than,one month and 80 percent less than 3 months.

Approximately 10 percent of the courses lasted one year and another

5 percent lasted 2 years.

If the vocational courses are divided into categories based en

the types of employment they prepa4d,1-Aividuals for or the types

of jobs they were related to, more than half of the courses can be

Classified as "semi-skilled/unskilled." The next category (about

28 percent) is in the "clerical and sales". field..

Sixty-six percent of the courses were taken in the Philippines,

And the remainder in the United States. Of the"courses taken in

the United States, 26 percent were in public adult school, 13 percent

in private colleges (primarily private business and computer schools),
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and 11 percent-in U.S. industries. The rest were in public colleges,

public agencies, and in the milita-ry. Eighty percent of courses taken

in the Philippines were taken in private schobls and collzges.



Table 7.8 'Cross Tabulation of Vocational Courses by Vocational Sponsors In the United States

Vocational Courses Public Public Public Private Private Military Industry. TOTAL

Groupe,di by Types Adult Agency College College Agency

F 1

PrOfessionals 3 2 0 0

Managers

'
Clerical & Sales 17 13 2 12

Foremen or Skilled 98 73 12 71

0 0 0 0

Semi-skilled or

Unskilled 13 12,. 0 0

Personal Enrichment 3

TOTAL

0 cl

3 18

137 AO 17 100

FIF1F1F%F'1
8 17 7 10 0 0

21 46 27 40 0 0

9 20 11 16 1 33

0 0 1 1 0 0

5 11 19 28 1 33

3 7 3 ,4 1 33

46 100 68 100 3 100

0

4

9

6

3

23

F% F

0 8 16 26 8

39 4 8 80 23

26 30 59 167 49

17 1 2 6 2

13 8 16 49 14

0 14 4

100 51 100 342 100

o3

'1'1



7.8 Continuatir

, , Tabulation of Vocational Courses by Vocational

Sponsors in theihilippinei

Vocational Courses

Grouped by Types

F

School

.rcent F

Public

Percent F

Industry

Percent

Corispondenct

F Percent. F

TOTAL

Percent

Professionals 3 2 4 14 33 0 0 9 5

Managers 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Clerical 6 Sales 56 43' 7 24 3 50 0 0 9 5

Foremen or Skilled 34 26 7 24 0 11, 100 52 30

Semi-Skilled or

Unskilled 34 26 9 31 1 17 0 44 25

Personal Enrichment 2 2 2 3 0 0 0 0 ,4 2

.

TOTAL 129 100 29 100 6 100 11 100 175 100
\it.>
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It might be assumed that some people-enroll in vocational courses

for personal enrichment or to gain skills that are useful to other
o

occupations beside's the one defined by the course. It might also be

assumed that many who-enroll.in certain courses that are clearly

designed to produce skills relevant to an occupation, hope to find

employment in'the field for which they trained. Alook at some of

the vocational training courses that fit the second criterion suggests

that they are not leading to jobs in these fields. At the same time

employment in some of these fields may not be related to attendance

at a vocational course.

Table 7.9 Selected Vocational Courses and the Numbers of Individuals
Presently Employed in Occupation for Which The Courses
Were Designed As Training

No. of Vocational No. of Individuals
Courses in Field Presently Employed
Attended in Field

Assembly 107 '275

Secretarial 54 12

Keypunching 25 2

Beauty-.Cosmetology 15 2

Programming 11 3...._Computer

Bookkeeping 10 14

Nurses' Aide 9 9

Real Estate. 10 5

TOTAL 241 322

The persons employed in. each of. these occupational fields may

not have taken vocational courses in these fields: In fact'several of

the people presently working. as bookkeepers were trained as accountants.

1
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The few people who -end up with jobs-in the fields for which they had

vocational training suggests that some individuals may be investing

_
both time and money in areas that produce little hope of ahy return.

Knowledge about the actual. prospects of finding employment in some of

these fields might prevent individuals from making the wrong choices.

a
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8. ARMED-FORCES

Service of Filipinos with the United States Armed Forces began

during the American Occupation of the Philippines at the turn of the

century. Filipino seamen were reported working with the U.S Navy

and the Merchant Marines as early as 1903. Even before World War I,

the U.S. Navy was actively recruiting Filipinos, and six tho5s.J.wm.±-

Filipinos served during that war. This number was reduced to 4,000

after the war and remained at that level for two decades, accounting

for about 4.5 percent of the total Navy manpower at the time. Re-

cruitments intensified during the Second World War and 2,000 Filipinos

enlisted. During the Korean War about 5,000 Filipinos joined. More

than 22,000-Filipinos are reported to have served in the Navy between

1940-1970.

Until very recently, the majority of Filipinos in the Navy were,

stewards, a job category which in Mr Quinsaat's words, was a "condition

of.their enlistment..." (UCLA Asian-American Studies Center, 197.6:'101)._

According to 1973 statistics released by the'Depa,:tment of the Navy,

over 9,000 of the 11,000 stewards serving in the Navy are. Filipinos;

Milita erience of Filipinos in Mountain View

Twenty-nine percent (n=145) of Filipino males aged 18 and above

have served in the U.S. Armed Forces. Qf these, 63 individuals (43

percent) are on active duty and 82 are no longer in the service. Some

82 percent of the Filipinos with past U.S. military experience joined

in the. United States, while 81 percent of those on active. duty entered

in the Philippines. (Table .8.1) -1
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Table 8.1

Entered in the

Cotintry'Entered by Active Duty Status

Active Not Active
Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Philippines 51 .81 28 34

Entered in the
United States 12 19 541 66

TOTAL 63 100 .82 100

Table 8.2 How Entered the Armed Forces

Frequency Percent.

Enlisted

Drafted

TOTAL

115

32 _

78

22

147 100

Approximately 37 percent nf all Filipinos (n=30) who have had

Military experience were drafted,. with 50 percent being drafted between

1941 and 1945. Filipinos who were drafted remained in the military

an average of 3.7 years. (Table 8.2) .

Table 8.4. Number of Years. of Military.Servicefor Filipinos no
Longer-on Active Service`

Less than one Year

1 to 2 years

3 to 4 years

5 to 6 years

7 to 8 years

9 to 10 years

More than 10'years

TOTAL

Frequency Percent

4 5

21 25

25 30

15

8 10

2 2

11 13

83 100
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Filipinos on Active Duty in the Military Service

There are 63-individuals (13 percent of Filipino males over the

age of 18) who are presently on active duty in ere military service.

The majority of thee are assigned to the Moffett Field Naval Air Station,

-which forms the northeast boundary of Mountain View. Only 12 of these

Filipinos entered the Navy in the Philippines. The average length of

"service for these Filipinos is 5.2 years.

Mixed Marriages and All Filipino Marriages with Household Heads In
the Armed Forces

In addition to the Filipinos in the Armed Forces, there are 15

non-Filipinos who are present in. households in Mountain View that contain'

at least one Filipino member. In all these situations the non-Filipino

is the head of the household.

The 15 mixed marriages headed-by non-Filipinos provide an interesting

contrast to the 45 marriages that are all-Filipino. '(Three marriages

in which the Filipino is in the service, the head of the household, and

has a non-Filipina wife, 'are excluded froM the discussion that follow's).

The average age of entry into service is higher among the Filipino

heads, 22 years, compared to 19 years among the non-Filipinos. Contrary

to what might have been expected from comparing'Philippinepand United

States fertility rates, the mixed marrriages have a average

number of 2.04 children.

Only 7 ofthe 45 Filipirio household heads finished college while

25 of their wives. did. Twenty-four of the wives in the all Filipino

marriages were professionals in the Philippines.



In the mixed marriages/only one of the 15 Filipino .wives has a

college degree, 2 have 2-years-ol college, 11 finished elementary, and

'1 completed high school. Twelve of the nonFilipino'househol4 heads.

finished high school, 1 elementary,.and 2 have college degrees -.



9. EMPLOYMENT

Approximately one-half of the Filipinos in Mountain`iliew are

employed. Homemakers, retired persons, students, and young children

make up the bulk of those who do not bold regular jobs. Only a small

percentage of Filipinos are unemployed. Others have jobs but were
;

1

.

,

\ .

temporarily not working at the time of the survey.

This chapter gives an overview of the characteristics of the Filipino

labor force including their'ages, sexes, types of jobs, and industries

which are major employers of Filipinas. It examines how these workers

0
'acquired their present jobs and reasons for some workers being employed

outside of the fields in which they believe they shohld be employed.

Finally, it looks at persons who are unemployed or employed only

part-time, their present jobs and the kinds of jobs which these. people

previously held.

Employment Status

A full-tiMe employee is'defined as any person who works fot 35

-$;"
hours or. more per week even if.he or she is concurrently, a student,

housewife, retiree, or self - employed. Persons who have a job:but at

the time of the interview were not working due to temporary illness,

sick leave, vacationstrike, ar bad Weather are classified as "With

a job but not working". Information about their joWis'included_with

the information for those who are thmployed full-time

1

r.
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Presently Employed

With A job But Not Working 18 1

Unemployed 29 2

Retired or Too Old to Work 99 6

Student 480 30

Too Young to go to School 150 9

\:,

Reepingjlouse 78 5

Disabled 7 0

Othdr 11 , 1

TOTAL 1623 100

Labor Force Characteristics

Table-9.1 Employment Status of Filipinos in Mountain View-

Frequency. Percent

757 .47r-

All those who are (1) employed, (2) with a job but not working,

, .

and 0) unemployed, can be consolidated into a group designated the
..--

abor force". Members of the labor force tend to be young, with an
i;'

age age of 27, (Table 912)

Table 9.2 Ldborr.Fcrce By-Age and Sex

Number of Percent of Total Percent of
Males All Males Persons Alf Persons

Number of Percent of
Females All Females

15-19 9 2

20 -24. 67 17

25734' 128 33

35 -44 15 20

45-54 72 19

55-64 29 8

:65 & over 2 1
,.

TOTAL 382 100

Age

10
t

19

54 14 121

150 39 278

83. 22 158

46 .12. 118,

28 7 57-

10 3 12

381 100 763

3

. 16

36

21

r 15'

7

2

106
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The numbers of males and females in the labor force are about equal.

Their age distributuion is also very similar. About one out of five--

workers is under twenty -five years of age, and 75-percent of the workers

are under 45 years of age.

Occupational Patterns

To code e-itfrindividual's specific job, each person's job title was

solicited. Where the job title was ambiguous, additional information was

collected about the:type of busineds and the main duties associated with

the job. Occupations were coded using a list of about 800 occupations

prepared by. the National Data Program for the Social Sciences. These

occupations were then classified into one of the following categories:

.(1) Professional, (2) Managerial, (3) Clerical-Sales, (4.) Foreman'

or Skilled Worker, or (5) Semi-skilled or Unskilled.

Two thirds of all Mipinos in Mountain View work at jobs that can

e classified as semi - skilled or unskilled.'

Tifty-two percent of the men do semi-skilled or unskilled blue-collar

and service work-while the.remaining 48 percent are employed in jobs

classified as p.rofessiOnal, manageria.-1,, clerical-sales or. craft skills.

\
About 73 percent of Filipino women perform semi-skilled'or unskilled

blue-collar and service work, and only 27 percent are employed in jobs

classified as professional, managerial; or clerical-sales or craft skills.
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Table 9.3 Occupation By Sei

Type of, Number of Percent of Number of
Occupation Females All Females. Males'

Percent -of Total
All Males Persons

Percent of
All Persons

Professional 44 12 53 14 97 13

Managerial 3 1 4 1 7 3.

Clerical-Sales 52 14 37 '10 89 12

Foremen or
Skilled Worker , 1 84v 23 88 12

Semi-skilled
Unskilled 1273 73 190 52 463 62

TOTAL:- 376 100 368 100 744 100

Table 9.4' Occupational Classification by Place of Birth

Type of Born in
Occupation Philippines

Professional 85

Managerial 5

, Clerical-Sales 77

Foreman or
.Skilled 80

Semi-skilled .

& Unskilled 442

TOTAL 689

Only 7 percent

Percent

12

1

11

12

64

100

Born in
U.S.

9

2

12

19

50

-Percent Total Percent

18 '94 13

4 7. 1

24 89 12

38

100

461

739

62

100-

of the labor force was born in this country (Table 9.4).

Of those who -immigrated to-the United States, 80 percen arrived since

1966, and 34 percent arrived after 1973 (Table9,5). :Sixty-four ercent

of these immigrants work in semi-skilled or unskilled jobs. Of tb/ose in the

labor force who were born in the United States, the highest percentage (38

percent) also work at semi-Skilled or unskilled jobs, but 24 percent work at

clerical or sales jobs as compal'ed with 11 percent for persons who immigrated

/.1



to the United States (Table 9.4).

Since relatively few Filipinos were born,in this country and since

many_af_them are still very_young,a comparison_ofjobS held by those

born in the U.S. with jobs held. by those born in the Philippines must

be interpreted with caution.

Table 9.5 Year of Immigration of Members of the Labor Force

Yeai,of Immigration

Before 1940

Frequency

16

Percent

2

1940-1965 .120 16

1966-1969 154 21

1970-1973 194 26

After 1973 253' 34

TOTAL 737 , 100

Imbloyment As Assemblers.InThe Electronics Industry

Since the electronics industry is the most important in .the

area, it is not surprising that alligh percentage, 37.percent, of all

employed Filipinos work as assemblers. While some of their jobs demand

special skills (like working with a microscope) most assemblers usually

acquire needed skills on the job or at a 2 or 3-day training program..

Many of the electronic assembly jobs pay only slightly above the minimum

wage. The average reported annual income for the Filipinos with these

jobs is only $7,B44,

About:40 percent of those working as assemblers were employed in

the Philippines. An examination of the occupational classifications of

the jobs.they held there suggests that many of them performed jobs which

required special education and skills.

1

99.
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Table 9.6 Occupational Classification in the Philippines
. Workers Presently Working As Assemblers

Type of_ =

Occupation Frequency Percent

Professional 50 41

Managerial 7 6

Clerical-Sales. 32 26

Skilled Workers 9 7

Unskilled Workers 25 . 20

TOTAL. .123 100

Employment Outside of Flald or. Profession

Figures onTemPloypene outside one's field or profession are consistent

with.the,finding that:many immigrants Who. work as assemblers hive had

jobs id other often higher status fields. Of all employed Filipinos

who have hadramy poSt-secondary' education; 61 percent are reported by

respcindentstobe working outside the field in.which they were trained.

The two most common reasons reported for this situation-are (1) the

unavailability of work in their field (24 percent) and (2) a need for

additional schooling and/or training ,(23 percent). The,actual dumber

of.those working outside of their field because they lack a licenser

credential may be even larger than the 11 percent indicated in Table

9.7 since a additional schooling and/or training is often perceived

as a prerequisite for the license or credential. ,These results,suggest

that there are institutional obstacles that prevent some-Filipinos from

finding jobs. within their field, while for other Filipinos the problem

stems from either the job market or their perception of it.

1

...



Table 9.7 Reasons for Working Outside of-.Field or Profession

Reason'

No jobs available in line of work/field

Needs schooling or training

Needs experience

Needs license, tools, etc.

Presently earning better money

Presently holding an easier, better job

Trouble with English

First job available

Transportation problem

In the military 6--

FirstchoiCe ,22

TOTAL 285

Second Full-Time Jobs. And Sidelines

At the time of the survey, only eight Filipinos held two full-time=

jobs.. Eleven, of the employed Filipinos held part-time jobs in addition

Frequency . Percent

69 24

64 . 23

17 6

31 11

22 8

27 .10

4 1

18

4

101

100

to their full-time jobs. This group worked an average of 20 hours at

their part-time jobs with 55 percent of them working 20 or more hours

a, wwek. The most common part-time positions were as sales clerk,

assembler, janitor, or copk.

Unemployment, Seeking Employment, and Problems,In Finding A Job

During the interview respondents were:asked to classify household

m2mbers as employed, unemployed, retired, student, housewife,, too young

to go to school, or disabled. Twetty -eight individuals (2 percent) are

identified as unemployed: A separate question asked whether persons

1
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fifteen years old and older who were not employed full-time are seeking

employment. ,Seventy-three (19 percent) are identified as seeking employ-

__
went. The difference between the figures for the unemployed and those.

seeking employment is e:cplained by the fact that the second figure in-

.cludes not only those unemployed, but also those who are identified

primarily as students, homemakers, and retired persons.

One way of evaluating whether the individual seeking employment

is' actually.looking for a job or just thinks it'would be desirable to

havd,a job, is to find ,out what the individual has done in the. IaSt four,:

weeks to find work.- Almost 80 percent of those identified as seeking

employment are reported to have taken some action to find employment,

in the 4 weeks before the interview.. The most common action was checking

directly with employers.

Table 9.8 Action Taken During Last Four Weeks By Individuals Seeking.
Employment

Frequehcy , Percent.

Checked with Publicialiployment Agency 12: 16

Checked with 2rivate Employment Agency 2 3

Checked directly with Emp loyer 20 27

Consulted relatives and or friends 6 8

Checked with Mountain View Community Services 2 3

Phoned:or answered advertisements -5 27

Others /Follow, ups 3 4

Nothing-has been done 23. 32

TOTAL 73 100

Respondents were asked why persons seeking employment had done

nothing during the .previous four weeks to follow up on their intent.
1
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Sate of the responses reflected individual personal characteristics

such as age and health about which little can:be done. Other responses

referred to lack of training and family responsibilities, areas where

improved services might result in better jobs.

Table 9.9' 'Answers to Questions About Problems in Finding A Job And Why
Nothing Has Been Done In The Past four Weeks To Look For A Job

Reply Problem In Finding A Job Why Nothing Has Been one ,Total
'Frequency Percent Frequency Percent F Percer

Believes no job
available in field

Couldn't find work

Lacks training

Too young or, too
old

No child care

Faiily
responsibilities-

In school or other
training

:ill Health

Lacks tools
licence

Trouble with
English --

Spouse objects

Pension

Transportation
prOblems

Just arrived

Not interested

Waiting for
test esults,

Overquali

Nothing:

TOTAL

3 7 0

4, 9 2

8 18 1

8 18 3

1 . 2 ,1

7 6

3 4

2 5 1

2

5. 0

0 1

0 1

2 5 2

2 5 2

1 2 0

1 2 0

1 2 0

1. 2 o

44, 100, 24

0 3 4

8 6 9

4 9. 13

.13 11 16

.4 . 2 3

25 9 13

17 7

4 3

0 -2

0 2

'4 1.

4 1

8 4

8-
4

0 1

0 1

0 1

0 . 1

100 .68

16

4,

2'

2

6

6

2

.2

2

100'
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Job Seeking

Central to the formulation of a program to help Filipinos get

better jobs is data on how they learned about their present jobs. The

replies summarized in Table 9.10 suggest that 80 percent of those pre-

sently employed learned about their jobs through informal methods. Only

20 percent obtained information about work through such formal channels

as employment agencies, newspapers, labor'-unions, and school place-

ment offices, with newspapers (10 percent).as the most popular.

Table 9.10 How Full-Time Workers Learned About Present Job

Formal Methods -

Frequency Percent

Stated Employment Service . 27 4

PriVate. Employment Agencies 24 3

Newspaper 75 10

-School Placement Service 14

Labor Union .J
3

Informal Methods

Friends 176 24

Relatives 94 13

Applied. Directly To Employer 318 43

All Other Methods' 10 1

TOTAL 741. 100
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10. PRESTIGE RANKING OF OCCUPATIONS &N.D THE IMPACT OF IMMIGRATION

The formulation of prestige scores was previously explained in

Chapter Two. Low scores reflect low prestige, and high scores reflect

high prestige,__It has also been _pointed out that one should approach

prestige scores with caution, since they are rankings that non-Filipino

Americans assigned to occupations in the U.S. and Filipinos evaluate

occupations in the. Philippines-differently. But to reiterate, prestige

scores are.not used to make definitive statements about prestige of the

jobs Filipinos have relative to non - Filipinos but as a tool for comparing

the impact of"different factors on a summary measure of occupations.

Impact. of Immigration ...

One.of rhe'basic question's concerning Filipinos in Mountain View,

is the impact immigration has on their "status." Figure 10-1- suggests

that the Filipinos who immigrated to thisecountry had jobs in the

Philippines thatere fairly evenly distributed over the scale with a

high score corresponding to a high prestige job and_vice-versa. This

contrasts sharply'with the distribution of the prestige ranking of

Filipino immigrants in Mountain, View who were employed in the Philippines.

Figure 10-2 shows that 28 percent of-the jobs held in the Philippines

were within the 40-49 prestige bracket. Secretaries:farmers, and

farm managers, engineering and science technicians, electricians,

construction inspectors, production controllers, dental assistants,,

.bank tellers, bookkeepers, and keypunCh operators are examples of jobs.

thus classified.' The second largest category with 27 percent.were.jobs

in the 60-69 prestige ranking. These include such positions as

engineers, chemists-, schoolteachers, and hospital and health administrators.
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The third largest category was the 50-59 prestige bracket (17 percent)

encompassing librarians; midwives, health praCtioners, social workers,.

machinists, tailors, etc.

Almost half of the jobs Filipinos previously employed in the

Philippines hold in this cluntry fall into the 20-29 bracket, a sharp

contrast to the 8 percent `for. this type:Ofjob in the Philippines.

'Assemblers, factory workers, gas station attendants, stock clerks,

metal -platers, stamping press operators, soldiers delivery men, and

dishwashers are some of the jobs accorded this 20-29 prestige rating.

The 19 percent currently with jobs in the 40-49 category constitute

the second largest group. Those in the 30-39 range form,the third most

frequent group of jobs held in the United States (14 percent). -

g with the predominance of lower prestige jobs in the U.S.,

there a e very few jobs at the higher end of the scale. Twenty-seven

percent f the' occupations Filipinos held in the Philippines received
r---

1

60=.69 prestige ranking, prestige accorded such occupationsas registered

jl\,
nasses, engineers, harmaciv::. and cl]thical laboratory. technOlogists.

Only 6 percent of the jobs in the -U.S d`thiS 60-69 prestige rating.

Soule
\

Similarly, Soule 5 percent of the jobs i the'Phillippines had been in.'
I: \

_

the 7079 biacke , a category that inclu es arch3tects,.lawyers, judgejc.

and f uncial managers.

hold in the U.S.. have such

summary meaSure.o the

had a, mean prestige

in _the U.S. have a mean

dentists, c
1

liege bank officers
1 .

Only 1 percent'of the jobs these Filipino

!

a high prestige rating

1

A comparison of mean scores provides Ca

_ \
difference.

1

' Jobs FiliOiLos-held in the Philippines
1.\

these individuals now holdscore of 48; jobs

prestige score of 34
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Explaining Variability in the Occupation Prestige Scores

It might be assumed that something in the background of the

Filipinos or a possible pattern of discrimination-against Filipinos

or a combination of both make for the difference in prestige scores

between the U.S. and the Philippines. Filipinos born in the U.S. might

be expected to have more familiarity with American folkways and customs

1

and to have had the 'opportunity /for education and other experiences

that would lead to higherpreetige jobs. If the prestige score of all

employed Filipinos born in
.

the Philippines is compared with the-score

of all employed Filipinos born.in this country, one. finds .that those

b8rn-in the U.S. do have slightly higher scores, but scores that are

still much below the scores for the jobs in the Philippines of the

Filipino immigrants.

Table 10-1 Average Prestige Scores for EMployed Filipinos'Born in
United States and the Philippines

Mean Score No. of Filipinos

Born in the Philippines 35 689

Born in the .U.S. 40 50

TOTAL 75. 739

The results in Table 10-4 suggest that the difference in prestige

scores for jobs of Filipino immigrants in this country,is influenced

by length of time they have been in,this country.

re



Figure .10-1 Prestige Score of Jobs

in the Philippines

Inuuediately Before IMM4iating

of Immigrants Who are Employed

in the United States*

7,,

Figure 10-2'

Freo Percent Score

12 5 70 -19

68 27 60-69

38 15 50-59

/3 '40-49

31 11 30-39

20 8 20-29

12 5 10-19

prestige Score 'of Jabs

in the U.S.

for the Imitgrantstplit. View
Who were Employed

in the Philippines*

*Based on a sample of, the first 10 percent of ,households interviewed

V

..,

O
AN

Freq Percent

2 1

17 6.

14

48 1.9

14

1f2 44

28 11

ti
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Table 10-2 Average Prestige Scores for Employed Filipin s by the
Year They Immigrated

Mean Score 'No. of FlipinoS

For entire popUlation 35 685

Before' 1940 27

ks
1940-1965 39 113

1966 -1969 '35

1970-1973 34 189

-After 1973 33 223,

TOTAL 1370
0

'The resulti are difficult to interpret because there have been

some significant changes in the characteristics of the immigrants over
.

time. Immigrants between 1940 and 1965 have higher prestige scores

and have been in the country longer than immigrants after 1965 but

they also have higher levels of education (see Chapter 60).

One of.. the best predictors of the prestige scores for jobs in the

U.S. forall'Filipinos in Mountain Veiw seems to be their educational

'attainment.

Table 10-3 Average Prestige Score for Employed Filipinos by
Highe'st Degree Completed

Mean No. of,Filipinos

For entire population 35 730

No schooling/less than elementary 27 .43 \

Elementary , 27 76

4. High School 34 86

Two Year College 37 47

Four Year College Degree 39. 256
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Masters, 41 14

Doctoral or Professional 30 8

TOTAL

While_the higher the overall education, the higher the average

prestige score for jobs in this country, the distressing fact is

that it requires a 4-year college degree or more to get jobs in this

countrywithaprestigescoreequaltothe average prestige score

for jobs Filipino immigrants held in the Philippines.

As noted in chapter 6, Philippine schools are often very good

-indicators of the socio-economic status of the students. Those who

enrolled at the University of the Philippines of at an internationally

acrredited C611ege'such as Ateneo or De La Salle tend to come from

higher socio-economic backgrounds than those who went to a public

provincial college. In addition to the advantage such a background

miglit offer, attndance at schools that are generally believed tb

have high admission and academic standards might provide these

individuals with increased confidence and enhance their ability to

communicate effectively in English - qualities that may be related to

success in the American work environment.

Table 10-4 Average Prestige Scores for Employed Filipinos by the
Types of Philippine Schools last Attended in the Philippines
(ExclUding less than secondary school level schools)

\

Public secondary 29 102
Privte secondary 34.

. 49
Public/ProVinciaf:College 32 19'
Private ProvinCial College 34 ' 111
Public Manila. College 8 - 16

1\_Private Manila Col ege / non-church 37 223
:--- Priva64.,Manila Church related 41 9

Private Accredited. , 46 25
University .ti the Philippines 46 22
TOTAL. ..

!. .

576
.V.r-7.

Mean No.' of Filipinos
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It should be noted that some of these individuals had subseciuent

education in the U.S., especially those who last attended schools at

the secondary level. In general those that went to schools at the

higher.end of the scale ended up with higher prestige jobs. Those

who went to the University of the Philippines and the private accredited

schools had the highest prestige Scores f011owed by those who had gone

to private Manila:Catholic schools. The results at the secondary level

coincide with the, widely held belief that generally, private schools

are "better" than the public schools.

In sum, like the highest level of schooling attended, the type of

school last attended in the Philippines predicts to some extent the

type of job the individual will have in the U.S. But the same distri

buting problem remains. Graduates of even the "best" schools end up

with jobs in this country with prestige ratings that are only average,

.especially when compared to the prestige of jobs the immigrants' had in

the Philippines.
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11. INCOME

The average annual earned income of Filipino households in

Mountain View is $16,529. The average household consists of 4.2

members, resulting in a' pet capita income of $4,251.00. Household

income is based only on income earned as the result of employment

and does not include income from investments, savings, and govern

mental assistance. An excmination of income distribution by age,

type of schooling, year of immigration and across households of

different sizes, different household members, and different types

of occupations indicates a few of the factors which_explain the

income level of Filipinos in Mountain View. `'Identification of

some of these factors is the first step in specifying what might

be, done to raise the- level of income.

Income by Household Size

As the number of household members per household increases, the

average income per household increases. As long as additional

members contribute. to the household income, an, increase in an

average income per household can be expected.-
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Table 11,1 Number
(1

of Peoole.Per Household, and Income Per Household
Per Person Based on the Size of the Household

7

of 'Percent of Total co. Ave. income Ave. income

household of people per household,'-per person

and

No. in No.

household household

1 33 8 33 7,076 7,076

2 - ' 84 20 168 .A.2,797.
,

6,398

3 80. 19 240 14,691 4,897

4 85 '20 340 15,494 3,873-.

5 62. 15 310 20,117 4,023

35 . 8 210' 27,168 4,023

14 3 98 26,535 3;790

8 13 3 104 26,769 3,346

9. 7 .2 63 38,930 4;326

10 or more 5 .1 55 32,502 2,955

TOTAL 418 100. .162.1

Household per capita income generally decli,nes as the household size

increases. Exceptions to this pattern occur for households of sizes

6 and.9. Some of these larger households 1.1aNslilaller percentages. of

their members_in the non-inome producing "children" category,-and the

.C',,,-

increase in. the number. of .wage, earnex translates into larger per
.

,

capita income for All members of the household.
:?'

Income-By Relationship to Household Head's

Total, household income depends upon the income generated by all

household members from their main jobS, second full -time jobs, and

sidelines.

f.



Table 11.2 Income Generated by Different Members of the Household Froth First, Second, and'Sideline Jobs

FIRST JOB SECOND JOB SIDELINE

Freq. Average Percent Freq. verage Percent Freq. Average Percent Percent Total

Income of Total 'Income of Total IncOme of Total. Income

itr

Income Income Income'

Head 278 11,251 45

Spouse: 208., 9,125 27 l 9,500

Children 104 8,067 12

6,071 1 41 3,828 .2
48

28 3 659 ,0 28

37 2,310 1 13

Other household

members 84 7,648- .10 10 1,600 10

TOTAL 678 94 B 1 3 100

The heads ofAouseholds contribute somewhat less than half of the total hmsehold income, with spouses

contributing around 30 percent. About one-eighth of the total household income comes from children who are

,,
.,

still living at home, and another 10 percent: .contributed by 'other household members. The earnings '.ofby,'other

the spouse and of employed children still 'living at home are crucial in determining the overall standard of

living- of Filipinos living in Mountain View. The presence these employed, children and 'the size of their

4

contribution to the household income makes it meaningless to compare, the household income of.Filipinos with .

the hoUsehold income of other ethnic groups where children are'nOtaslikely to be employed,
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4.

Income 1Iy()Ccis

About 94 percent of the income earned by Filipinos in Mountain View

is earned from their main occupation.- Of persons who are employed the

average annual salary/derived from their main occupation is $9,655. The

. ,

average reporte4, nnual income for the ten most common occupations

'reflects the variability that exists within.the community..

Table 11.3 Average Annual Income for the 10 Most ConiMon Occupations

Frequency -AVeraie Annual Iitcople

q: Assemblers 250 7,844

2. Members of the Armed Forces 48 9,270

3. Janitors lo,loo

4. Machine operators 21

5., Inspectors
tz.

19. 9,736

6. Gardeners 18

7:. Registered nurses 14 15,000 .

8. Engineering technician 14 13,178

9. Bookkeepers 13 10,076

10. Machinists 12 10,875

If the occupations are classified as professional, manager, clerical,

skilled and unskilled'; persons emplOyedin,professional jobs earn an

average of 66 percent more, than persons employed. in unskilled jobs.

C,

V)



:Table 11.4 Average Annual-Income for the Types of Occupations

Frequency Percent Total Income Average Income

_

Professional 86 13 1,195,500 13,901

Managerial 4 0 42,000 .10,500
,

Clerical Sales 78 12 798,000 10,231

Skilled Workers 76 , 11 861,500 11,362

Semi-skilled and unskilled 424 63' 3,567,000 8,394

TOTAL 668 100 6,466,500

While semi-skilled and unskilled occupations reveal the lowest average

income, jobs in this category account for 55 percent of the total income

of the community.

Income bz"Age and by Type of Household Member

The overall average income for heads of householdS is $11,275.

r

Household heads 20-24 years of age earn the lowest

$8,667. Average incomes increase with age until a

reached for the 40-44'age group._

As with heads of househOlds, the

is earned by persons in the 20 -24 age

an average of'just over 10,000,.after

income of all spouses is $9,130;about

income-of heads of hOusehoids.

Children of:heads of households

income,of $8,067. Twelve percent

of age, earning an average income

persons classified as children

----_________----, -1

relatives in the house

. \ \

living, in the h9.1seholn

0

average income of

peak of $13,950 is

lowest average income of spouses

bracket. Persons -from 30-44 earn

which incomes drop. The average

25 percent lower than the average

_ .

regardless of ,age earn an average

of these children are from 15-19 years

of $7,269. Seventy-five percent of

fall into the 20-29 age bracket. Other

earn an average income. of $7,449 and'friends

earn an average' income of

116
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Table 11.5 Average Income by Age Group and by the of Family Iqember

Age Group Head Spouse

15-19 0

Children

17269

!

20-24 8667 7750 17481

25-29 10598 7536, 13558

.

'''

30-34 1117.3 10242 . `17583

35-39 12135 10161 . 1b750

40-44 13950 10026 8500

45 -49 11558 9364

50-54 10938 9648 ;:0

1

, ,

. 55-59 8853 - 7889' 0

I

.60-64 11167 8786

3500

Other Relat ves Friend

0

6750

7800

10500.

7875

9000

5500

65 or older 11500

\

0

\\

Income by Year of Immigration

The data sugge that the longer the,immigrants have resid d in the

United States, higher are, their incomes. Perosns immig4tin before

1966 ea-r6d average incomes 43\peicent higher than persons immigr ting

6200

5500

17000

8166.

9500

55po

500 0'

6700

38

5500

0

0

0

.after 1973. These results seem "to iMply,that incomes rise as immigrants

gain experience Taith the American 'job Market.

Table 11.6 Average Incom 'ly.y Year of Immigration

ImmigrationYear Number of

1940-1965 102

1966-1969' 125

1970-1973 178

,-201After 1973
1

Average Income

11054

_ 11096

9329

7744
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Income by Highest Degree

The higher the degree level the higher the annual income, until the

professional and doctoral degrees are reached. There are relatively

118

few,people'in these categories and most of them are working outside the

field for which they were trained.

Table 11.7 Average Income By Highest:Degree Attained

Frequency Average Aanua
Income

Less than elementary , 42 8607

Elementary graduate 67 8798

High School graduate 266 9240

Two Year College degree 41 : 9280

Four Year College degree 232 10584

Masters 12 10750

Professional-Doctoral 6 9166

Income by-Number o'f Years of Education and By Type of Household Members
tr

Tha data indicate that income increases with number of years of

education.J Heads of households with college degrees earn average incomes

_2-2- .percent higher than;heads of households with high school diploma.

Spouses with college degrees earn average incomes 12 percent higher than

spouseS with high school diplomas.

4040,

Table 11.8 Average Incomeby Highest Degree Attained.of Head of
Household and Spouse

High School Diploma ' College Degree

Head 10,442 12,786

Spouse .9,00 10,080 -
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Income by e of Philippine College

Persons graduating from the University 'of the Philippines and froi
t

private accredited shcools in Manila earn average annual in omes about

20 percent higher than pers'ns graduating from other private colleges

in Manila. The data further show that individuals educated in Manila

earn more than persons educated outside of Manila.

Table 11.9 Average Income by Type of ,Philippine College

Type of College Number of Persons , Average Annual Income

University, of the Phil. 22 12045

prive.t1 Accredited 22 12386

Private Manila 207 10200

Public Provincial College 17 '6971

Average Income if Filipinos Held the Same Type of Jobs in This Country
As They Had in the Philippines-

If the distribution of occupational classifications for jobs

currently held in the United States were the same as that for the

previous jobs in the PhiappineS', and if the average incomes for each

category are those state: in the table above total income of *allFilipinos

would increase from $6,46E,500 to $7,556,537 and the average annual income

'would increase by'$1,632. These figures give some idea of the income lost

by Fi'ipinos who work outside their fields.

Ins Frot Other Sources

In addition'to job earnings, some Filipinos also had income from

ocher sources. Respondents were asked whether household.members received

income.from the folldwing sources. No attempt was made to find out how

much Income each source provided.



Table 11.10 Additional, SOrces of Income

Sources Frequency

Interest from savings '378

Interests from Investment 119

Work COmpensation 3

Unemployment compensation 13

Other Pensions 48

Social Security 121

'Food'Stamps 14

Welfare '11

Rent 35

Assistance frdm relatives not
living in household '102

TOTAL .752

'Percent of all
Individuals*

50.

16:.

100

'*Respondents could -eaeivexassistan2e krom'more than one gource-
,

Many respondents commented that the interest from household
..

Members' §avidgs accounts, was negligible because the 4Counts are gmall:

/
, s.

The most common-source-of government income was Soc114 Security. It is

I- -

interesting to .note that 'very few individuals are,receiving unemployment

. . . -

compensatipa, food stamps, ot welfare. regpondents said that theySeveral

or other members of their households have houses 2'
for apartments that they

rent to others,but that at present, these properties are not profit-

generating.



12, . HANDICAPS

111.

. Only 4 percent (n=11) of the 12ipinos listed, are identified as

having physical or health handicaps. Heart or blood pressure illnesSes

affeCt37 percent of the handicapped. Table 12.1 shows the distribution

of theLhandicaps by illness.

Table 12.1 ,Handicaps By Illness

Frequency Percent

Hearing or Speech. 3 4.

Eyesight 1 1

Heart of Blood Pressure 26' 37

Lung Disease 4 6

Cancer' 1 1

Afthritis, other Stiffmess 8 12

Other Physical Problems* 12 - 17

Other** 16. , 22

TOTAL 71 100

*Includes: pregnancy, phusical disability, headache, allergy
**Includes: hernia, diabetes, Parkinson's disease, gout, ulcers,

brain damage, kidney, polio, epilepsy

Assistance to the Handicapped

Distressingly, 65 percent of the handicapped Filipinos (n=54) do

not receive direct assistance for their handicaps. from governmental

agencies. The few that do get' aid apparently receive only the Social

Security or pension incomes that they are entitled to as senior-citizens.

121
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Table 12.2. Handicaps by Direct Assiatante Handicapped Individuals
Are Receiving

Public Social Medical Social Veteran's Whisman
None Health Security Medicare Services Pension School

HearingEt Speech

Eyesight

.Heart or Blood

o
0

1

0 0 0

0

0

0

1

0

Pressure 12 <3 2

- Lung Disease 2 1 0 *0

Cancer
. 0 0 0 0 0 0

Arthritis, Other
Stiffness 6 0 0 0 0 0

Other Physical
Disability 1 0

Others 5 1 0

N 54

In addition to direct assistance handicapped individuals receive,

some of them supplement this assistance with incomes from other services.

The most common are Social 5ecurity and Medicare, as shown by Table

12,3.



Hearing or Speech

Eyesight

Heart or Blood

Pressure

Lung Disease

Arthritis, Other.

Stiffness

Cancer

Physical Problems

Others

Nb. of Respondents: 47

9

Table 12.3 Additional Income Compared to Handicaps

Workmen's Unemployment SoCial Other Food Welfare MediCal MV Interest

Compensation Compensation Security Pensions Stamps. Medicare Services Savings

0

0

0 0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0

13.

1

1

9

1

0

0

3

1 0 4 0 4
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13. USE OF PUBLIC SERVICES

City parks are usedsed by 53 percent of the filipinos, making.them

the most frequented of the public services availablein the community,

Only 3 percent are reported as 'having availed of the Mountain View

Community Services during the past 6 months, and only 2 percent are

reported as having gone to the Employment Development Department to

seek..employment.

Table 13.1 Use of Public Services by Filipinos.in Mountain VieW-

Frequency PerCent

Public Library 400 25

Parks 870 53

Social Services 46

Medicare/Medical 106 .7

Employment` Office 42 3

Community Services 51 3

Others 1* 0

TOTAL 1516 94

*This is the use of the Senior
Citizens Center in Mountain'View..

Many respondents were not aware of the services available through

the Social Service office and the Community Service office, nor of their

eligibility to use their services.

Many of the Filipinos who use the public library are children in

school and a few:respondents seemed to feel that the library existed

only for children.
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14, TRANSPORTATION

Of the 1627 Tilipinos.in Mountain View, 79 percent are reported

as using the family car to get around; 9 percent bicycle or walk, (many

of these are students), and a scant 2 percent use public transportation

or busses. Nineteen percent (n=101) of those who go to school (n=541)

use a school bus.

Table 14.1 Most Commonly Used Means of Transportation

Mode of Transportation Frequency Percent

Family-Car 1280 79

Car Pool 61 4

Bus . 32- 2

School Bus 101

Bicycle/Walk 146 .9

Friends/Relatives 6 0

Motorcycle 1 . o

TOTAL 1627 100

Several.respondents volunteered the information that an automobile

was needed for either work or school and commented on the relative lack

of public transportation in this country compared to the Philippines.

Out of 1077 Filipinos age 16 and over, 63 percent own cars -and 37

do'not. Of the 681 who own cars, 1 percent (n=7) have cars of pre-1960

vintage, 26 percent (n=176) have cars built before 1970, and 73. percent

(n=498) tgown cars built since 1970.
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15. HOUSING

Of 408 households that occupy their own housing unit 45 percent

own or are in the process of paying for the houses they live in, 54

percent rent,. an 1 percent occupy living quarters without- payment

for rent.

Table 15.1 Ownership of Living Quarters

Frequency Percent

Own 132 50

Rent 130 49

Without Payment 3 1

TOTAL 265 100

Amor406 households,',198 occupy onefamily houSing units,-199

households occupy apartments, 5 hduseholds oocupy,tOwnhouses, 3 house

.

holds are in condominiums, and only one is in a mobile home. \,

'.able 15,

Types

7ypes of Housing

Frequency Percent

Onefamily house 198 49

Apartment 199 49

Townhouses 3 1

Condominium 5 1

Mobile Home 1 0

TOTAL 406 100



A little more than onethird of the households have 3 bedrooms, 26

percent have 2...bedrooms, 19 percent have 1 bedrOom,-13 percent have 4

bedrooms and :3 percent have 5 bedrooms.

.Tabie 15,3 Number of Bedrooms

. of Bedrboms

.-. 1

2

3

4

5

. TOTAL

. Frequency retcent

79 19 .

107 26

'153 38

54 13

12 3

2 1

407 100

The survey shows an average of 3.9 FIlipinoS per household occupying

a living space with an average of 2.6 bedrooms.



.16. FILIPINO MOVIES, TV; NEWSPAPERS, AND MUSICAL INSTR

'

Movies made in the Philippines a d using Philippine langu

play regularly in San Francisco, and occasionally shown as f .d-

raising,. projects in San,Jose. Several mes a year, Filipino movi s-
, \ .

are shown in Mountain View area. Seventy seven percent (n=1240) of he

Filipinbs in Mountain View have not seen e en one Filipino movie duri g
\;

the past year:! Of.those who have attended a Filipino movie. (n=369),

one-third attended only one, another third went to two or three, and

remainFs individuals viewed 3 or more movies during the past year.

Table 16.1 Filipino movies attended during the last year

Frequency Percent

1 126 34

2 -3 times 36

4-6 times 55 16

7 or more 53 14

TOTAL :369 100

the

During the interview, many respondents commented that they would like'

to see Filipino. movies if these were shown locally and if they were

informed about them.

For several years, one of the UHF television stations in the San

Francisco area has aired a Filipino'variety show on Sunday afternoons.

While the name and the host of the program_have changed several times,

the general format combining- rviews and musical numbers has remained.

The most recent version--6(this show 'uses a mixture of Tagalog and English

with Tagalog used hour 70 to 80 per ent of the time.



. _

Thirty -nine percent of Filipinos In Mountain View watch .Filipino

television prOgram every week, and another 25 percent watch it at least

_
ohc a,Month. "Thirty--six percent are reportedaS not watching the program

eve once a month..

`Tab e 16.2 -Av e rage;reported times Filipino respondents watch Fi lipino
TV program each month

Number o' Frequency Percent

0

1

585

161

36

10

.4\..

2 168 10

0

3-' 75 5

...

4 624 39

TOTAL 1613 .100

The Iargir numbers of. Filipinos watching the TV program over those

who go to movies may reflect the greater availability of television

programs in the local area. Some respOndents report that,their TV sets

cannot receive the UHF station that carries the Filipino program, but

that they occasionally. witch the program at their-friends' or neighbors'

house.

.-There are numerous Filipinc newspapers:published- in the United

-States, all of which are published in English. Only 14 percent of

the Filipino households in Mountain View subscribe to FiApino.netispaper.

Some respondents volunteered that although they do not subscribe to a

Filipino newspaper, they buy copies regularly when they shop at the

three Fill-pi-lid-operated local-storea.
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Musical Instruments

Twenty -five percent (n =40Q) of theFilipinos listed are identified

as being able to play one musical instrument; Of.the 400, -24 percent

can play a second instrument. \.

Table 16.3 Kinds oflmusical instruments played

Pfino/orean

String

Wind

Percussion

TOTAL

Frequency

:.255

152

75

.Pere

51

31

15

16 3

493 100

ome individuals play boththelpiano and the organ or two different

string-instrument , thus the number of Individuals who play musical

instruments in each.of the categories ma -be less than the number of

responses.
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17. MATERIAL POSSESSIONS

The acquisition of material possessions has traditionally been a

centra. aspect of American society. . In the course.of the interviews,

.many respondents drew.a comparison between the United States and the

Philippines and commented on howmuch easier it is for "working

people" to acquire things in this country.

As pointed out in Chapter 15, almost half (45 percent) of-all

households occupy a housing unit they either own or are in the process

of paying for. Sixty-three percent of all Filipinos age 16 and over

have cars and there is one car for every 1.6 individuals over the age

of 16. Seventy-three percent of all cars are 1970 models or newer,

and 28 percent.are 1976 models or newer.

Respondents were asked whether or not their household had the 8

material possessions listed below.

Table 17.1 Households Having Each of 8 Material Possessions

No. of Households Percent of Households

Color TV 359 .88

Washing Machine 215 53

Freezer separate from
refrigerator i 171 -42.

Set of EnCyclopedias 160 39

Clothes Dryer 151 37

Piano-Organ 123 30

Dishwasher' 109 27

Microwave Oven 46 11

'TOTAL 408 J[ 100

'131
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Color TV's were the most .common possession and are found in 88

percent of the households. Microwave ovens were the least common And
O

are found in only 11 percent of the households.

Thirty households have none of the possessions and 11 households

have all eight-of. them;

Table 17.2 Number of Material Possessions Present in Households

Number of Possessions Frequency of
Households

30

Percent of
Households

7

94 23

44 11

3 '49 12..

4 64 16

5 51 13

6 44

7 20 5-

8 11 3

TOTAL 407 100

A few respondents volunteered their observation that ready access

to credit makes-it possible to obtain these materiel possessions, 'but

correspondingly, it was very easy to get into debt so.that much of

their income went to installment and interest payments on their debts..

Several respondents acknowledged not only did their existing debts make

it impossible for themito get the additional training they would need

for upward job mobility; these debtsalso make changing jobs a tremendous

risk. In several.instancei, students at the local community college hadA

trouble commuting to ciasses.because they did not own cars. So .they

.1
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bought cars and then dropped out of school in
\
order to earn money for

car payments.

Material possessions.are one of the best indicators of-the

variability that exists within the Filipino community in Mountain View.

The distribution of their possessions suggests that life in this 'country

has made it possible for many,householdJ to acquire many material things,

but that only a relatively few households possess certain items that

are rapidly becoming standards in American homes. Material possessions

provide evidence of how far some Filipino households are from a standard

of living.enjoyedi,by other Filipinos within the community.

* * *
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A. u-stionnaire (English Version)



FIRSTS LIKE TO GET'AN IDEA
OF WHO LIVES IN THIS HOUSEHOLD.
WHAT IS THE NAME OF THE HEAD
OF THIS HOUSEHOLD?

. -
(Ente,2 name 4.J1.6.0.6.t column o6

enwtemUorttaboht. 16 theke 26
no head o6 hocaehotd, aak who
amanieh the note o6 the had o6
.the houaehatd.)

WHAT ARE THE NAMES'OF ALL OTHER.
PERSONS WHO ARE LIVING OR
STAYING HERE?

. Mat att penson4 Ataging heke and
att pensoni who uZuatty tive helm.
who ake.abment., Ba Attu to .inctude
4.n6antA widen 1 yedx o6 age,).

I HAVE LISTED... (Read nameh Lihted)

HAVE I MISSED:
-ANY BABIES OR SMALL CHILDREN?
- ANY LODGERS, BOARDERS, OR
PERSONS IN YOUR EMPLOY WHO LIVE HERE?

- ANYONE WHO USUALLY LIVES HERE BUT
IS AWAY AT PRESENT STUDYING
(traveling or in the hoepital)%

A. First Name and' LASTNAME -A. First Name and LAST NAME

Age ( ) Age (

Elem. HS. .- BS,BA. !.'A. Elem. HS. . BS,BA.
Voc. Voc.

working not working working not working

ID 3 4 5 ID 3 4 5

Person Interviewed:

Address:

136

Phone No.':

Date:

Hour:

Reviewed by:

INTRODUCTION

. The Filipino Association of Mountain View is conducting this
survey in order to collect data which will provide adetailed socio-
economic profile of the Filipino community in Mountain View. This -

information is vital both for assessing presently existing community
services to which Filipinos are entitled and. for pinpointing needs for
new services. Only after knowing the composition of the community,
their housing, employment, and-education can we.see'how well services
like job counseling, affirmative action, services for senior citizens,
and the like are meeting people's needs.

Thus far, .there is very little. tatistical data about the
Filipino community View. It is not even certain how many
Filipinos there are in this area. As a service to the community the
Filipino Assocation , a private, non-profit community organization,
has organized this survey project and seeks your cooperation.

. .

1. All answers you provide will'be strictly confidential.
Your. answers, including your names and addresses will
be converted into numbers and fed into a computer. so
you will not be identified in the report. The Filipino
Association of Mountain View is not connected with any
United States or-Philippine government agency. We will,
not disclose your answers to any agency of the United;
States or Philippine government.

2. The first sheet containing your name and address will be
kept separately from your. answers.

3. If youdo not want to answer any specific questions,
just say so,

4. We have identical questionnaires in English and Tagalog.
Which form do you prefer?.

5. Do you have any questions?

1



Interviewer:

Other Staff present:

Language in Which Interview was
conducted:

B. a: DOHANY OF THE PEOPLE YOU
MENTIONED ALSO HAVE A HONE
SOMEWHERE ELSE? (Ii No, go to eq.)

b. (u yea) WHO ARE THEY AND
WHAT PLACES?
(Read down with c. 6 d.)

c. USUALLY HOW MANY DAYS OF THE
WEEK ARE THEY HERE?

d. (Ili not caaatZy) 'WHAT IS THE
REASON FOR THEIR NOT LIVING

.. ,HERE ALL, THE TIME?

D. a.

b.

ARE ALL OF THE PEOPLE YOU HAVE
NAMED FILIPINOS?

not) WHO ARE THEY AND WHAT
ARE THEY - -- WHITE, BLACK, CHICANO,.
CHINESE; CHINESE-MESTIZO,-
AMERICAN MESTIZO, opt WHAT?
(Read acnoaa) (Note buLde name on 1)

WHAT IS YOUR (...) CITIZENSHIP?
(Read down)

(u U.S. citizen) HOW DID YOU (...)
BECOME A U.S. CITIZEN--
1) BORN IN THE U.S. OR
2) NATURALIZED CITIZEN?

c. (76 natunatized) WHAT YEAR WERE
YOU (WAS..) NATURALIZED?

citizen, ages 18 and above)
ARE YOU (IS...). REGISTERED.
TO VOTE?

E. (Ask ont2J "o6 EclAclinim),D0 YOU 400ES...)
CONSIDER. YOURSELF (HIMSELF/BERSELF)
TAGAtOG, ILOKANO; KAPAMPANGAN,
ILONGGO, CEBUANO, BOHOLANO. FILIPINO-
AMERICAN, AMERICAN, SIMPLY FILIPINO,
0R.WHAT? Ser.dacAoaa) -..'

,.,

(Aak fiteackpenzon LiZted.)
HOW IS...RELATE6. TO THE HEAD OF
THIS HOUSEHOLD---FOR EXAMPLE:
WIFE OR HUSSAND, DAUGHTER OR
SON, DAUGHTER- /SON -IN -LAW, DISTANT
RELATIVE, BOARDER, WORKER,'FRIEND,
ETC. (granddaughter or grandson,
mother or father, sister or-
brother, sister or brother, sister-/
brother -in -law, nephew or niece,

.."cousin). -(Read acnoaa)

Card :1:1

ID ._._._._.2 3 4 5

Mixed ethnic prefix

Household number :_:_:_:7 8 9

Family suffix ::10

Interviewer: 11

Language used .

Person interviewed:

Yes
2 No

b. Place:

c. days of the week

d. season:

I-.

C. a. Filipino

b.Non-Filipino

E.

:14

D.a.l Philippine
2 U.S. 3 Other

b 1. N.A. (not US/below 18)
2. U.S. born
3:---Haturalized citizen

4...__Parco.15. 5 ::17

c. 19 19

(N.A.,01)

d. 1 N.A. :_:20
2 Yes
3 No

F. Relationship:

22

23 24

NA - Not applicable
DNK Does not know
DA - Declines to answer

4t

Card :1:1

ID 3 4 5

Mixed ethnic prefix

Household number :._:._:._:7 8 9

Family suffix ::10

Interviewer

137

Language used :_:12

Person interviewed
: :13

B. a. 1 Yes-
2 No

b. Place:

c. days of the week

d. Reason:

L

C. a. Filipino

b.Non-Filipino

:_:15 6

D.a..l Philippine
2 U.S. 3 Other

b 1. N.A. (not US/below 18
2. U.S. born
3. .Naturalized citizen

: :17
S cii;zep)

c 19' : : :18 19.

(N.A...01)

d. -1 N.A.
2 Yes '..

3 No

F.-Relationship:

:....:_.:21 22

24



C. (Code AtX Oi each peuon Lizted in
the howsehold. 76 not obviams 6nom

name and aetaticwihip to head, uk...)

IS (...) MALE OR FEMALE?

I

H. (Fon eachrzion tizted, aalv)

a. -HOW OLD WERE YOU (WAS...)
ON YOUR (HIS/HER) LAST-
-BIRTHDAY? (Read down)

b. WHAT IS THE MONTH, DAY, AND
. YEAR OF YOUR (HIS/HER). BIRTH?

I. (Ask 15 and above keepOndente)

a'. ARE YOU (IS...) PRESENTLY MARRIED,
WIDOWED, SEPARATED, DIVORCED;

OR HAVE YOU (HAS...) NEVER.
BEEN .MARRIED? (Read' down).:

. Ptak i6 even been mannied)
HAVE YOU EVER BEEN LEGALLY
SEPARATED, DIVORCED, OR WIDOWED?

. (AA ..i.i even been mannied)
WHEN WERE YOU FIRST MARRIED?
IN WHAT MONTH AND YEAR'WAS IT?.

J. WHAT IS YOUR RELIGION?

G. 1. Femal

2.' Male

B. a. Age: (Note beside
name on-p. 1): : :19 20

b. Birthday:

:26 27

I. a. 1

2 Presently married

3 Widowed
4 Separated
5 Divorced
6 Never married

1 N. A. (never married)

2 No
3 Legally. separated
4 Divorced
5 Widowed_

G..1. .Female

21 Male '
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H. a. Age: (Note beside
name on p. 1): : :19 2,0

b. Birthday:

:26 27

. a. 1 N.A. :_:28

2 Presently married
3 Widowed
4 Separated
5 Divorced
6 Never married

/

b. 1 N.A. (never married)--

2 No / --

3.-- Legally separated
4 Divorced
5 Widowed: :_:29

c. Date of first marriage: c. Date "of first marriage:

19 19 --....

(N.A....01 neVer'married) (N.A. -01n never married)

'-- :_:_:30 31. _:_:30 31.

J. 1 Roman Catholic : -J. 1 Roman Catholic

2 Iglesia ni Kiisto 2 Iglesia ni Kristo

Aglipayan,

4 Methodist

5. Muslim
6. ---Jehovah's Witness

- 7.---No religion
8. Other

Specify:

:33

NA - Not applicable.
DNK - Does not know.
DA. Declines to answer

3. Aglipayan

4 .Methodist

5. Muslim -.

6. Jehovahts Witness.
7. No religion
8. . Other

Specify:

. SI: :33- -



1%)

2

4

T.

WI

ZI

K. WHERE WERE YOU (WAS...) BORN?
(A6k munit.i.paLity/ province ,

6b4a4tate) (Read aenos4)

L. (Fon thoee.botnix the PhiLippines).

a. (A4k. 15 and above te4pondentet
WHY DID YOU (...) COME TO
THE U.S.?; :

b. WHAT YEAR DID YOU (...).FIRST
COME TO THE U.S.?

d.

lAsk onty op head oti househotd--
bonn.in .the Phitippints) I

WERE YOU .(WAS...) ALREADY MARRIED
WHEN YOU (HE/SHE) FIRST CAME
'TO THE U.S.?

WHERE WAS THE FIRST PLACE YOU (...1)
LIVED IN THE U.S.?
(Ask city/state)
(16 keSpondent .Dived in M. View,

go. to f)

e. WHEN DID YOU (...)COME TO
MOUNTAIN VIEW?

.L; WHY DID YOU (.:.1 COME TO MT.
VIEW TO LIVE?

g. WHERE DID YOU (...) LIVE IN THE I

PHILIPPINES BEFORE YOU (HE/SHE)
CAME TO THE U.S.?

JOVid down)

h. WHAT DID YOU DO IN THE
PHILIPPINES BEFORE YOU CAME
TO THE.U.S.---FOR EXAMPLE:
WORKING, SPOUSE, 'STUDENT,
UNEMPLOYED, ETC.?

i. (16 WokkA[49) . WHAT KIND OF
WORK DID YOU DO? (16 cteAA,

skip j to 1)

. TELL- ME -.__A- LITTLE- MORE ABOUT
WHAT YOU ACTUALLY. DID IN THAT
...7013: WHAT WERE SOME OF YOUR
MAIN DUTIES?

k. WHAT KIND OF. BUSINESS OR
INDUSTRY WAS THAT IN? WHAT DID
THEY DO OR MAKE AT THE PLACE.
WHERE YOU WORKED?

. .

1.(1'6 not ctean) WHO DID YOU WORK FOR?
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K. Place of birth: K. Place of birth:

L. a. Reason:

: :34 35 36

:37 38

b. 19

(N.A.01) :::39 40

c. 1 N.A. :_:_:
2 Yes
3 No

d. Place: (city/state)

_:_:_:43 .44 45

I.

e. Year: 47

f Reason:
:48 49

g. Place: (city, prov.)

L. a. Reason:

:34 35 36

b. 19

(N.A.=01)

c. 1 N.A.
2 .Yes
3 No

_:_:37 38

40

d. Place: (city/state)

44 45

L. Reason

47

49

g. Place: (city, prov.)

:_:_:_:50 5152 51 52

Im

h. Work status:
54

i. Occupation:

h. Work status:
:53 54

i. Occupation:

J.

Business/Industry:

1 Employer: i
:55 56 57

m. WHAT WAS THE LAST SCHOOL YOU
(...) ATTENDED IN THE PHILIPPINES?'
(Ask name and Zocation oliAchoo£)

(Read aenoss)

n. 116 studi.ed .in ..the PhZtippine4)
WHAT IS THE HIGHEST GRADE/ 1

YEAR GF,SCHOOL You HAVE (...) .,

EVER ATTENDED IN THE PHILIPPINES?
_

o. -DID YOU. FINISH THIS GRADE/YEAR?

/MENEM.,

m. School:

n. Grade/Year;
(N. A. .01)

)56 59

o. 1 Yes : :60'61
2 No

NA -:Not apPlicable
DNK Does not know

k. Business/Industry:

1. Employer:
_:_:_:55 56.57

m. School:

n. Grade/Year:.

:58 59

(N.A. .01)

.1 0. 1 .Yesr.77,
, No

DA - Declines to.answer



M a. WHAT LANGUAGE/DIALECT DID YOU
-( ) SPEAK WHEN YOU ( ..) WERE
GROWING UP? (before age 15)

(Read down)

b. WHAT LANGUAGE DO YOU (DOES...)
GENERALLY SPEAY. AT HOME?

c. WHAT OTHER LANGUAGES/DIALECTS
DO YOU (DOES... )` SPEAK WELL
ENOUGH TO CARRY A CONVERSATION?

(If English not mentioned) DO YOU
(DOES...) SPEAK ENGLISH?

140
a. M a.

:62 63 62 63

:_:64 65 :_::64 65

67 .

N.1.1 Yes, full-time

69

N

_:_:68 69

a.1 .Yes, full-time
.2 Yes, part -time. 2 Yes, part-time
3 No , :_:70

. 3 No ::70

b.1 N.A. :_:71 .1 :_:711 Nu.bAl,

2 _ Public
3 Private 3 Private

Y.

N. a. ARE YOU (...) NOW ATTENDING OR
ENROLLED IN SCHOOL-- -
FULL -TIME OR PART-TIME? ;Read achoul)

. )

b. (16 Atddyitig) ARE YOU (-0'
NOW ATTENDING A PUBLIC OR A
PRIVATE SCHOOL?

)
i .

'
c-"

c. HAVE YOU STUDIED IN THE U.S.?
(145 yes, aIlk.,.) muvr IS THE

HIGHEST GRADE/YEAR OF SCHOOL c. Grade/Year:
'OU HAVE (. ) EVER ATTENDED
IN THE U. S.?

.
.

d. DID YOU FINISH THIS GRADE/YEAR? 73d 1 Yes :.72

WHAT IS THE HIGHEST DEGREE/ 2 No
e.

DIPLOMA/CERTIFICATE HAVE YOU
(... ) EVER RECEIVED? Degree's, Diploma/s,

Certificate/s
(Maude .4ubject artec)

Grade/Year:

,[d 1 Yes 73
2 No

(Note beside name otip. I)

OF.HAVE YOU (.... ) COMPLETED ANY
VOCATIONAL. TRAINING PROGRAMS---
FOR EXAMPLE: AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS,
SEWING, 'SECRETARIAL COURSE, NURSE'S
AIDE, BOOKKEEPING, IBM KEYPUNCHING,
ASSEMBLY? HOW MANY? (Read down)

(Note beside name on .p. 1)
(16 y0). WHICH ARE THE TWO MOST

IMPORTANT VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS
YOU (..1) 'COMPLETED?

HOW, MANY DAYS DID EACH TRAINING
PROGRAM LAST?

WHO.CONDUCTED OR SPONSORED EACH'
TRAINING PROGRAM -- -FOR. EXAMPLE:
SER,-MT. VIEW ADULT SCHOOL, HEALD
COLLEGE, LORRAINE TECHNICAL
SCHOOL .(Neighborhood Youth Corps,
'Palo Alto Adult School, Foothill:
CommuAity College, Cordie College,
Armed. Forces-excluding basic
training,NationalsManpower and
Youth Council of the Philippines).

(Maki Mai cauXe.6 akt

_:_:74 75
77

Card :_:1

ID 3 4 5

e. Degree /s,

aertificate/s

- -: :74 75
:76 '17

Card :_:

in. 3 4

0.a. No
I Ca. NoYes, number

:6 - yes, number_L___._

c.1 Days 2 Days-c : :11
144

. 1

2.
:7 8

:_:_:9 10

Days 2 Days
:11 12

;C-1-7:13 14 0
..1



P. (Fon age's 18 and above) (Read down)
a. HAVE YOU (...) EVER SERVED IN

THE U.S. ARMED FORCES?

b. HOW DID YOU (...) ENTER THE
U.S. ARMED FORCES?

C. DID YOU (...) ENTER THE U.S..

ARMED FORCES WHILE YOU (...)
WERE IN THE. PHILIPPINES OR IN
THE U.S.? .

d. WHEN WERE .YOU (.. i IN THE U.S.
ARMED FORCES? (Fitcm month, yeah to
month, yeah)

e. HOW OLD WERE YOU (...) WHEN YOU
WERE SEPARATED FROM ACTIVE
SERVICE?

Q. a. ARE YOU (..,)'PRESENTLY EMPLOYED,
WITH A JOBBUT NOT:AT WORK,
UNEMPLOYED, RETIRED, TOO OLD TO
WORK, A STUDENT, TOO YOUNG TO GO
TO SCHOOL, A HOUSEWIFE,' DISABLED,
ETC.? 7 . (React acnozz
(Note beside name on p.

* * * * * * * * * !1/4 * * * * * * * * * * *M*

,(16 not wcidiing, a6h que:stion4 on next *

pages 6 g 7 6.i.ut, then

4,
i6 wonkZng, ash queation R. ).

IC

In IC

b. DO YOU (DOES...) HAVE:A SIDELINE
OR A PART-TIME JOB'.
(16 No, go to e. . 16 Yews, ask C.& d.

WHAT KIND OF SIDELINE OR
PART-TIME-JOB IS THIS---
FOR EXAMPLE: SEWING, BABY;
SITTING; HANDICRAFTS; ' ,

CARPENTRY, ARMY RESERVE, ETC.?
(Ash the most 4:mpontant one)"

116 have/has sLdekixe)
HOW MANY HOURS PER WEEK DO' YOU
(DOES..:) SPEND ON YOUR }(HIS/HER)
SIDELINE OR PART-TIME,.,j6B?

P a. 1 N.A. :_:19
2 Yes
3 No

b. 1 N.A. :_:20
2 . Drafted

Enlisted as regular
4 Entered through OCS

ROTC, Service
Academy

5 Other
Specify:

c. 1 N.A. :21
2 Philippines
3 U.S.
4 Other

d. From
(month, year) 23

to

(month,.year)

e. Age 27

(N.A.01,Activeduty02)
a.l N.A. -:7.:.:28 29

2 ' Working now'(Note
below name'on p.1)

.

3 With.a.job but.. not
at work due to'temiorary.
illness/sick leave,vaca-'
tion, on strike, bad
weather

4 Unemployed
5 Retired/too old. to
work

6 7 Student'
7 Too young to gd to

school
8 Keeping house
9 7.7.Disabled,.too ill

*
to work

10 Other
Specify:

*

(16 have; has6ideLind
HOW MUCH DO YOU (DOES.,.) EARN

*

FROM YOUR (HIS/HER) SIDELINE? *
(Show catd) *

*
*

b. 1 Yes
2 No

._.30 31 '32
. '

Hours/week :7:33

: : : :34 35 36

NA.-Not applicable
DNK - Does not know
DA.- Declines to answer

P. a. 1 N.A
2 Yes 1

3 No

b. 1 N.A. : :20
2 Draf ed
3 Enli ted as regular

'

4. Ente ed through OCS
ROTC Service
Acad

5 Othei
Specify:

2- Phi ppines 2%%3

c. 1 N.A.

3 u.s/___-----
4 Other (N.A...:01)

d. From -

141

:7:19

my

(month, /year) :7:7:22 23.

to \

'(month, year) 25
I

e. Age : -: :26 27

ActiVe duty02)
1

Q. a.l / : :_:28 29
2 Working-now (Note
below name on p.1)

.

3' Wirff`a job but not
at work due to temporary.
illness/sick leave, Naga-,
tion, on strike, bad',
weather

4-----Unemployed
5 Retired/too old to
work

6 Student
7 Too young to go to

school
8 Keeping house
9 Disabled, too ill

to work
10 Other

Specify :-

b. '1 _Yes
2 No

c.

d.

:_:30 31.32.

Hours/week :_:33

: : :34 35 36



e. ARE YOU (IS...) SEEKING
EMPLOYMENT? (16 no, gb to h. ).

eeeking employment)..
HAVE YOU' (HAS...) DONE ANYTHING
IN THE LA ' EEKS TO FIND
'W (MaAk att Methods used, -

do not aead ts.77

'MP

.01

*

o
3'.

HI
wl

cal

c.,1

431

z

116 no, go to) g).

(16 yes, go tot ff.)

ff. WHAT PROBLEMS HAVE'YOU
HAD IN FINDING A JOB?

. .

(16.seeking ` employment but not done
anything during the tast 4 weeks)

WHAT ARE THE REASONS WHY YOU (...)
HAVE NOT DONE ANYTHING IN THE
PAST 4 WEEKS?

(Mania each 'season mentioned)

h. (16 not 4teking employment)
WHY ARE YOU (...) NOT INTERESTED
IN FINDING A JOB? (Do not aead .Ust)

i. a.HAVE YOU (HAS ...) EVER HAD
A FULLTIME JOB?

b. (16 yes) WHEN DID YOU LAST WORK
FULLTIME?

(16 they have WO/thed) WHAT KIND OF
WORK DID YOU (.) DO. ON YOUR
(HIS/HER) LAST REGULAR JOB? WHAT
WAS YOUR (HIS/HER) MAIN OCCUPATION
CALLED? 414 rAoat. Akio k.6 1.r,010

k. TELL ME A LITTLE. MORE ABOUT WHAT.
YOU (...) DID' IN THAT JOB. WHAT
WERE SOME OF YOUR (HIS /HER) MAIN
DUTIES?

J.

41

4

1. WHAT KIND OF BUSINESS OR INDUSTRY
WAS THAT IN? WHAT DID THEY DO OR
MAKE AT THE PLACE WHERE YOU

WORKED?
m. .(16 nate...tea/0 WHO 'DID YOU (..

WORK FOR?.

s* * * * * s * *. *

'

4

4:

4

Yes 2 No

N.A. : : :38 39
2 CheckedWith public
employment agency

3 Checked with pri
. vate employment agency
4 Checked with '-
employer directly

5 Checked with
fnds or relatvirie es

6 Checked with
View Com; Ser es

7 Ph or answere
ads

8 Nothing ng

Other
Specify:

ICiacte which que4iion
being answened.1

ff. = 1 g. = 2 h.= 3

1 Believes no job
available in line of
work or area

2 Could not find any
work

3 Lacks necessary
schooling, training,
skills, or experiende

4 Employers think. too
young or too old

5 Can't arrange . .

child care
Family responsi
bilities

'7 In school or other
training .'

8 .
Ill health, phy
sical disability

9 Lack of tools,

'ticcnses.or certifi
cates

10 Subject to discri7

urination

11 Trouble with Eng.

12 Lack of self
confidence

13"____ Spouse objects to
working

14 Other

1S.P_e_ZI know

142
e. 1. Yes 2 No

. :_37

f. 1 N,A. : : :38 39
2.--- Checked with public
employment agency

3 Checked
vete eMplOyment agent

eeked with
employr direc y.

5 Check with
rien or relatives
6 ecked with Mt.

our. Servides

7 honed oranswexed
ads

8 -Nothing

9 Oth
,SpecilY":

(CAA& which question-4
being Answened.)

ff. = 1 g. 2 h. - 3

1 : Believes no job
available in line of
Work or area

2 Could not. find any
work :

. 3 Lacks necessary
schooling, training,
skills, or experience.

4 : Employers 'think. too

.young. or too. old

5 Can't arrange
child care

6 Family responsibilities

*

4

4c.

:41 42

i. a. 1 Yes
2 No

(month, year) 45

j.06dpation:.

1. Business/Industry

m4 Employer:

1 r)4c

: : : :4b 47

NA Not applicable
* * * s DNK Doei not know

48

7 In school or other
training

8 Ill health, physical
disability

9 Lack of tools,
hcenses or certificates

10 Subject to discri
mination

11 Trouble with English
12 Lack of self

confidence
13 Spouse objects to

working
14 'Other

Specify :

15 -Don't knoW

42

i. a. 1 Yes : :43

2 No

b.

(month, year) 45

j. Occupation:

1. Business/Industry:

Employer:
4/ 4b

DA : reclines to answer



14+++144+++++4+14 H 11-1 H 1+++-1-1-1-4-4-1-11-144-H-44-1-1-1-

R. a. WHAT KIND OF WORX DO YOU .)

DO ON YOUR (HIS/HER) REGULAR
JOB? (16 amt., go to d. )

TELL ME A LITTLE MORE ABOUT .
WHAT YOU ACTUALLY DO
(DOES) IN THAT JOB. WHAT ARE
SOME OF YOUR (HIS/HER) MAIN
DUTIES?

WHAT KIND OF. BUSINESS OR .INDUSTRY
IS THAT IN? WHAT DO THEY DO OR
MAKE AT THE PLACE WHERE YOU (...)
WORK (WORKS)?
116 nat awn) WHO DO YOU (DOES...
WORK FOR?

d. HCW MANY HOURS PER WEEK DO YOU
(DOES...) WORK?

e. WHAT SHIFT DO YOU (DOES...) WORK,--
1) DAY, 2) SWING, 3) GRAVEYARD?

f. HOW MUCH DO YOU (DOES...) EARN
AT THIS JOB? (Show cartd)

g. DO YOU (DOES...) HAVE A SECOND
FILL-TIME JOB?
16 No, 'go to n. ).

(li ye, oak the 6ottowi.mg:)

h. WHAT KIND OF WORK DO YOU (DOES...)
DO AT THIS SECOND FULL-TIME JOB?
WHAT IS THIS OCCUPATION CALLED?
(IK CteAA. so to k. )- - - -

i. TELL ME A-LITTLE MORE. ABOUT WHAT
YOU (...) ACTUALLY DO (DOES) AT
SECOND FULL-TIME JOB? WHAT ARE
SOME OF YOUR (HIS/HER) MAIN DUTIES

j. WHAT KIND OF BUSINESS OR INDUSTRY
IS THE SECOND FULL-TIME JOB IN?
WHAT DO THEY DO OR MAKE AT THE
PLACE WHERE YOU (...) WORK (WORKS)
(16 not awl.) WHO DO YOU (DOES...

WORK FOR?

k.HOW MANY HOURS PER WEEX.DO YOU
(DOES...) WORK AT THIS SECOND
FULL-TIME JOB?

1.: WHAT SHIFT DO YOU (DOES....) WORK
AT'THIS SECONO.FULL-TIME JOB---
1) DAY, 2) SWING, 3) GRAVEYARD?

HOW MUCH DO YOU (DOES...) EARN AT
THIS SECOND FULL-TIME JOB?
(Show wall

(Fol. those Leo/thing 602-time)

n. DO YOU (DOES...) HAVE A SIDELINE
OR PART-TIME JOB?

(16 gee, aak the 6ottowiAg:)

. WHAT KIND OF SIDELINE OR PART-
TIME JOB IS THIS?

p. HOW MANY HOURS A WEEK DO YOU
(DOES...) SPEND ON THIS SIDELINE
OR PART-TIME JOB?

q. HOW MUCH DO YOU (DOES...) EARN
FROM THIS SIDELINE OR PART-TIME
JOB? (Shot° C4M4)

a Work:

. Business/Industry:

d. Employer:

50 51

143
R. a Work:

b.

C. )Business/Industry:

Employer:
: so 51

. hours/week :_:_.:52 53 d hours/week :_:_:52 53

1. N.A. 1. N.A.

3. Swing
:_:54

e' 3. DS:ISwing
e. 2. Day 2.

4. Graveyard
5.-

4. Graveyard
7--Not shift work 8. Not shift work

: :55 56

g. 1 Yes : :57

2 No

f. : : :55 56

g. 1 Yes :_:57
2 No

h. OccupatIOn-,(2nd) h. Occupation (2nd)

..

. Business/Industry: j. Business/Industry:

59 60

hours/week 62

1. N.A.
1. 2. Day _.63

3. Swing

4. Graveyard
5. Not shift work

: : :64 65

Yes
No

:66 67 68
p. hours/week :_:_:69 70

q. : : :7-1 72 1
NA - Not applicable
nmr - n^0c not know

01.0

59 60

hours/week :_:_.:61 62

1. 11.A..

1.2. Day :_:63

3. Swin '

4. Graveyard°
5. Not shift work

: :64 65

n. 1
2

-7- Yes
No

.)

/
o.

W68
p. hours/week : _:,69 70

q.__:7172
Declines to answer

.
_



S.. Mot t3i34e woo/Litho ititt- e)

HOW DID YOU (...) GET\YOUR
(HIS/HER) PRESENT JOBS

(Read wt./344),

For those, who have had p

T. a. ARE YOU
FIEL R PROFESSION FO
Y WERE TRAINED?

- secondary training

(Rea across)

S...) WORKING INTHE'
WHICH;

%..

. (lino) WHY ARE YOU (I ... .

WORKINGkOUTSIDE YOUR (HIS, -T19.

]

PRoFEssrr

,. \

. i (Fort tho4e woaking 6112-.time/) (Read down
(Fort Fitipi.noa onty)

t

Ea. RAVE YOU (HAS...1 EVER BEEN -GIVEN
HARD TIME ON A JOB/BECAUSE YOU

(HE/SHE) ARE(IS) A FILIPINO?
Ili No, go to V. I. /b III yam:) BY WHOM-THE BOSS,
CO-WORKER, CUSTOMER, OR
SOMEGDIE ELSE?

2

Zy
of

.0-

'S.1, N.A.
2.---Private-employcent

agencies
3: State/gov't. emp oyment

agencies
4. . Classified newspaper adr

School placement office
6. Friends
7. Relatives
8._ Applied directly
9._ Other

Specify:

T.a.1._ NA.-
. 2. %Yes

b.Reason: '

:1. N.A.
2. Private eriSloydent

agencies
:

3. State/govt. employment
agencies

4. Classified.newspaper ads
5. School2/aCeMent office:
6.

7.---R atives r
8. Applied directly

-

/3 74-
Specify: 71'

74

144

:_:75

c. WOULD YOU BRIEF Y13ESCRIBE WHAT
HAPPENED?

V. a. DO IN THIS HOUSEHOLDANYONE
-LONG TO A LABOR UNION?

(Read dour.)

(If so) WHO ARE THEY?

W.,IN ADDITION TO INCOME FROM THEIR
;FULL- OR PART-TIME JOBS, DO.ANY
MEMBER OF THIS HO EHOLD'RECEIVE
ANY MONEY FROM E FOLLOWING?

(Pause f yes,'who?)

(Read-lal c.,egoriet slowly)

_N ;A.
Yes

3. ---No

b.l. Boss
2. ':o-worker
3. Customer
4. _Someone else

e.

77

:78

: :79

T.a.l. N.A.
2. ---Yes

3. ---No

b.Reason:

U.a.l. N.A.
2. Yes
3. No

77

b.l. Boss
2. Co-worker.
3. Customer
4. Someone else

79

.V.a.l. Member
2,jon-member

ID 3 4 5,

:6

W.1. Interebt or dividenda,,
.

(savings stet.. or
-.credit union) : :T

V.a.l. Member
2. Non-member

Card :3:1

'ID .....2 3 4 5

W.1. interest or dividends
(savings acc't. or
credit union)

2. Interest.or dividends :\ 2. interest or dividends
(stocks, bonds, ocher (stocks, bonds, other

. investments)
.

3. Workmen's
compeniation

4. Unemployment
compensation

5. Social security_(old
agesuiveri's, dis-

health ins) :_:11
6. Other p0151.09S

4Veteran, private) -: :12

...:8 investments) -
3. . Workmen's

. 'compensation
4. _Unemployment:

: :10. compensation
5. Social security (old

age, survivor's, dis-
ability; health ins):_:1

6. Other pensions
(Veteran, private)

7. Food stamps : :13 Food stamps :
8. Welfare or public 8. .Welfare or public

:9

assistance (e.g. Aid
for Families with
Dependent Children)

9. Rents including that
I

from roomers or
boarders

10. Financial assistance
from relatives not living

\

in this household

NA Not applicable
02441( - Does not know.
(

assistance (e.g. Aid
for Families with
Dependent Children

9. Rents including that
from roomers or
boarders

10. Financial assistance
from relatives not living
in_ this household \: :If

DA - Declines to answ,ei



a. DOES ANYCNE IN THIS HOUSEHOLD
HAVE ANY HEALTH OR PHYSICAL
HANDICAPS?
(16 yes, who?) . (Read down)

b. WOULD YOU BRIEFLY DESCRIBE THIS
HEALTH OR PHYSICAL CONDITION?

c. DO YOU (DOES...) RECEIVED ANY
ASSISTAKE FROM ANY GOVERNMENT
AGENCWAGENCIES?

(16 Yea) '14WHICH.GOVERNMENT
AGENCY /AGENCIES?

Y. WHO IN. THIS HOUSEHOLD HAS MADE USE
OF THESE GOVERNMENT OR SOCIAL

.. SERVICES, TN. THE PAST 6 MONTHS?
- 7' :1(4Rid list) -

2;. a. WHERE DID YOU LIVE BEFORE
YOU (HE/SHE) MOVED TO. THIS
HOUSE? (16 Owen. aridness uaae
Mtn. View, get stneet miPLeaa)

(Read acnosaJ

b.-HOW DO YOU (DOES...) GET TO WORK,
bc.M001-OR-SHOPPING?'

(Age 15 and above neapondents)

i'-

C. DO YOU (DOES,..) HAVE YOUR
(HIS/HER) OWN CAR?

(16 yea) WHAT YEAR?

DO YOU (DOES...) PLAY ANY
MUSICAL INSTRUMENT?

(14 yea) WHICH ONES?

e. HOW MANY TIMES DURING THE LAST
YEAR HAVE YOU (HAS...) GONE TO
A FILIPINO MOVIE?

f. HOW MANY TIMES A MONTH DO YOU
(DOES...) WATCH A'FILIPINO
TELEVISION SHOW?

3...

o.:___Y Yes

b.

c.l. Yes

2. ---No

d.

18.,

20

Public library :_:21

2.---Recreation (Cuesta
& Rengstorff Parks,
etc.) : :22

3. -Department of Social
Services :_:23

4. Medical, Medicare :_:24
5:---E.D.D. (State

employment office)
6. Community services
7.---Other

Specify:

_:25

:26

Z.a.Place:

:_:28 29.30

b.l. Family car
2. ---Car-pool

3. ---Bus
4. School Bus
5. Bicycle/ walk :_:31
6. ---Other

Specify:

X a.l. Yes
2.No

b.

145:-

:17 18
c.I. Yes

2. ---No

d.

20

. Y.1. Public library : :21
2.---Recreat3on (Cuesta -

&Rengslorff Parks, .

etc.)
3. Departsl

:

ent of Social
Services .

- Madica4 Medicate :_:24
5; E.D.D. (State.

employment office):_:25
6. Community services: .:26
7. ---Other

Specify:

Z.a.Place:

b.1. _Family car
2. ---Car pool

3. Bus
4. ---School Bus

5. Bicycle/walk
6. Other
---Specify:

29 30

19 :::32 19 :_:_:32 33,

d.l. Yes .1. Yes

2. No 2. NO

[
:_.34 35 .; :34 35

37 37_:1:36

e. times/year :
e. 'times/year :_:38

f. times/year

_:3S

f. times/month :239

NA - Not applicab
DNA - Does not k
DA - Declines to

le
ow
answer



(HOUSEHOLD ONLY)

AN. a. DOES YOUR4AMILY.OWN THIS . AA.
HOUSE/APARTMENT (amortization),
UO--VOU PAY RENT, OR W3AT?

' b. HOW MANY BEDROOMS DOES THIS
HOUSE/APARTMENT HAVE?

c. (Code by.obeenvation: Which
beet de6cnibez the buitaing whith
qpntains. th.ie houeing unit?
Maude at t. dpattments, gath,
etc., even 4.6 vacant.)

d. DOES THIS HOUSEHOLD HAVE A
SUBSCRIPTION TO ANY PHILIPPINE
NEWSPAPER?

e. IS THERE A SET OF ENCYCLOPEDIAS
IN THE HOUSE?

f. DO YOU HAVE A PIANO OR AN ORGAN?

g.

h.

DO YOU HAVE A COLORED TV?

DO YOU HAVE A CLOTHES WASHING..
MACHINE?

i. DO YOU HAVE A CLOTHES_DRYER?

_j. DO YOU HAVE A DISHWASHER
(portable or built-in)?

k. DO YOU HAVE A MICROWAVE OVEN? k. 1. Yes

1. DO YOU HAVE A HOME FREEZER WHICH 1. 1. Yes
IS SEPARATED FROM YOUR
REFRIGERATOR?

a. 1. Own house/apartment
2. 'Rented for cash rent
3. Occupied without

payment of cash rent
4. Other

Specify: : :41

b. Rooms
:42

1. A one - family house ,

detached from any other.
house

2. An, apartment (duplex,
triplex, 4-plex, 5plex, etc.)

3x Condominitim
4. Townhouse (6-20 unitliwith

a small plot of land in
each unit)

5. Mobile home or trailer
6.---Federally subsidized apts.
1. --Mther

Describe:

d. 1. Yes 2. No

e. . Yes ' 2. No

f. 1. Yes

g. I. Yes

h. 1. Yes

i. 1. Yes

j. 1. Yes

BB. HAD4YOU HEARD ABOUT THIS RESEARCH PROJECT
BEFORE WE CONTACTED YOU FOR THIS INTERVIEW?

YES NO

(If yes) HOW DID YOU FIRST LEARN OF THIS PROJECT?

2. No

2. No

2. No,

: :43

:46

_:47,

2. No :_:49

2. No :_:50

2. No

2. No :_:52

NA - Not applicable
DNK - Does not knoi.,
DA - Declines to answer

:53 54

1. WOULD YOU LIKE A COPY OF A SUMMARY'OF OUR FINDINGS?

YES NO

2. IF YOU AGREE, WE WILL INCLUDE !YOUR NAME, ADDRESS,
AND TELEPHONE NUMBER IN A LIST TO BE USED BY THE
FILIPINO ASSOCIATION OF MOUNTAIN VIEW. IF YOU DO
NOT WANT TO BE.ON THIS LIST, UST TELL US AND WE
WILL NOT INCLUDE YOU. DO YOU WANT TO BE ON
THIS 1IST?

Name:

YES NO

Address: )
"i

Telephone:

Zip



B. Questionnaire Additional Sheets for Households Larger
Than Two (Pages 1 and 2 Only)

1 r



NameandLASTNAME \A. Name-And LAS.T_BAME

Age ( .) Age ( )

, -

.1.em. HS. ,RS..BA MA. Eiem. HS. BS.,BA. MA.
Voc. Vac.

,"ror ing not working . working not working

:D 3 4 5 ID ,...P.2 3 4 5

?age 1

A.. Name and LAST NAM5 A. Name and LAST NAME

Age ( ) Age ( )

Elem. HS. BS.,BA.. MA. Elem. HS. BS.,BA. MA.

Voc. Voc.

working 'not working .. working not working.

ID 3 4 5 ID :2 3 4 5

1 f!.'7.7,
,



Card :j:l

P:lxed ethnic prefii

Household number 0 9

'Family sufiix _,.10

Inter iewer: :11

- Language used

Person interviewed:

Yes
2 No

. Place:

Card :j:l

'Mixed ethnic prefii : :6

116usehold number :_:_:_:7 0 9

Family suffix : :10

Intervieer:

Language used

Person interviewed: :_:13

E.a- 1
2

Yes
No

Card :1.1

TD _ _ _ 2_ 3 4 5

Mixed ethnic prefix :_:6

.Household number :_:_:_:7 8 9

Family suffix :_:10

Interviewer

Language used

Person interviewed :

B. a. 1 Yes
2 No

days of the week

d. season:

. a. Filipino

[

b.Non-Filipino

_:_:15 16

hllippine
U.S. 3 Otaer

c. days of the week

a. lipinc

b.Non-FilipinL

_:_:15 16

D.a.l Philippine
? U.S. 3 Other

b 1. N.A. (not US/below 18) b 1. N.A. (not US/below, 18)
2.. U.S. born
'.---Nsturalized citizen

4 etLAst 14 U.S. :_ :;
cit.-v...

c. 19 :_:_.118 19

(N.A. -01)

d. 1 N.A. :_:20
2 Yes
3 No

2 U.S.U S born/

- Natural zed c:tizen
k. ...... Aw044- 0.5

4:41120a

c. 19 . :_:_:18 19

(N..A.=01)

22

F. Relationship:
24

NA - Not applicable.
DNK - Does not know
DA - De"mlines to arl4er

1 N.A.
2 Yes
3 No

_:20

7

_:_:21

F. RelationShip4

NA - Not applicable'
DNK - Does not know
DA - Declines to answer

days of the week

C. a. -ilipino

b.Non7Filipino

:14.

Card :1:1

ID 3 4 5

Mixed ethnic prefix :_:6

Household number :_:_:_:7 8 9

Family suffix :_:10.

Interviewer :_:11 .

Language used :_:12

Person interviewed : :13

149

B. a. 1 Yes
2 No

b. Place:

c.

d. Reason:

days of the week

:_:_:15 16 C. a.' Filipino

b.Non-Filipino

D.a.l Philippine
2 U.S. 3 Other

-b 1. N.A. (not US/below 18
2. born
3. NaturaliZed citizen

4. Pr.Aren,,tic : :17
i; 5 c:To.col

c.. :_:_:13

(N.A.=01)

d. 1 h.A.
0 Yes
3 No

:_:20

E.

-.22

:14

:Z5 16

D.a.1 Philippine
2 U.S. 3 Other

1

b 1. N.A. (not US/below 1
2. ---U.S. born

3.

_U.S.
citizen

At.
red.1..411; - :_: 17

u :. C;t 'di%
c..19 : : :13 19_ _

(N.A.=01)

d. 1 N.A.
2 Yes
3 No

E.

: :20

F.- Relationship: F. Relationship:

24 24



C. Interview Information



151.

INTERVIEWER INFORMATION

1. Use Tagalog for introduction and sreeting. Present letter of

introductioft. Repeat seven important points verbally.

2. Household respondent must be 16 years old or older.

3. Interviewer must be the one to fill in the forms. -Respondent
may.loolat the questions while interviewer asks questions but

this should be avoided..

4. Write down relevant comments of the-respondent or other house
hold members that are present.

5. As much, as possible write down answers given by the respondent.

Use their words; do not translate the respondent'sanswer.into
another language before writing them down. :Avoid translating
questions from one language ti another unless necessary for cla
rification.. For example: if the English version-of the question
naire is being used and the question is causing tfirfetVendent

some difficulty, the official Tagalogversion can be asked, and. .

vice versa if the Tagalog questionnaire is being used.

6. At the end of the interview ask for names, addresies, and
phone numbers of Filipinos who are neighbors or relatives..i

SOME HINTS ON INTERVIEWING

1. The beginning of an interview is particularly important: The .

potential respondent has no obligation to give you his time.

On the other hand, most. people are not unwilling to give others

their opinions. \It is best not to spend too much time introduc

ing yourself and the.survey. The interviewer should move into

the direct asking of questions as quickly.as possible, and yet

he must be careful not to be too aggressive. In general, if
the interviewer expects cooperation, he is likely to get it.

The interviewer muf;t not betray surprise, agreement, annoyance,

or any other emotion except-polite interest. It is very easy to

bias the response of the interviewee.

When asked to explain a question, do not use different words

or give concrete illustrations. To violate this rule is to

break down any possible use of a standardized instrument. A

very common way of meeting the respondenCs difficulties is to

repeat the question very slowly. This usually satisfies him.
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4. If-a respondent is unwilling to be interviewed after you have,
applied a little polite pressure, do'not become insistent. Offer.
to come again .at a more convenient time.

A. Household Listing

Head. This is the person considered the head by the'rest of the
household whose name is given when the question "Who is
the head of the household?" is asked. It is usually, the
chief earner but may not be.
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In order to sort household members into family groups.
they should be listed name by name and in.a specified
order:if possible:- PersOn interviewed Should be listed.-
in.column 1.

(1) Head of household

(2) Wife (or husband) of head

(3) Unmarried children, oldest first

(4) Married children and their families

(5) Other relatives of head

(6) Personshrelated to the head

B. Check Residence Rules - If there is any question about whether person
belongs to household or not -.collect all information for that person.

C. What is the race of the person?

D. Citizenship

E. Ethnic Identity With which ethnic group does the person most closely
identify?

F. Relationship to Head

These entries should show (1) how the person is related to

the head, and (2). how they are related to each other if

at all. -Descriptions of household members include:

(1) Wife (or husband) of head

(2) Daughter

(3) Son

(4) Daughter-in-law or son-in-law
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(5) Granddaughter or grandson

(6) Mother or .father

(7) Sister or brother

(8) Nephew or niece

(9).Cousin

(10) Distant relative

(11) Lodger, servant, friend

(12) Other

_

If the head has only unrelated persons living with him,

describe them as lodgers, friends, roommates,.or, partners

depending on the situation.- If they Lave related .persons

living with them,-the-entries should show this clearly:

'e.g..lodger, lodger's

actual number of ole'r

Month Day

The. Census Bureau has ';:ouz:i:'.t6: the. way to get tLemost

accurate age reports.iE, 12:J,,, date of birth and .:%6e at

last,birthday. One can '...Checked against.thu ks-11. at

the. time of interview, and any d'.screPancy crr. :a a.zsolved-

with the respondent.. If sigebut not date of ::,Izth

known, .it'can'be-acCepted..



Marital Status

Now married (includins .',r,4mon law :marriages)

Separated can mean two things:

(1) Legally separated

(2) Separated bacause of marital discord, strain,
t4 .

or, incompatlity. This does not include

couples who living apart because of work

circumstances. Examples: 4msband is in the
IO

navy, army; wife working as-a nmrsa, seamstress,

etc. s tr.) ther zityi unr frblit making7provr

.
sions for the entire !..amily to follow later..

The use. of the tern qint.L& stv;:lad be avoided as this often

means in popular speech%divoz.e.ed or separated but not

currently married.

Ic. *Code year in numerals

J. If answer is Protestant, ask. "Uhich Protestant church?"

K. Chartered cities in t:i1c.. PhtiipPines are legally not part of provinces and
the name of the city = sufficient; but they will be coded as the
province to which they are closest.

L. a. Applies to first time: person came as an immigrant. For dependents
who accompanied or joined parents, this may be the reason.

M. Languages

a. If more than one language ask "Which one did you use most at home
while you were.growingup"?.

b. Languages spoken at home refer to languages or dlf-lects usually
used at home, i. e., speaking with children, or housemates, etc.

Languagescr dialects that. one knows will be. enough to carry on a
.conversation. .

N. Current Enrollment.

In order to get at the highest level o education, itmay be
necessary to ask "how many years of education beyond high school
does that course usually take ? "'

lrf



Philippine School. System

Grade School High .School College
01 First Year - 07 First Year - 11
02:' Second Year - 08 .. Second Year - 12

,03 Third Year.- 09 Third Year- 13
04 Fourth Year -AO.' -Fourth Year ... 14 B.A.
05 B.S.E.

Gr. 6, - 06 -Nursing, Engr. - 15
M.A., M.S. . 16

U.S.-School System

Grde School

01

02

Oj\

High School..

Q9

10

if

College

First Year --13
Second Year - 14- A.A.

15

04\ 12 16

05 \ 17
06 \ 18
.07 \ .19

os \ -20 +

\

Degree or degrees received:

0 Less'than high school

1 High school diploma

2 Junior college degree.

3 Bachelor's degree

4. Graduate degree

5 Trade/Vocational.degree

_U.S.-Semester - (12 - 16 weeks; 3 - 4 months)

U.S. QUarter 10 weeks

Philippine Semester (16 - 20 weeks; 4 - 5 months)

17

18
19

20 +
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N.e. Add to:question, "Whether in.the Philippines or in the U.S."

.Lc.-Question concerns 'the number of full days where a day is defined

as six to eight hours of instruction.

Each night class is probably about half day. Get from respondents

the number of weeks or months of courses, the number of Class weetl-

ing per unit of time, and the number of hours for each class

meeting.
. -

L.Q. & R. Employment Status - Employment full -time -- an average of

35 hours or .more a week.

a. If the respondent seems to be in more than one of these categories,

e.. g. a working housewife, then check both categories. In this

question, it is posSible to check both "working" and either

"retired"; "student", "housewife", or "disabled". In instances

where two or more categories are checked the "working now"

sequence gets priority. Get information about the current occu-

pation even though the respondent may also be looking for another

job.: Persons whose only activity.conSists of work around their

home or'voluntear work for religious, charitable, or similar orga-

nizations are not counted as "working now ".

Q. ff h

#4. Either employer or respondent thinks too young or too old to work.

#16. Retired or on social security. (Write under #14. Other.)

R.d. If answer to question R -d is less than 35 hours a week, employment

should be classified as part time and the next question is Q -

(How much is earned from side line). Note change by writing in

big letters "PART TIME" wider question R d.

A person who is self-employed and works 35 hours or more a week

is considered employed full-time.



Occupation

- The. name of the place at 14lich the person works.is,usual,
1

ly,an insufficient response to.the Occupation question (e.g.,

if the-individual works in a bank he may be the manager, a tel-
,

ler, or a'janitgr.)

- Job titles at the lower end of the occupation scale are

likely to'be less descriptive than they are for professionals.

Try to avoid vague job titles which may apply to a wide range

of occupations. Here are some examples:

a) If the respondent tells you that: he is an engineer, he may:

i) design bridges or airplanes,

li) operate a railroad locomotive,

iii) tend an engine in a power plant, or

iv) shovel coal into a furnace-.

We obviously need more specific information than "engineer" here,

so that a distinction between skilled, semi-skilled, and unskilled

workers can be made.

In the case of a factory worker, a useful hint would be

"what kind of machine do you operate".

c) The respondent says he is a road construction worker, but if
1.

i) he supervises the road gang, he is classified as a

foreman;

ii) he operates a bulldozer, he is classified as-a ma-

chine operator;

iii) he is a common laborer, he will be classified as

such.
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d) Ascertain whether a "Nurse" is:a registered nurse, or a

practical nUrsei nurse's asSistanL, or a nurse's aide.

The distinction which we haveto make between college and
.

elementary school teacher is less obvious, but is important.

A suggested probe here is

i) ."What level do you teach?"

ii) ."What type of school or college do you teach in?"
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Industry:

-.It is unnecessary to find Out the name of the company for which
\

\
the person works, but we do want to know whether it is a manu-

facturing or a selling enterprise arid what kind of product or
1

\

service is manufactured or sold, and, for a business that sells

things, whether it sells wholesale, retail, or what.

- Responses such as "Auto Assembly Plant," "Retail Grocery Store,"
(

"Steel Mill" or "Insurance Company" are thus quite acceptable

but responses such as "Oil Business," "Shoe Business" or "Lum-

ber Business " -are not.

- For a salesman, especially, please find out whether he is en-

gaged in wholesale or retail trade and what he sells.

;



1

11..e. and 1. The catego!,7y t Shift work should tie. included in the

question.
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Coding Procedure

If, more than one response

code number thatapplies.

* rvLabor Force

Employed:

Working now (A.1)

to A, give preference to smalleSt

1

2

Unemployed (A.3 or A.2.) 3

Work for pay may also mean having a parttime.job doing sewing,

babysitting, handicrafts, etc.

Job earnings,include tips, commissions, net incomgfroin own

business, etc.

Job Description

a. The individual's "main occupation" is the job on which he or

she spends the most time, or, If the person spends an equal

amount of time on two jobsz it is the one which provides the

most income.

a. and b. The answers to these questions ,.re used to classify the

person's occupation into one of a series of occupation groups.

A job description that is clear, sufficiently detailed, and

suitable for coding is not easy to obtain. Interviewers should

be instructed to probe for as clear and complete an answer ari..

possible.

c.. The answers to this question are often vital in determining

into which code a particular occupation should fit. For ins

tance a laborer or a warehouse worker will do quite different

kinds of things depending on the type of industry in t-,ich he

works.



S. This question should he asked this way:

HOW DID YOU FIND OUT ABOUT YOUR .PRESENT JOB? ,

instead of 'How did you get your present job?:

AA. Housing: Tenure, Type

Rooms in the house do not include:

- bathrooms

-halfrooms

-balcony

- foyers

- halls

Z.a. If person has lived at address since birth - write "since birth".

e. To go to a Filipino movie does not include watching a Filipino

movie ca T.V.
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INTERVIEWER-INFORMATYON

Update ' .0C.tober 10, 1977
,

0.a. Vocational.Training programs include courses'-offered by colleges
,

if these. courses are ndn-degree oriented courses ana/or personal

N.c:

enrichment courses. -For example_ Engli-sh, Tax preparation, etc.

0 (For coding only No change in flie way the question is'asked).

To get credited with having studied in the U.S., it is necessdry

to have spent at leagt one year in a degree-oriented program.

W. If person is receiving unemPloymentbompendation, question Q should
,

be answered as "unemployed" and cycle Q for not employed or with a
-

.

job and children under 15 should be completed.

0

S

0



INTERVIEWER INFORMATION'

Update.: October 16, 1977 & bct.19,1977

Q.h. English.version. should be:
"Why.are you not looking fora job?"

V.4plies to'eVeryoneinhbusehold, not just preSently working.

Z. e. Does' not include movies on'T.-V.
Does not include movies seen in ,the

F. If couple are.sharing the household and living together
ielatiopship is husband or wife regardless of legal'status.

L.g.Where did you live refers 'to'immadiately or shortly before
coming to the U.S. and not the place where trou spent the
most time.

M.a.&b.Should be one language.

P'".)

162
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INTERVI R INFORMATION

Update November 14,

1. When information furnished by respondent appears to be totally incorrect
with other answers, note this on questiannaire along margins by writing
in "INCON".

Do not let your response suggest to the respondent that you do not
believe 'the answer. You may, if it would be believable, suggest that
you did not understand the answer and ask the respondent to repeat it.

2. You need to indicate that questions were asked even in situations'where
answers- are not recorded.

For example--question Lm. What was the last school you attended in the Phils.?

If no school has ever been attneded you need to either write "none" or
draw a line in the blank. This is necessary so we know which answers are
missing data and which answers did not call for a response.

3. Question Nc. Study in the U.S. means at least one academic year
full -time. study in a degree-leading course. For
college work this mans 36 quarter units or 24 semester
units. This includes one year courses at the Junior
college level and vocational courses that are one'year
longer.

4. Question Nee For B.A. or B.S. degrees, remember to get subject areas,
'for'example, B.A. in English, etc.

Question Oa. Does'not include courses that were not completed or
courses, in which presently enrolled. Does include
training given by a private employer if training_

separated from regular work. Does not include
vocItional training that led to a 2-year college degree
such as an A:A. 'in Hotel Management but does include
junior college courses of less than 2 years even if they
lead ro certifiCates.

6. uestion Off, Qg and'Qh. DO NOT FORGET TO CIRCLE THE NUMBER OF THE
QUESTION BEING ASKED!!

.0

O
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INTERVIEWER INFORMATION

Update November 18,.1977

Question AAd. Subscription to Philippine newspapers...

Must_ have subscription--does not include people
who purchase eop71:::s of newspapers,' even if

,purchased weekly.

C



D. Income Flash Card



INCOME DURING PAST 12 MONTHS BEFORE TAXES

A. UNDER $1,000 A YEAR

B. $1,000 TO $1,999 A YEAR

C. $2,000 TO.$2,999 A YEAR

D. $3,000 TO $3,999 A YEAR

E. $4,000 TO $41999,A YEAP.

F. $5,000 TO $5,999 A YEAR

G. $6,000 TO $6;999 A YEAR

H. 7,000 TO- $7,999-A. YEAR

I, $8,000 TO $8,999 A

J. $9,000 TO $9,999 A

/ K. $10,000 TO $11,999

L. $12i000 TO $13,999

$14,000 TO$15,'999

11.16,-000.T0.$17,999

(4 $18,000 TO $19,999

$20,000' TO $24,999

$25,000 TO $29,999

$30,000 AND OVER A

P.

Q.

R.

YEAR

YEAR

A YEAR

A YEAR

A YEAR

A .YEAR

A YEAR

A YEAR

A YEAR

YAR

J

(OR UNDE,N if83 A MONTH)

( OR $$3 $167 .A MONTH)

(OR $163 TO Y2:50 A MONTH)

(OR $251 TO $. - MONTH)
. .

(011.$334.TO $417 : MONTH).

(011..$418 TO , 11:3TH)

OR $501 TO $5'.4:i A raqn

OR $584 TO $6i0 A MONTH;

42::. $648. TO $750 A MONTH)

U. $751 TO $833 A/MO&TH)

$884 TO $1,004 A MONTH)

(OR $1,00.1 TO $1,167 A MONTH)

(OR $1,168'TO $1,333.A MONTH)

(OR$1,334 TO $1,500 A MONTH).-.

(OR $1,501 TO $1,667 A MONTH)

(OR'$1,568 TO $2,083 A. MONTH)

(OR $2,084 TO $2,500 A MONTH)

JOR $2,500 AND MORE A MONTH)

'T
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1) Ako po ay si ng Filipino Association of Mountain-
View, isang private at non-profit community organization.

2) Kami po ay gumagawa ng socio-economic survey tungkol salI mga Filipino,
dito sa Mountain View. Ito po ay.isinasagawa para makakuha Ong mga impor-
masyon tungkol sa kanilang pamilya, pamamahay, pinag-aralan at hanapbuhay.

Ang mga makukuhang impormasyon ay gagamitin-upang mapabuti
1

ang community
services para sa mga Filipino.

. 4) Ang inyong.mga eagot.ay strictly confidential at hindi malalaman ng
parnahalaan ng.Amerika o Filipinas. :Ito ay ililipat:sa mga numero.?ara
Llagay sa computer,at kayo ay hindi makikilala.

5).Kung may mga tanong dito na ayaw ninyong sagutin, sabihin polatangninyo
sa amin.,

0

- 6) Mayroon po kaming katanungan sa wikang Tagalog at Ingles. Ano po ang gusto
ninyong gamitin?'

7)-Mayroon poba_kayong nais itanong?

1) I'm, 'from theFilipino Association of. Mountain :

View, a private non-profit community organization.

2) We're'doing.a socio-economic 'survey of all the Filipinos in Mountain.
View. We are trying tocollect information about Filipino families,-------
their housing, education, and jobs:.

This information will be used to improve community services to Filipinos.

4) Your answers will be strictly confidential. We will not give them to any
U.S. or Philippine government agencies. They will be converted into-
.numbers and will be fed to the,computer; and_-youill not be identified..

5) If we' have any questions that.you don't want to answer, just.say so,

6) We have identical questionnaires in Tagalog and English. Which one do
you prefer?

Do you have any questions?



F. Letters of Introduction in Tagalog and English

0 0



FILIPINO ASSOCIATION OF MOUNTAIN VIEW, INC.
-P-70-13-ox-1442

Mountain View, California 94040

SA MGA PILIPINO ,AS MOUNTAIN VIEW:.

Ang sulat na ito ay nagpapakilala na si ay

isa sa mga researchers ng Filipino Association.of Mbuntain Vie
isang private, non-profit community organization.

Ang samahang ito ay gumagawa ng surlieytungkol,sa mga Pilipino

dito sa Mountain View. Ito ay isinasagawa upang makakuha ng mga
impormasyon tungkol'sa kanilang.pamilya, pamamahay, pinag-'aralan at

hanap-buhay. Ang mga impormasyong ito ay gagamitin upang mapabuti

ang mga serbisyo para sa mga Pilipino.

Ang inyong'mga kasagutan ay para sa-amln lamani.at hindi mala-

laman ng pamahalaan ng Amerika o Pilipinas. Ang inyong mga sagot,

pangalan, at tirahan ay ililipat sa mga numero para ilagay sa
computer upang kayo an hindi makikilalo

Kung mayroon kayong mga tanong, tumawag 01amang.kayo sa mga

.tagapag- taguyod ng Samahang ito. Natirito ang kanilang mga pangalan

at telepono.

ANTOINETTE BARRIENTOS (Chairperson)
.961-7952 (h) 739-f322

LOU BALCITA
965-0443

BEN BRUNO
968-2549.

GREG'DEL FIERRO .

968-2721 (h) 967-2250 (w)

MEL? MARL (Adviser)
968-0836 (w) 967-5058 (h)

. DELFIN QUESADA
(964.-5013)

TONY MARMON
.967-2250

MEL MATIAS
964-3682

'BESS SALAZAR
967-7574 .

DOLORES SILAPAN
968-2800

PETE SILAPAN
968 -2800
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FILIPINO .ASSOCIATION OF MOUNTAIN VIEW, INC.
P.O. Box 1442

Mountain View, California 94040

TO THE FILIPINO_COMMUNITY OF MOUNTAIN VIEW:

This is to introduce a-researcher for the
Filipino Association of Mountain View, aririvata, non-profit community
organization.

This organization is conducting a socioeconomic survey of all the
Filipinos in Mountain View. .This study is being done because very little
is known about the community. We are trying to collect information about

.Filipino-families, their housing, education, and jobs. This information
will then be used to improve community services to Filipinos:

All azawers you provide will be strictly confidential. We will not
give your answers to any agency of the United States or Philippine
government. Your answers, including your names and addresses, will be
converted into numbers and fed into a computer. You will not be identified
by name in the report.

If you have any questions, please-call up any of the'members of 'the
Board, of Directors of the Filipino

1

Association. Their names and phone
numbers are listed below.

ANTOINETTE. BARRIENTOS (Chairperson)._ _ TONY-MARMON
961-7952 (h) 739-1322 967-2250

LOU BALCITA
965 -0443

BEN BRUNO
968 -2549

GREG DEL 'FIERRO

968-2721 (h) ,967L2250 (w)

MEL MATIAS
964-3682:

BESS SALAZAR
967-7574

DOLORES SILAPAN
968-2800

MELY MARI (Adviser) S PETE SILAPAN
.968-0836 (w) 967 -5058 (h) 968-2800

DELFIN QUESADA
(964 -5013)
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G. Residence Rules



Residence Rules

The following rules are to be observed if one of the Survey objectiVes is conformity with
Decennial Census pactice. The general instruction is to list everyone .who usually lives
in the housing unit and persons staying oryisiting there who have no other home,

This table is divided into two sections. Tie type of nerson.(studentymemberiof the Aimed
forces, etc.) is described in the left-hand section. The right7hand section tells you
whether the person is a resident of this household or sot other, place.

Type of Person

(1) Li;ves {n this household' but is temporarily This household
absent on a'visit, business trip, vacation
o in connection with job (bus driver,
t veling salesman, canal or river vessel
crewMan and the like).

(2) Lives in this household on_weekends only. The othernlace
Works 5 days a week in another place and
maintains a room or apartment. there.

(3) Lives in.this household but is ih a general This household (unless.%
or VA hoF2ital, including new babies not yet in a psychiatric, TB or
brought hothe. chronic ward).\

.

Resident of'--

(4) Member of-the Armed Forces:

(a) Living on military installation.

. 7

(b) Stationed on nearby installation but
living off post in this househpld.

c) Assigned to a naval vessel. :'
i

t

1

Definer or crew meMber of merchant' ve'qsel,

Lkes):

fessel en:.,ged in coast-wise, intercostal,
r foreig:1 transportation (including.Giteat

.

.

.

(a) .Ilf vessel ordinarily goes cn trips of
/

The vessel
2t hours or more duratioh. L

[

.

. f ' 1

! o

(5)

, 173

The military installation

This ;household. .

The vessel

cPb) If vessel Ordinarily goes on trips of
less than 2441ours duration.

This household

1

k

This hoLisehold
,

i

* (6) College student:

'.. I.

(a) Away at college on census day or here / The collaze.
., only on Vacation.

.
.

_ .., /

i
i(b) Attending college but living in this ':

c household.

/ , i
/

.

.

(7) 5tudent/away-attending schoolbelow college . This household
i level/(other than at institutiorel type

.i

sCho71s).
.

I

.(8) Nunae living ir, hospital, mirsesi hoLe, etc.. .Hostal,fnurses' home
......--,4. ..

, .
*',(.6) ......_____ 190

Th 1.1.1"..2.41,1

. A
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Type of Person

Family members.working and living away from

. . . .

(10) Person who has more than one home and divides
time between them.

(11) Person who lives in this household most of
the time because he works nearby buthas a
home elsewhere wh re he stays weekends or
less frequently.

American citizen abroad:'

(a) .Temporarily on vacation. or away, in
connection with his work.

(J2

r.

(b) :Employed by .b.s. Government with place
of duty abroad or memberof the family
of:such person living with him.

(c) Any other"Americanworking or living
abroadjor extended period of time.

(13) Person in institution where people usually
stay for long, periods of time:

Correctional or pena-Onstitutions, peni-
tentiaries,. Jails, wOrkhouses, reformatories,
convict caMps,sehoois for delinquents
(regardless of length of.sentence or stay);
Imental'institutions; homes for needy or.
aged; hoSpitals-and asylums for the chron-
ically ill and handicapped;lhomes or schools
for the deaf, blind,'.or mentally retarded:

Membersof religious order4
I

P,.trsons in places which have shifting
poPulatilons composed mainly of persons with
no fixed resider...be, such as. convict camps,

raiiroad camps, highway and other construc-
tion camps, and camps for migratory
acricultural workers.

Citizen of foreign country:

Stpdying 'or working'in the United
States or members of family pf such
person living with him.

Temporarilytraveling or visiting in
the United States.

Living on the premises of_ an EMbassy,
Ministry, .Legation, Chancellery, or

Consulate.

24--estic servants who "live
1

1

Pesi4ent of--

Place.where they liVe
while. working awaYfrom
Nome.

174

List at place where he
spends largest part of
the calendar year.

This household

This housiehold

This is a special case.
DO NOT.LIST

DO NOT LIST`

The institution ,

The monastery or convent

The. camp .
/

This household
7.

-

Not.to.he do-anted -

Not to be_counted

Determine if servant
,occupfes a .separate
housing. uni- from main
hOugehOlff. If,YES,-:
list-on a separate
qUesti6nrairelt NO,
list him on the Is.Ohte-

hold.
_ .
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H. Definition of Housing Unit.
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As in counting the resident population,

there are certain rules to be followed in identi-

fying and counting housing units. A housing unit

is a group of rooms, or a single room occupied-as

tetarate'living quarters or, if vacant, intended

for occupancy as separate living cuartera. A

housing unit can be occupied by a family, a

family and unrelated personsiving:together, a

group .of unrelated persons living together, or by

one person. It may be vacant.

..
3,21. Rules for identifying housing units.--

.'A.room, or a. group of rooms, must meet the

following reqUirements
to'cualify as a housing

.

`(1) Setarateness. . The occupants or _intended. /.

-pecupants mustlive and .eat separately frbm

....;everybneelse in 'the building'(or anart4nt).
, .

(2) If th'_s reouirer.ant-:s 7.et,-ten the rotm
176

or r :-z a m:st 1-sve either:

(a) Direct access from the outside of the

building or through a to: 3crt tall,

Or

'(b). CoMplete kitchen facilities-for their

household only.

7.22 Definitions of terms.--Separstenead

is determined when there is a "Yes" answer to

the question "Do you live and eat separately .

from everyone else in this building (or. apart-

ment)?" for the pers6ns in question. Direct

access means':

(1) Direct:access from the outside: .A direct'

entrance to the housing unit from the out.;..

doors, such as, a street,Jnad, alley,

courtyard, driveway, path,.etc..

. (2) Direct access through a common hall: .An

entrance to the housing'unit from a hall,

lobby, or vestibule which is usually used'.

by ;the occupants of more than one unit or

bythe general'public; The hall,

or vestibule is not part of any housing.

unit but is clearly senarate from all units

in the structure. . ,

Complete* kitchen facilities. A Unit2has

complete kitchen facilities when it hai all three

of the following:

?". . ,.

, . .

,(1). An installed sink with pipedwater; and

(2) a range e-or cook stove';
/
and

(3) a medhanicalrefrigerator.

All kitChemfacili ieamust be located in the

building. They/need not be in 'the same room. .Do

//
not count Portable

cooking equipment as a range

or stove;' or an ice box as a Medhanical refrig-.
, 7

drator..

/ ,

/are For this household only when theyare used

only by ' occupants of one housing unit. If ecUiP-r

For this household only. Kitchen facilities

ment is used by lodgers or other persons.liVing

in the housing .unit, it isstilI,For this hoUseT.

. . . , ,

hold onlY,provided that it is not also Use

I

t



.occupants of another housing unit. ',;hen a build

ing 'consists of only one housing , all epuip-

cent located inside the building is Forthis

household Only.

7.23 Examples of housingunits.--The areat

majorty ofliving,auarters in the United States

are easily recognized as housing units. These

are: single-family homes, apartments, and flats.

...Atwo-fLily home usually contains two housi

units. A mobile home trailer that is the

sccupant's usual place of residence is a housing

unit-

Housing snits may also be found in unusual

orunexpedted places. For example, there say be

a living quarters In the penthouse of an offide

building, living quarters for a watchman in a

factory, or a family's living quarters behind

their store. Also, railroad cars, houseboats,

177Th.
caves, tents, etc., are housing units if they are

occupied as usual residences.

Some buildings,.0through-alteration or change

in use.ge,i-may contain. feWer.. or more housing units

than isgoArent.frOm the outside. ExaMples of7^S

these would ye 1 large one-family house. modified

'to contain three apartments, 'a large apartmtmt

which has been altered to two smaller apartMenta

a two - family house which is now occupied entirely1

by a large family as one residence..

Furnished rooms, light housekeeping unit's,

and rooms rented out to lodgers may sometimes be .

housing units. ate-properelassification of such

living quarters depends upon the application of

.7,

the housing unit definition.



L. Referral Cards
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New address from

( ) Interviewed*
( ) Phone disConnected*
( ) Not at addreis*
( ) New address unknown by

__----NO CONTACT address confirmed
.---- ( ): Mail Box*

( ) Neighbor*
( ) Other

,f

* 4.

CONTACT

i

_...

( ) _By phone*

( ). In person*

( ) Secheduled for*
( ) Other
( ) Refused because

*Date and initals of research staff

-



<1.

J. Tri-Lingual Publicity Poster

a
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/..
PAU NAWA

Kung kayo ay Pilipino na nakatira dito sa Mountain
View, ang Filipino.Associationlig. Mountain VieW ay:-
Makikipagalam sainyo sa lalorig madating panahon.
MayroOng:Socio-economic Survey" na ginagawa
-tungkol 'sa raga Sambahayang. pilipino, at pinapaldu-
sap ang inyOng kooperasyon-.. Kung kayo ay hindi pa
nasasabihan hanggang ika- 1 ng Oktubre; puwede
bang tUmawag kayo sa .numerong ito: 968 -1263.

No-Filipino kayo nga agnaed ditoy Mountain.View,
umay bumisita cadacayo ti Filipino Assbciation ditoy.

.

Adda maararamid nga census maipanggep iti panag-
': biag [socio-economic] iti amin nga Filipino ditoy ket

masapul mi unay ti tulong yo. No saan kayon to pay
la nga-mabisita inggana ti primer° ti Oktubre no

agtelepono kayo: 968-1263.

If you are. a Filipino, living in Mountain View, the
Filipino. Association of Mountain View will be-contact
ing you soon. A Socio-Economic Survey of all Filipino
households is being done and your cooperation is
requested. If you have not been contacted by October
1, 1977 please call this number: 968-1263.

Filipino Association of Mountain View
257 Castrci St., Suite 2-E-4

Mountain VieW, CA94040 or
P.O. Box 1442, Mt. View, CA 94040
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